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I'^IAXIIJE AL3R0

Maxlnc Albro, one of California's leading women

artists, founded her studios of fresco and mural decoration

on the impetus gained from several trips to Mexico , in the

last few years. The ancient Mayan and other tribal art there

stirred her, while she also met the dynamic Muralists Diego

Rivera, Orozco and oth(5rs, whose works gave her now conceptR

of the moaning of great v/all decorations.

Although young in years, Miss Albro was mature in

art accomplishment, when she turned from the many modern

trends felt in local art and mostly derivative from Europe.

She has always taken decisive steps towards new methods and

manners and recently has begun to work in terms consistent

with the Pacific Coast culture. Her own fresco work soon led

to work with grouos of other fresco experimenters. She is

among the pioneer San Frr-ncisco civic muralists of this dec-

ade. Her sense of the value of the local scene and its so-

cial import has rapidly unfolded. She ha« grown from a

painter ofsmall canvases to a commentator on Western history

W and history in the making in the lives of working people of

today.

Recently, her design for a mosaic has been unveiled

^k with impressive ceremonies on the facade ofthe San Francisco

^H State Teachers College. It employed a score of technicians

^H and several other artists and has mode history in Californiam





art annals, insomuch as it was the first mosaic design carried

to completion, through every procsar,, in California. Her de-

sign was finished as an art project of the United States

Works Progress Administration.

YOUTH AI:D SAPJ.Y TRAINING

Maxine Albro was born in Iowa, April 1, 1903. Her

father's ancestors carae from Spain, which may bear upon her

racial response to the Mexicans. Her mother was Irish-English.

When very young her family moved to Los Angeles, where she at-

tended the public schools and graduated from High School in

1920.

After a year in San Francisco, v;here she did suc-

cessful commercial art work, Maxine spent a year of study in

Paris at the Academie Chaumiere. In the French museiims aha

studied the peasant arts of Europe. Her family now moved to

San Francisco, so she attended the California School of Fine

Arts during 1923 to 1925. Here her exceptional talents found

recognition, but her urge. to further study led her to Mexico

City. In the Palace of Fine Arts and the National Museum she

was stirred by the native arts and crafts and sought them out

in the obscure tropical town of Oaxaca, where she spent sev-

eral months drawing and |:ainting in many media. This was the

first of several seasons . spent in Mexican towns, learning the

past and present primitive art expression of these people who

so fascinated her.





EARLY EXHIBITIONS

Beginning with 1925, Llaxlne Albro exhibited with

the annual San Francisco Art Association and in each succeed-

ing yerr, a few of her paintings, drawings or lithographs were

in every showing. Ker individual exhibitions after 1925 caused

excitement in San Francisco's studios and art columns. Ker

enthusiasTi for the Mexican theme led r.any of her friends to

invade Mexico as a sketching ground. She was even accused of

being "a little Diego Rivera, " yet she was essentially herself

in her new decorative simplicity ajid sensitive approach to the

racial characteristics of the Mexican types she painted. Her

work reveals the sensitive vToman artist who reflects and con-

serves the scenes and life around her.

Her manj'' trips to Mexico always brought fresh works

to exhibit, and these exhibits led to private commissions to

decorate California "Hacienda" homes, '.vith patio frescoes

^

The modern Mexican fresco blonds well with the Spanish type

houses built of plaster or stone or adobe, oak-timbered and

tile roofed, with cool court-yard patio walls.

The years of 1929 and 1930 Maxlne Albro spent on

many outdoor fresco commissions. Notable among them was the

series she did for the Allied Arts G-uild, "Spanish Farm.'

They were painted on wet lime in natural earth colors, in true

fresco technique, which requires great skill in mixing pig-

ments and use of the brush.
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These frescoes were reproduced in many magazines and

newspaper supplements. They were titled "Patron Saints of the

Field and Household Labor, " and verses from the Spanish Bible

were worked into the borders. Her distinguished design for

the pottery patio showed her study of the authentic patterns

of Mexican native pottery.

During her many visits to Mexico Miss Albro has be-

come an authority on the derivatives of Mexican design. She

has also made careful notes on costume and pageantry. In some

villages she was the only foreign resident, and closely learned

their traditions and tribal life. She knows the Zacatecas

v/ell, the Tehuantepec peons and the sun-children of Mlchoacan.

She has also Inspected the art schooDlng of Mexican children

and approves their direct methods and healthy art.

A NS'tV YORK EXHIBIT

In 1931, Miss Albro was sponsored by the Junior

League in an exhibition at the Delphi Studios in New York City,

in accord with the modern Mexican art "renaissance" then fos-

tered in New York art galleries. Miss Albro' s first showing

in tb.e east was thirty paintings and thirty drawings, v;hich

brou^.ht comment from the Art Digest of December 1931:

"At the Delphi Studios, Maxine Albro, youn^ A-
merlcan artist of the Mexican school, is hold-
ing an exhibition. Her special forte Is the
depiction of native women and children in gay
native costume, and scored a critical as well
as a popular trium.ph. "*

* See bibliography-





lows:

The New York Herrld-Trlbune wrote:

"Her work shows the influence of Mexican feel-
ing, but it is so picturesque and colorful that
nothing else matters."*'"

The Critic of the New York Post, stated:

"It is an exhibition of many appealing aspects,
particularly its clarity of color and its per-
sonal feeling for composition. She discloses
herself as a sympathetic observer of the Mexican
scene, and readily catches the picturesque as-
pects of the Mexican peasants, and while her
painting is not particularly robust, or touched
with any modern mannerisms, she keeps her decoi?-
ative sense uppermost."*

The New York Times, December 1931, criticized as fol-

"Miss Albro's New York debut discloses her work
as an indication of the influence that the much-
touted Mexican renaissance is having on con-
temporary American Art. Herv/ork looks more "in-
digneous" to the Mexican soil than some of the
products of such native sons as Orozco and
Goitia. The exhibition includes studies for ex-
ternal murals in California hacienda homes.
This practice cf painting the exterior of houses
is almost unknown in the east; it is fairly com-
mon in the southv/est. Miss Albro's highly col-
ored and simplified murals are admirably adapt-
ed to withstand weather.

"Her genre studies in oil obviously derive from
the 'pulgueria' and exvoto paintings that abound
in small Mexican towns. In the case of a pre-
sumably sophisticated American artist, the crude
color and drawing, and the distinctly peasant
humor have scarcely the virtue of spontaneity.
Her church interiors, 'Pink Clcloter' and 'Sac-
risty Door, ' especially are more sincere and
personal. "*

Among the large number of paintings sold at these

exhibits, were "Black Rebozcs" bought by Stephen C. Clark, and

"Tehauntepec Baby" bought by Margaret Hinchman. Tv/o of her

* See bibliography
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paintings wcro honored by being included thr.t year in the New

York Junior Leai.;:ue Galleries.

HSR R2TURIJ TO SAN FRAI'.'CISCC

Returning to San Francir>co, Miss Albro gave an ex-

hibition of lithographs, sketches nnd other types of work, all

typically national in feeling, at the City of Paris Art Gal-

lery, San Francioco; likc\vise another group v/as shown at the

San Francinco Legion of Honor.

REC5IVE5 RECOGNITION

In .the year 1932, Ml;3s Albro nay be said to have

coEc into her. oxin. Her lithographs, exhibited at Courvoisier'

s

Art Gallery, San Francisco, attracted much favorable attention,

and were said to be one of the high lights of the collection

of California prints.

She was invited to give also a one-man show at S. & Gc

Gump's Galleries in San Francisco. The follov;ing is quoted

from an article by- Junius Cravons in the Argonaut of August,

"In a' general way, Maxine Albro' s works might be
said to be in the contemporary Lloxican mode.
This Impression, however, v/e feel, is largely
due to their subject matter. Her v/ork strikes
us as .beln^: too essentially refined, and, at
times, almr 'it 'pretty' "to entirely belong to the
so-called Me:-:lcan School. It might rather be
said to be a svreetened compromise betv/een the
modern Ivloxlcan School and that of some of the
more nati\'e Mexican painters of a patSt era. For
some reason any decorative painting or drawing
of a Mexican subject that is done these days is





at once credited with the Rivera Influence.
With the possible oxceotion of one canvas,
First Comnunion,

' we fail to discover any
marked Rivera Influence InAlbro's work....
because she has so successfully avoided Imitat-
ing his technique."

Mr. Cravens continued:

"Albro's works are nicely rendered, pleasing,
and should have considerable popular appeal.
In her canvases she seems to have" utilized all
of the picturesqueneas of the Mexican scone,
but has softened it into sweeter and essential-
ly feminine terms."* (Soe bibliography)

These uero the days when Rivera, Romera, Tamayo and

Durieux took North American art galleries by storm, leading

the ranks of those who were up in arms against established

dogmas in Mexican art. Miss Albro's Mexican work was hung in

California galleries along with l:hoir revolutionary prints,

and she did her share in stirring local revolt against out-

worn art forms

.

COMPARISON V/ITH MEXICAN ARTISTS

Miss Albro's steps towards intarpreting the simple

Mexican people and scenes compares in sincere approach with

the ways that foremost Mexican artists and a few other foreign

artists have chosen to delineate them. Her canvases arc quite

as welcome in Mexican art circles as in Californian. While

her works may lack the fierce' colors and utter simplicity of

form of these Mexican moderns, she so closely allies herself

with them that to the unlcnowing her name is often aligned

with the Mexican school of today. Junius Cravens grow sharp-

ly sarcastic regarding the satires which raised such discus-

sion among the artists.





In later years this cri"^ic softened and wrote the

following about this most ambitious, busy young painter:

"Maxine Albro, youthful San Franciscan, in oil
and lithograph, again delineates the primitive
people, the color and moods of the Mexican race.

"The swarthy, heavy faces of hor laboring men,
and of the iaolatrous primitive in his European-
ized religious caste, are delicately primeval
reminders of the dalliance, the easeful luxuri-
ousness of the sun-loving peon.

"Her work is sure and deft, the mold is massive
and the figures themselves are huge but not
graceless. Miss Albro has imparted to them some
of the feline suavity, the cat-like surcness of
these ordinarily slov/-footed peoples. She is
daring but not un-conventional; with color she
startles, blending pale rose shades with crimson
reds; staging her characters v/ith positive feel-
ing for native color and the brilliant costumes
of the Mexican. "*

COMPARISON WITH MBXIC.^.' ARTISTS

"One finds .in her work a sympathy for the envi-
ronment, and emotional re-action towards the ra-
cial distinctions actuated by a truly superb
feeling for (naive) savagery, that is missing
in so much of Mexican art.

"Her disinterestedness has been an aid to her
evaluation; standing aside, as it were, looking
at a new culture in the light of an older one,
she has seen what so majiy have failed to see.
This' scholarly probing, added to her esthetic
sensibility, makes hor work delightful to lock
at, .much more delightful than the modern Mexi-
cans who are relentlesslj^ cruel in seeing them-
selves and the history of their races."

A VALLSJO COlv^I.IISSION

Miss Albro arrived in 1332 at the point v/hen she

was being considered a prominent decorator. She was commis-

sioned to paint fresco murals in the high school at Vallejo,
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California. On the exterior she did an heroic portrait of

the famous Genoral Mariano de Guadalupe Vallejo, for whom the

small San Pablo 3ay city la named. In the auditorium she

covered 2000 square feet of wall around the proscenium arch.

It depicts famous theatrical characters in early California

life, from 1849 to 1S50. Among them., Edwin Booth, Lotta

Crabtree, Emilie wlolville and others who made the gold-mad

days bright with drama. San Francisco Bay forms a pleasing

baclcground.

decoahTIOns in galiforiiia homes

From 1930 on, Miss Albro ha,s executed many private

comiaissions in fresco decorations for California homes. The

San Francisco Wasp of March 7, 1950 tells of the results of

many months work on the walls of the H. L. Mack hacienda or

counti-y hom.e near. Del Monte, California:

"Since the predominating influence of the Church
was alv;ays evident in the life of the Spanish
colonies, much of the decoration on the living-
rooms of the Haro].d Mack home at Monterey, Ceili-

fornia, is of a decided ecclesiastical spirit."

Miss Albro 's ability to restate the Mexican and

Spanioh religious arabesques was developed when she painted a

series of Church interiors when .she lived in MexJ.co. She a-

dapts them charnin.^ly to Spanish type homes.

Miss Albro' s exhibits have;been popul-'-r and a typi-

cal one was at the Womens' City Club in California, November

1934, The artist wore Aztec costume and presented Mexican
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flower n.rrangoniGnts to lllustrr^te her trlk on "Thu Arts and

Crafts of Old Lloxico."

Kcr froGco ability was again ucod to decorate an

important v;all in the Colt Tov/cr, on Telegraph Kill, San Fran-

cisco. Kor subject v/as a synthesis of California ai^'ricultural

scones in an abundant valley. She escaped the controversial

phases of the Coit Tower Public Works of Art Program, which

reached national scope. (It is fully reported in the Bernard

Zakheim monograph in this series of volumes.)

A C0NTR0VSR5Y

A controversy, vrhlch is no reflection ^n the quality

of LliGS Albro's work but on the perception of the art patron-

age, broub'ht her fresco v/ork to the attention of nr.tional art

magazines. Glenn Wessols, in the Argonaut, gives the finrt

report '-^n the destruction of some of Miss Albro's frescoes in

the July 13, 1934 number of the. Argonaut:

"Gossip has it that Llaxlne Albro's frescoes for
a certain southern California Womens' Club, are
to suffer the srj".o fate as the notable Rivora-
Lenln-Rockefoiler design (in Rpdio City, New
York). We hope for Miss Albro's sake, that the
matter is as widely publicized."

The controversy raged for a time v/lth many ludicrous

write-ups in the newspapers all of v/hich brought Miss Albro

interesting comment in the magazines. The Art Digest, a na-

tional monthly, in 1935 discussed the right of the patron to

destroy a semi-public work of art:
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"Has the Ebell Club thR rl^-^ht to destroy the
frescoes painted t^yMiss Albro in the Club's Ra-
tio?"*

Further consent followed in variou.T porlodicaln of

th3 time. Arthur Miller, art critic nf tliO Log Angeles Times,

answered in the affirmative:

"Yes, both legally and morally. The essence of
doniocratic procedure is that, the matter having
been fairly debatoa and pondered, the v.ill of
the majority becor.os law. Personally I thirJt
they are beautiful decorations which deserve to
live and which will bo missed. But, if the peo-
ple for whom they were made don't like them

—

that is their business, and Miss Albro has sen-
sibly expressed a similar opinion. Our pic-
tures, like our clothes, are still our own af-
fairs."*

The San Francisco News of May 25, 1935, rone to her

defense:

"Speaking of murals, Maxine Albro moved right up
in line with Eiego Rivera, David Siguoiros, and .

Clifford Wight last month, when the Sbcll Club
of Los Ange].os, after' two years of intcrna.1
souabbling, finally des.troyed frescoes of the
four Sybils which Mis, Albro had paintcci in the
loggia of Its more or less Italian Club House.

"According to Los Angeles critics, Ml«s Albro
had done a fine mural job, and they gave the
Ebell Club the ' rar;pbcrry' because, instead of
covering the frescoes'— temporarily, 'leaving
final judgment to a later generation, ' it had
them irreparably destroyed; and that, in ynite
of the Board of the Governors' note to have them
'harmlessly covered.'

"Ebell' s president, Mrs. S.C. Dunlap, led a fac-
tion which greatly admired the frescoes and
fought to save them. But the majority just
didn't like them. 'Too modern."

"Miss Albro 's mistake was in consenting to work
for a wealthy Women's Club, of which she was not
a member; without compensation, other than a

*Soo bibliography
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br.re living, materials rnd. expenses. If she hr.d

ohrrgcd oven a fair laborer's wage, the Club
v/ould probably have taken her frofjcoes and liked
them. Such groups do not value anytli^ng that
they get for nothing; the artist did an injus~
tico both to herself and to hor profession.

"But the basic fault v;as the architect's. If
frescoes had been included as an integral part
of the loggia's design, and had been installed
v;hile the building was being finished, these
lovely frescoes v/ould probably have been ac-
cepted and admired unanimously by the Club's
membership.

"

A satirie-'^l crlticiSiTi v/as given about this movement

in the San Francisco Wasp, v/lth thi::; caustic paragraph:

'"Out, damned spot.' ' Secned to bo the Club V/o-

men's reaction to Ivlaxlnc Albro's murals in the
loggia of the Lo.s An.geles Sbcll Club.

"At least the portly Romrn Sybils painted have
been. blc3tted' out, and their talented creator may
Join the select company of rauraliots v/hose v/ork

has rated a hurry call from the house painter
and—a potfull of very profitable pnblicicj'-, "*

At the present time, 1936, Miss Albro is employed on

the Federal Art Project. She v;as comr.lS3ioned to create a mo-

saic for the State Teachers College in San Francisco, and we

find this article by Emilio Model in the San Francisco Nev/s

of August 15, 1936:

'

• , THE TEACHERS COLLS'^S MOSAIC

"With much clatter and clutter in a studio full
of stones, Miss Maxino Albro is assembling a
marble mosaic for the Natural Science Hall of
the State Teac^hers College Training School.

"Miss Albro, v;ell-kno'.vn nuralist, has chosen for
her design, the appropriate subj3ct of wild ani-
mals. The mosaic V7ill be in the form of an arch
over the entrance of the hall. On cither ijide

*See bibliography
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v/lll be seen various nnlma3.s and plants of Cal-
ifornla. Above the center of the aroh will be
the figures of a boy with a book and a girlvd.ti

a friendly r.quirrel.

"The technique of mural setting in quite an in-
tricate one. Firt'.t a pattern \s made from the
master de.iign, and this cut Into small sections
for easy work and transportation. Then the
small pieces of marble are chiseled dovTn to fit
the design. Those are dipped in glue and press-
ed on to the paper pattern. Later this glued
side boconos the exposed side of the mural.

"Miss Albro is working v-'ith a 'palletto' of 29
different marbles. There pre throe assistants
and a master mosaic-setter v^orking with Miss
Albro. The v/ork is being rapidly assomblerl and
is expected to be installed before the first of
the year.

"

THE ARTIST TODAY

Miss Albro i:. now designing sovorr.l froGcoes for

private homes and has just flnicihcd a bar docorrtion in a

hotel in Santa Barbara. Although she is identified as a lo-

cal leader of the fresoo and m.osaic mur^^l school, she is al-

so one of the advanced decorative artists of California v;ho

consistently prefer tlxcmes that are of the Pacific slope

scone, early day history an-i present day agricultui'c and in-

dustry. In such artiot clusters v;e may sec an indigenous

art of honest purpose '-nd high culture emerging.
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IvIAXINE AL3R0

RSPR2SSNTATIVE

WORKS

A Girl of Tohauntepec
Country Church in Mexico
Siesta
Sr.crlsty Door
White Cloister
Chur':!h at Acapanzo
Street In Taxeco
Indian Madonna

PERIvtANSNT COLLECTIONS:

San Francisco, Crllfornla
M. H. De Young Mujeum

Llexlco
Colt Tower
Mosaic at State Teachers College

Mcnlo Park, California
Allied Arts Guild

Monterey, California
Hacienda of H. L. Mack

Vallojo, California
Hig,-h School

privat:: collections:

Black Rebozos— Steohen C. Clark,
New York City

Tehauntopec 3aby—Margaret Hincliinan
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EXHIBITIONS;

CLUBS

:

San Franoir^co, California
Bop.ux Arts, 1928
Palace Hotel, 1930
CourvoiRler'ni, 1932
Gump's, 1952-34
Amberg Hirth C-allory, 1936

BGr]celey, Calix'ornia
Women's City Club, 1934

New York City
Delphi StudiOB, 1931

Menlo Park, California
Allied. Artr. G-uild

Member
San Francisco Art Association
California Society of Mural Artists
Artists Congress (National)

New York City

BIBLIOG-RAPHY

The Wasp, Grace Hubbai-d, March .7, 1931

New York Times, December 8., 1931

Art News, December 12, 1931, November 5, 1936

Art Digest, December 15', 1931, May 1, 1932

Argonaut, Junius Cravens, Septem^ber 3, 1932
November 3, 1934 .

Art World, Junius Cravens, August 12, 1933
Glenn Wessels, July 13, 1934

Los Angeles Times, May 1, 1936

San Francisco Doily News, August 15, 193S

* Artist's scrapbook—date ualcnown.
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Blop:raphy and Works

"WHARF AND BRIDGE"
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CHIN CHS2 (CHSUNG L2E)

ffSSTSRK II:FLU5KCS

The lma,Tes tiiat flash upon the inv/ard eye of an Oc-

cidental visiting a Chinese-American artist, are usually of a

studio stocked v/ith art objects of Jade, ivory, feather'voxk,

embroidery ornamented lavishly v.lth gold; and huge bronze ves-

sels. Finding instead, portraits and landscapes in oil and

water-color, of the western manner, one's curiosity is arrest-

ed; and the mind brought close to one of art's ideals: that

her disciples in giving pleasure, are not chosen by race,

creed, or color.

Unostentatiously, Cheung Lee; born and reared in

China, has shown that a protege of art, transported to any

environment and trained m that environment's mode of expres-

sion, levels int'^rnational barriers, and accords esthetic en-

joyment to those of his adopted home.

From Cheung Lee's birth in China to !iis persever-

ance in acquiring; the techniquti to er-oress We3tern art, ne-

cessitates going bf cic soire year-^ for the unfolding of his

life.

BC;{N IN RURAL ATJ.IOSPI'HIR.'^

Some forty miles irlnnd from Canton, China, is Hoy

Ping, a district of "che Province of Canton. Of its cities,

one of some 20,000 population, is Hoy Ping. On the outskirts
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of this city in the ancestral farm of th? Chin's, Here

rice, the principal crop of South China, and vegetables are

intensively cultivated.

In this peaceful rural atmosphere. Chin Wong Shea

Lee, devoted wife of Chin Quo Shu Kee had borne to him many

children. The third child of this family, Chin Ghee, was

born May 4, 1896.

Between the time of irrigation of the rice fields

to the tjrain's maturity, and care of the vegetables, Chin Que

Shu Kee spent what leisure there was in the study of the

medicinal properties of herbs. There was a reason for this

study. Mews had cone to Hoy Ping of the growth of San Fran-

cisco's Chinatown, The deep-rooted faith of the Chinese in

the curative power of herbs is conturies old, and in that comr-

rnunlty across the sea, Ciiin Que Shu Kee sensed op-oortunity.

The elements having been kind, profits acrrued rap-

idly from the farm. The time being deemed propitious for the

Journey to America, the fathc^r leased the farm and settled

the fajnily in Hoy Ping. From Chin Chco's sixth year to that

of seeing his father again, r.LP.ny years will have passed,

CHINESE SCHOOLS; THE SCHOOL NAI.IE

At eight years cf ago Chin Chee was enrolled in the

lower grade school of Hoy Ping, This required the completion

of six years of study. In 1910, he entered high school. It

is customary with Chinese high schools that a school name be
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conferred upon students. That of Cheung Lee (peace and pros-

perity) was given Chin Chee.

Drawing and painting were part of the curriculum,

but, except to meet the requirements, art plr.yed no role in

the boyhood of Cheung Loo. Doop-rooted in the mother's fam-

ily was a heritage of appreciation of Chinor>e art and the

son's indifference to that subject was deeply felt.

The hours after school wore not all for play. Idle

brains and hands to the Chinese constitute the devil's vrork-

shop. Proscribed chores were demanded of Cheung Lee and the

other children.

In 1914, the four years of high school were com-

pleted. Shortly after graduation Cheung Lee, returning home

one day, found his mother in an agitated state of mind. She

had received a letter from the father in America that re-r»

quested his four sons be sent to him,

AI;IS?:ICA: SCHOOL; WORK: THE INNER URGE

Upon Cheung Lee's arrival in America his father en-

roD.led him in the Congregational School, located on Washington

Street, in San Francisco, California, Some two years were

spent in that school requiring the rudiments of English, In

1916, he began his •appro'- ticeship und~;r hiT f.-.ther, learning

the medicinal properties of herbso The .".cquisitlon of horbnl

knowledge abruptly ended in the spring of 1918, An inner urge

had begun to upset the serene life of Cheung Lee, Whether the
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art tendencies of his mother influenced him or not, he con-

cluded that n.rt was the medium through which this inner urge

could be outwardly exr^ressed.

Perturbed at the dreamy look that had settled over

his son's features, the father inquired: "What has come over

you, why that far-off lool:, when there is business to be done?"

Cheung Lee replied: "I am ^oing to be an artist." Somewhat

abashed, when he realized the two years spent in training his

son to follow his footsteps, the father replied: "An artist

i

that uncertain life for an establisl:ed business?" But Oheung

Lee had an answer ready: "I hfive reached the age of manhood,

I am going to study art," The father felt and weighed his

son's determined ansv;er, -and then replied: "Yes, you are a

man, and if art is your course of life you shall follov/ it, I

will miss you when you return to China." Somewhat in conster-

nation, Cheung Lee inquired of his father: "Why return to

China?" I am going to enter the summer session of the San

Francisco School of Fin^ Arts." Considerable tlm3 lapsed be-

fore the father spoke: "But son, China's art is ancient, the

West is new; go and study deeply of her art."

CRISNT VERSUS OCCIDSNT

In the defense of the father's advice to his son, to

study China's art the chronological arrangement of this mono-

graph must be placed temporarily aside.

The Chinese Art Asoociation' s exhibit, held at the

De Young Museum in 1935, at which Cheung Lee exhibited, drew
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from two well-known Sr.n Frr.nclsco art critics, writings that

throw light upon China's r.ncient r.rt, and in doing so have

bolstered in no uncertain language a Chinese father's advice

to his son. The first of these articles by Junius Cravens of

the San Francisco News of December 14, 1935, is as follows:

"An exhibition of this kind is difficult to e-
valuate, because one is not sure v;hethor it is
supposed to be regarded rs professional, ama-
teur or student work. The Chinese collection
seems to include a little of all three.

"Having more admiration and respect for most
ancient Eastern art than the averfige mediocre
modern Western art, something in me rises in
defense of the older rather than the new,

"The Orient had a high culture that was already
ancient before v/e, r.s a nation, v/ere boi-n. Be-
ing an old foge.y, v;ho rosentf, an inferior o.rti-
cle being substituted for a superior one, I
never can quite comprehend why the Oriental,
when he turno to art, does not seek to revive
and preserve his own incomparable traditions.

"But that, being a personal reaction, is benide
the point. The Americanized Oriental artist,
after all, is not only subject to our follies
but has not yet had time to build up an immuni-
ty against them.

"Since these young Chinese-American artists
have elected to adapt themselves to the Western
school it would be an insult to their intelli-
gence to make allo\;anccs for their art's short-
comings on tl^e grounds that it was produced by
Orientals."

The second article is that by G-len Wessels, who wrote

in the Argonaut of Qel^cemher 20, 1935:

"We of the Western World hr^ve so long admired
and envied the painting and power of the non-
representational art of the Eastern people,
that it is somewhat of an anomaly to find them
aping us or seeing the world through our eyes
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V7hen It comen to matters of art. We are com-
plaisant when tney adopt westernisms of other
sorts, most of their art expression has been
of such a higher order than most of ours that
it is hard to accept the Inevitable chang^e

—

the change In art which comes as the expression
of a change of philosophy and religion. There
v;as a time when Western art aped the Oriental:
V/histler began his -arrangements' after the
first great showing of Oriental art which came
to Europe. Beardsley and the decorative draughts-
men of his time took much from the Oriental.
Oriental art may be said to have rescued Western
art from the morass of superficial realism into
which it had fallen.

"It is hoped in the fusion of East and West that
the finenesses of neither m.ay be entirely lost.
Perhaps, as is seen to an extent in the works on
exhibit—a greater degree of objectivity may be
combined with more refined design. But if the
Chinese lose their artistic heritage in the at-
tempe to gain 'the American scene' they will be
exchanging the substance for the shadow."

ART STUDENT—SCHOOL PRIZES

The thread of chronological sequence resumed, we

find Cheung Lee being enrolled in the summer session of 1918,

as a student of the California School of Fine Arts in San Fran-

cisco. Aftnr a few lessons in drawing and portraiture under

the capable instructions of E. Spencer Macky, and landscape

under the excellent guidance of Gottardo Piazzoni, the problem

of the "Inner urge" had been solved. In his adoption of the

V/estern path of Art, Cheun
,
Lee decided he had chosen wisely.

This was confir'-aed in the 1921-22 session, v/hen he won the

second prize for "Landscape."

The Chinese-American News of San Fr'n.ncisco, of May

1922, in an article of which we gx/;- a partial translation,

stated:
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"Cheung Lee, a Chinese student at the C-ilifornla
School of Fine Arts, has won the second prize
for a landscape, \rhlch included $25 in cash.
The prize-v.'inning landscape is an excellent
subject. It is gratifying to know that Cheung
Lee is a hard v;orking student and is progress-
ing rapidly.

"

For many months that followed Cheung Lee worked and

studied hard. The reward for this application Justified the

effort. Robert H. Wilson writing for the San Francisco Exam-

iner of December 3, 1922, lists Cheung Lee for.ong a group of

notable painters who exlriibited at the East-7/est Art Sociotj'

held at the San Francisco Museum of Art. This, a catalogue

exhibit, listed Cheung Lee's "Portrait of a Dancer."

Additional rev;ards and an unusual honor resulted

from his continued hard work at the California School of Fine

Arts. The San Francisco Bulletin of May 12, 1923, in • printing

the list of the prize winners for the 1922-23 session of the

art school, tabulates Cheung Lee's name thrice among the win-

ners. The items shov; him to have received the first prizes in

landscape and portraiture, and a second prize in etching. The

Cliinese Press of San Francisco waxed enthusiastic over the

honor merited by one of their ovm. Of these articles we chose

that of the Young China, which in May 1923, stated:

"At the Cali-fornla School of Fine Arts the Chi-
nese student, Cheung Lee, in competition with
four hundred students, has been awai'ded three
prizes for the 1922-23 session. The subjects
were carefully rendered.

"
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SCHOOL COMPLSTSD—HOTEL WORK

On the completion of five years of work r.t the art

school, Cheung' Lee decided, before testing out the public's

acceptance of his artistic creations to secure first a stable

income. This led to his being the manager of a Chinese hotel

In San Francisco. The lulls that came during the hotel duties

Cheung Lee devoted to oainting. At the California State Fair,

held at Sacramento in 1923, he exhibited his "Llountain Farr-

tasy." During the years 1924-25 commissions were executed for

important Chinese Societies throughout California.

NOSTALGIA—R-^TUmJ TO CHINA—I-IARRIA&E

Unless given vent to, no disease is more pernicious

than Nostalgia. Where the formative stages of youth ?nd early

manhood were spent; from that place comes the strongest call.

Leaving the managership of the hotel in the hands of a friend,

late in. 1925 Cheung Lee departed for China.

A short while after greeting his mother and sisters,

and after reviewing boyhood scenes Cheung Lee took up the sei^

ious study of Chinese art. This was interrupted by the advent

of Sit King into his life, A short courtship and they were

married.

Presumably the nine years of western influence out-

weighed in Cheung Lee's mind the period of boyhood spent in

China. Less than a year of this sojourn and the Occident

called to him.
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Intractable In her determination not to ler.ve China,

Cheung Lee bade farewell to his new v.'lfe, his family, and re-

turned to San Francisco,

RSTURI-: TO Af.lSRICA—COiaL'IigSICNS

On the return to San Francisco, Cheung Lee resumed

his manacership of the hotel. Commissions for art from Chinese

Societies bt3gan coming his way. One of these Commissions was

for a landscape painted on the processional car of the Marys-

ville Chinese Society, Tills car is used by that Society in ita

holiday parades. Other satisfactory commissions were secured

during the y^ars of 1928-^9-30.

ADVZNT OF D3PP.5SSICN—LOSS OF HOTEL

Depressions and art commissions apparently have

something in common. As v/ith other artists commissions ceased

coming to Cheung Lee. Forced to give up the hotel, and with

resources spent, he found himself v;ith oth-^r millions of un-

employed. In the latter part of 1930, employment v/as secured

as a salesman in the Chinese Stationery store at 831 G-rant Av-

enue, San Francisco, California. This good fortune terminated

in 1932, ^Vith savings depleted, he was forced to borrow. On

these borrowed funds, Cheung Lee's morale, though not of the

beat, permitted him time to print a number of pictures. These

enabled him to participate in important exhibits held during

1932 at the Art Museum in Oalcland, and the Palace of the Le-

gion of Honor in San Francisco. These pictures, e:diiblted also
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at the Foundation of Western Art In Los Angeles, California^

in 1953, dre^T frcni Arthur Miller of the Los Angeles Times

,

this comparison:

"Cheung Lee seems a convert of the Hopper Style."

GOVSRIIMENT TO THE RESCUE

Unemployment by the clos-i of 1934, having universally

progressed, included in its ranks thousands of artists. Exec-

utives of the Administration at Washington deemed it expedient

to establish the Fjderal Art Projects to assist the artists

and enable thorn to worl: in their chosen fiold, Cheung Leo,

stripped of :financcs, enrolled with the local S.E.R.A. When

this becdme W.P.A. he became a part of that organization. The

daily hours prescribed by the agencies fulfilled, Cheung Lee

turned his leisure to advant.agc. When the Chinese Art Associ-

ation, of which he is a member, held its first show in the

deYoung Musoum of San Francisco in November and December of

i935, ho was prepared for the exhibit. Of his contribution to

this exhibit, Junius Cravens in the San Francisco News of De-

cember 14, 1935, reported:

"Two. or three of Cheung Lee's paintings of the
San Francit3C0 vmtorfrcnt are ajnong the outstand-
ing canvr,.-!js.

"

The San Francisco Sxrjniner of December 22, 1935, sta-

ted of the above show:

"The members of the Chinese Art Association,
whether born in California or the Orient, have
generally submitted to fajniliar Western Influ-
ence. .. .noteworthy, Cheung Loe's San Fi'ancisco
scenes.

"
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Since San Francisco has long boon noted as having

the lergest Chinatown in America, it is of interest to learn

this fact from the San Francisco Call-Bulletin of January 1,

1936:

"Oriental artists present their first show here,
Their' s is the only Chinese Art Association in
America.

"

STUDIO—INVEiJTIVS ABILITY

It was revealed in the beginning of this monograph

that in CLeUxng Leis studio Oriental Art objects were conspic-

uous by their absence. On the other hand, a plethora of Oc-

cidental creations of Cheung Lee's drew from us this query:

"Why haven't you sold some of these?" His reply gave aji ink-

ling of his affection for art. Pointing to the wall, he said:

"Those pictures have been my life's enjoyment.
They represent fleeting moments of ray inner self.
I visualize a time that will com.e in my life
when I will want to push back the 'Hand of Time.'
V/ith these momentcs of those 'fleeting moments'
before me, the revernal of time will be a plea-
sure and a solace. To dispose of them v/ould
be to sell myself.

"

A small rooden box under the studio easel drew our

attention. We inquired as to its purpose. With a bland smile,

Cheung Lee replied:

"That is an outdoor sketching kit I made in
1932. It is not .';n ordinary outfit. My patience
was taxed to the llTlt in miilimg it. I see your
curiosity is arourc'd. I will show ycu how it
works.

"

With the latch of the box opened, Ch ung Lee began

to taJie on the aspect raoru of a magloian than an ••-.rtisto From
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the tv;o sections of the box descended four legs from each.

Cne section became a seat. The section opposite that of the

seat disclosed a small ring. Drawing up this ring a palette

was produced that rented on four legs, level with the elbows

of the artist. From this section was produced an easel of

regulation hei^jht, Attach.ed to the easel what appeared to be

a follapsible stick became a parasol. The floor of this box

contained a tin compartment for lunch, space for pigments,

brushes and caiivas. One v/ill be more convinced of the inven-

tive ability, of Cheung Lee v/hon they realize these objects,

all united as a whole and firmly braced, cano out of a box

20" X 15" X 3".

PHILOSOPHY

Before leaving the studio, we asked Cheung Lee his

philosophy of art. "That question," he replitjd, "calls for

thought." "Then impart to us a few of its highlights, a'3 you

see it," we asked. The blrnd smile that had played over his

features gave way a tone of seriousness, as he replied:

"Aivt is the literature and language of the
world. It is universal in its scope. As an
illustration of Its communicabillty, a mute
stranger in a strange land can make known his
wants by simple sketches. Art is the most im-
portant guide to children. China recognized
this centuries ago, for in its schools the child
Is taught by pictures. You of the Occident have
replaced the harsh method of teaching the alpha-
bet by rote, and substituted the easy method of
placing a picture over the letter. Art repre-
sents the true aspect of all the ages of mankind.
In his transit through the ages it has accepted
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temporp.rily the foibles of mr.n, but r-.lwo.ys

brushing then aside, it has continued its evolve-
ment into an eternal science. Art in the begin-
ning and art to the end of everything, ART...."
But we interrupted: "If those are highlights,
Cheung Lee, we will pass up the shades and
shadows .

"

CONCLUSION

In this sketch of Cheung Lee's forty years of life,

there has been shown the transition of a youth encircled in

Oriental tradition, to that youth's adoption of Occidental

custom £ind artistic expression. In surmounting the obstacles

of prevalent nationalism, he used the true medium—as his

philosophy expressed— the universality of art.

Trained in San Francisco's School of Fine Arts, the

city claims him as her own. In this recognition of him, San

Francisco places in Cheung Lee's hands a trust and obligation.

That of a continued recording of what he terms his "fleeting

moments"; the scenes she holds so dear to her.
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OILS;

I

CHIN CH55

RSPRSSSK^TATIVE

WORKS

Mountain Fantasy, 1923
San Francisco. Night, 1930
The Idlers, 1932
The Last Soldier, 1932
The Wharf, 1935
Bay Bridge, 1935
Self Portrait, 1935
Snow Hill, 1935
Mother and Child, 1936

WATER colors:

Hunter's Point, 1930
The Windmill, 1931
Lake Merritt, 1933
Russian Hill, 1954
Sausalito, 1935
San Francisco Docks, 1936

LITHOGRAPHS: Feder;.l Art Projects

Saint Mary ' s Square , 1935
Portsmouth Square, 1935
TelegraToh Hill, North, 1935
The Garden, 1955

WORICS IK PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:

Honolulu, T. H,
Lee Sheu Chong, 1923

Porti-'ait
San Francisco, California

Chinese Board of Trade, 1927
Landscape

Ning Que Soci^^ty, 1928
Lr.i.d3 0r'.;:>e

Sun Yet Society, 1931
Landscape
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I
EXHIBITIONS:

PRIZES:

San Francisco, Cr.lifornia
East-West Art Society, 1922
Palrce of the Legion of Honor, 1932
San Francisco Museum of Art, 1935
Chinese Art Association, 1935

Sacramento, California
California State Fair, 1923

Oakland, California
Oakland Art Museum, 1932

Los Angeles, California
Foundation of Western Art, 1933

California School of Fine Arts
2nd Prize, Landscape—1921-22
1st Prize, L.^.ndscape—1022-23
1st Prize, Portrait—1922-23
2nd Prize, Etchin-~1922-23

ASSOCIATIONS:

San'Fi^ancisco, Crlifornia
Chinese Art Association
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CHIN GHEE
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BZRI^ARD 30RUCH _ZAKEEIM

That popular historian of art, Thomas Craven, tells

us a mural should be, "a sweeping social com,nentar2^. " Regarded

thus, art history is the clearest and most certain exponent of

human developnent. In addition, the artist v;ho undertakes the

painting of murals or frescoes in a changing era v-m be sus-

pect and the central tarret of unending controversy. The modern

painter who wishes to represent social re.-^lity has a more ex-

tensive handicap to overcome than the socially conscious poet

or novelist. Far greater iTtltude and freedom are granted the

writer by publishers, who, close in touch with the public

taste and the evei- widening demand for the genuine, can dis-

regard and profit by the clamor and influence exerted by multi-

tudinous mushroom pressure groups. The art world has no such

freedom. All too often art commissions, art boards and direc-

torships of museums in American cities are composed, not of

those whose peculiar qualifications and genius would mark them

for such distinction, but of the community's richest banker

and his satrllitos with occasionally a sorinkling of art con-

noisseurs. These decide for the public, not only v/hat is and

what is not "art," but what shall be displayed in the public

galleries and museums. As a result art appreciation and devel-

opment have suffered greatly, aa well as the artist who had

something to say and attempted to say it in hi-^ '"ork.
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KaoDlly, with the advent of the depression nnd the

inception of the Federal Art t^rojects mnny of +ho younger art-

ists have been within limitations, set free. There is in proc-

ess of develoor-ent not only a nationalistic art movement In

America, but a general renaissance in which a proletarian or

wage-workers art is being placed within roach of the people.

While this novecient has received Its strongest support and its

central direction in the east and raid-west from men like Grant

Wood, Burchfield, Benton, Curry and Marsh, its exponents in

the far west were those younger artists, rho participated in

the decorations of the San Francisco Colt Me.Tiorial Tower and

other public -.vorks of art over which controversy has raged.

Among the latter group is Bernard 3oruch Zakhelm.

Considered a newcomer in San Francisco's art community in the

early 1930' s, Zakhelm was originally hailed as an Interpreter

of Judaism. This conception of him has changed. Today Zakhelm

Is called definitely a proletarian artist and his work re-

flects the social consciousness of the man. His painting is

bold, clean and honest; devoid of all pretense and romantic

truranery; strong fare for those dilettantes of tender mind

who fancy Innocuous still-life and dainty patterns. About him

controversy stormed, which is the inevitable reward of those

who attempt fresco painting with social content. It leaves his

head unbowed, for behind him there is a wide experience, vital

and alive, in the war years of central Europe. Zakhelm is not

a "studio" artist. His earliest impressions brought him, at an
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age when most youths are safely g-i'^rded from the harshness of

reality, fp.ce to facu with what Theodore Dreiser -would call,

"The terror, the horror, the vonder and the bcnuty of life."

Here then, is not only the record of an artist, but the rec-

ord of a nan.

BIRTH A-'TD MCESTRY

Bernard Boruch Zakhelm vas born In Warsaw, Poland,

on April 4, 1898. His parents, Mordecai and Bracha Zalcheim,

were Polish Jews. They were thoroughly imbued in religion,

having embraced the movement known as Fasidim. or Chassldlm,

which arose amons the Polish Jews in the 18th century.^ Ha-

sidim arose at the tine of the division of Poland among the

Germans, Austrians and Russians (1772-1795) none of whom paid

much attention to the needs of the Jev;s or to their peculiar

coiinunal and family system. The founder of this faith was a

man of obscure Podolian Jewry, named Israel Eliezer Ba'al

Shen Tob, ^vho often cured the sick by fervent prayer and at

times successfully prognosticated the future and revealed

secrets. He gained the reputation of a miracle worker and

v/as the idol of the common people. Personally he was char-

acterized by an extraordinary sincerity and simplicity. He

knew how to gain an insight into the spiritual needs of the

masses. He taught them that true religion vas not Talmudic

scholarship but sincere love of God combined with warm faith

and belief in the efficacy of prayer. About him he gathered
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numeroug disciples and followers through whom his teachings

spread over entire com-nunltles. Bitter straggles arose be-

tween orthodoxy and Hnidira until In contact with European

culture In the 19th century It became more reactionary than

rabblnlsm.

The Zakhelms were descended fron martyrs of the

Jewish religion v;ho were persecuted and put to death In the

yer'.r 1660. From this event the family name is derived,

Zakhelm being an abbreviation of the title, "Zara Kedoshlm

Helm," which means, "the offspring of the martyrs for the

cause of our religion.

"

In the Polish province of Rozanoy Grodno a young

Christian girl had been found murdered. This event was used

as the basis for an attack against the Jews, it being charged

she was the victim of religious ritual. The murderers could

not be found and as a consequence wide-spread pogroms were

initiated by the .anti-semltic elements in the province. It

_. decreed at one of the Inflamrjatory meetings called for

tils purpose, that for this crime an entire village and its

inhabitants were to be destroyed. V/hile this hysteria was

at its heiiA'ht two men stepoed forward and confessed to the

murder, sacrificing themselves in order that the Impending

outrages and mass killlnajs would be averted. For this they

were put to death by the authorities. Later it was proved

they were innocent. Henceforth, all descendants of those

martyrs were known by the title from which the name Zakhelm

orlginsted.
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EARLY YEARS

In Poland a scml-feudal social system still per-

sists. Poverty is so v/idespread that entire villages exist

in which the luxury of ovming even a toothbrush is unknown.

In Warsaw the Zakheim f.-^mily lived as feudal lords. They

were the wealthy ov;ners of a meat packing plant. The def-

erence and humble servility of the poor fed the elder Zakheim's

vanity, and so by choice the family home was established In

the ghetto. There was an eleven-room house. There were four

servants. It is a Jewish custom, that in a large family the

youngest male child shall become a rabbi. And so a family

council decided that Bernard should be prepared for the syna-

gopnae. A rabbi in the family would enhance the family pres-

tige, and to that end Bernard was sent to a seminary and be-

gan learning the verses in the Talmud. Until ho was thir-

teen years of age the seminary near his home found him study-

ing diligently until the inevitable contradictions between

his religious training and the life he saw around him made

him very unhappy. Within the young lad something yearned

for expression, and because of these contradictions the city

of Warsaw lost a rabbi and far-off San Francisco gained a

fresco painter.

Poland has had an unhappy history. Its people have

suffered much. Today under the "heel of a fascist dictatorship

the poor in the ghetto of Warsaw are among the most exoloited
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poor of the earth. This Is the environment In which the young

Zakhelm tirew to manhood. To understand hlni It Is first neces-

sary to understand Poland and Its later history.

After his classes In the seminary were over the youth

roamed the streets. Fascinated by what ho saw and felt on the

one hand and with the pious preachments of his teachers on the

other, he felt ho was living a double life. In school his as-

sociates were the sons of the rich, for there were no schools

provided for the children of the poor. After school hours he

mingled with the dregs of a great city, the beggars and thieves,

the prootltutes and the poor, the misery that exists in an im-

poverished district, full of color, vivid and heart-rending.

Though he himself did not sui'fer the pangs of want, poverty

beset him on every hand. And in the Impressionable sensitive

youth, whose mind was in the beginnings of an awakening, there

developed a poetic understanding as veil as the deep hurt,

which comes from a consciousness of mrn's inhumanity to man.

Before he was fourteen he saw the orice tags on the world's

goods, the frills and tinsel, the hypocrisy and cant, the gulf

between the rich and 'the disinherited. His yearning for ex-

pression sought an outlet in ah urge to drpw and paint. Si-

multaneously there grew within him a rebel lion against the syna-

Co£;ue v;hich was scon to alienate his family and which eventu-

ally led hin into an unhappy state, alone and apart from the

world.
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The youth was the youngest child of four brothers

and five nlsters. Upon his father's death, when the lad was

elfoht years of age, his nother assumed ccirplete charge of the

packing house and ruled vith an Iron hand. The business pros-

pered and Is still functioning under her control. When Zakhelm

was thirteen years of age he became 111 and contracted pneu-

monia. In the vicinity was a Catholic hosiDital to which he

was sent. During the period of his convale!5cence he met many

youngsters of this faith his own age and older. These con-

tacts and the new ideas coming with them resulted in complet-

ing the loss of his religion, which from the influences gained

on the streets of his native f^hetto was already in the process

of disinte?rrating. His rebellion against the synagogue took

definite shape and he returneid home' a different lad than when

he entered the hospital.

To the consternation of his mother he announced he

would not become a rabbi, that he wanted to work 'vith his

hands. There was much argunent in the Zakhelm household that

day. It ended in a definite breach with his mother. His re-

quest that he be sent to a technical school vas firmly denied.

Instead it v/as decided that he should be sent to a high school

of coraniei'ce v.'hlch v/ns conducted by the Warsaw Stock Exchange

and to which were sent all the sons of the wealthy. He plead-

ed with his mother to no avail. She rcr.alned adamant. If he

would not become a rabbi, he must become a business man. For

him there was no other -choice, and so to the school of commerce
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the lad went and Immediately began trying to formulate a

plan by which he could escape the fate planned for him by

his mother, of eventually entering the pacicing house and a

future of commercialism.

AWAKENING AlylBITION

The seeds of enlightenment v;hich came to him from

the city streets and his social consciousness were growing.

Around him he watched the future money grubbers v/ho would

later grind down further the wretched poor with whom he had

spent so much of his leisure time. This he realized and was

now certain that never would he become a business man. Upon

broaching; to his mother the fact that he wanted to be an art-

ist, she was nonplused, ajigry. There followed a tumultuous

scene and she again put her foot down. There would never be

a mere painter of pictures in her family, not if she could

help it. To emphasize her argument she quoted the COth chap-

ter of Exodus: "Thou shalt n^^t make unto thee a graven image,

nor the likeness of any form that is in the heaven above, or

that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under

the earth, thou shalt not...." Thus the breach between the

youth and his mother became wider.

Secretly, after hip regiaar school hours, he at-

tended a technical school. Here < ntirely unknown to his fam-

mk lly Zakheim learned the rudiments of drawing, tool making and

^B furniture design. For a time the strife and discord at home
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were ameliorated, but not for long. He again felt he was

leading a double life; his loneliness bec'nc intensified.

Unable finally to restrain his impulses longer he demanded of

his mother permission to attend a school of applied art. The

argument continued hot and heavy, ending with hor complete

capitulation. He was nor, he thought, able to pursue his

chosen path and the future seemed too good to be true. He

enrolled in a drawing class and began making sketches. This

was in 1913. He was fifteen years of age. He began thinking

of the Academy where he v.-ould be able to study the fine arts

in earnest. Far away 'vere the rumblings of the Balkan War,

the developments from which Involved his native Poland and

for a long period retarded his career.

The Academy was now his dream. His mother refused

him the necessary fees which were far beyond his reach. In

addition he was under the age requirements. Nevertheless, he

did manage to obtain art materials and was soon engrossed in

making watercolors that attempted to interpret the life about

him. Some of these he sold. Others were placed in local ex-

lilbitlons. There came to one of the school exhibitions an

Italian sculptor, Enrico Gliescensteln. At this time Glles-

censtein had quite a reput-^tion, having made many busts

of various European dignitaries, Including Pope Pius. Later

the sculptor emigrated to America, where he completed a bust

of the then President Hoover.
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FIRST RECOGNITION

Glieecenstcln' s visit to the school of applied arts

was perhaps the decisive factor in ciystallizing youn£; Zokheim's

ambitions. On viewing the exhibited vorlcs of the students he

was Impressed with a painting of a Polish stevedore. The au-

thor was sent for. It was Zakhein:. The sculptor expressed a

desire to teach him the art of sculpture gratis. This event

caused quite a furore, as many of the wealthy parents of stu-

dents har^ offered Gliescenstein large suns to teach their sons

and he had refused every offer. For a year Zakhelm studied

the fine arts diligently under this sculptor until other in-

terests caused Gliescensteln to go abroad. By this tine the

talent of young Zakhelm had become veil publicised.

Despite the fact that many of his watercolors were

purchased by local dignitaries, his mother still remained firm

in her conviction that there would be no painters in her fan-

ily. Fortunately there existed in the city an organization

through which the youth was to realize his ambition. There

had been established tlie Kaiifili Foundation, organized by an

extremely wealthy sponso.r named Bloch, to provide scholarship

funds enabling talented Jewish youths to attend the Academy,

orovlded their talents .lustlfied such aid. It had been or-

ganized prir.iarily to offset the chrirgc that p conspiracy ex-

isted among the Jews to confine' their activities strictly to

finance in order to control the destinies of the Nation. Here,
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where the Infamous Protocols of Zlon were forged, the way of

the Jew was constantly precarious. The directors of this

or^f nization, to whore sone of Za-'dielm's wor';: had been sub-

mitted, tTranted him the scholarship to enter the Academy,

although he was still under the age requirements.

Thus at last Zakheira v/as able to study the fine

arts of painting and drawing to his heart's content. Tuition,

.materials and all expenses were provided by this award. In

addition he was able to maintain a small studio, where he made

many sketches and drawings of the scenes and people which In-

terested him in:^st. Also, there wr>,s no snail satisfaction in

circumventing his mother's plans for his future.

fiKR YEARS

During those years the World War was in progress.

The Russian yoke over Poland had been replaced by the iron

hccl of C-crmany. The Imperial armies were pouring across the

country under General Von Hindenburg. Refugees from the

Russian Revolution flocked into the city. There v.-ere con-

centratlor c-^rnps of war prisoners in the vicinitv. The life

about the young art student was a seething fniT.ent of frenzied

activity. In the wake of the sweeping amies cpjne the misery

and despair of the civilian onpulation, the rumors of revolu-

tion in Poland, plots and counterplots, political intrigue and

all the horrors accompanying war Insanity. All this became a
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part of young Zakhtim's early Impressions, of life, of peo-

ple, of what man was doing to man before his very eyes.

As In all continental universities, in the Acrdemy

there were snail groups of revolutionary students who held

meetings at which the achievement of Poland' s freedom was dis-

cussed. Throughout the country a movement begpn whose objec-

tive was the gaining of Polish indeioendcnoo. Then came the

anr.lstice and the collapse of the I'iorman high command and the

retreat of Von Hlndenbvrg's armies. The deruorallzed troops

of the German army filtered back from the Eastern front. After

the retreat from Russia, while the troops were in a state of

complete disorganization, the revolutionr.ry movement for

Polish independence spread like wildfire. Caught in the tur-

moil of war hysteria, patriotism, the flotsam and Jetsam of

refugees from the not far distant P.usslan upheaval, in the

city where conspiracy after conspiracy was hatched, no^

prc-Kercnsky, now pro-Soviet, the young art student managed

to see clearly what no formal education could teach. Life

.1 tsolf became the studio of a young naji ambitious to become

an artist. How much easier would it have been for Zakholm

to ta.cc the easy road of the respectable business man or to

pursue the devout course which had been charted for him by

hj s mother! But the, strong artist is not forged in ease.

Into the maelstron. were drawn the students from

the Academy. Responding to the call to colors, for the free-
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don of Polfjid, Za-diclm with his cla??niatfes Joined the arny.

Thon cane the bitter education of war. It v.'as 1918. Zalcheim

was 20 years of age.

Out of a G-ernan prison camp and into the chaos that

was Poland cane the leader of the Polish socialists, First

Marshal Josef Pllsudskl. 3y slnulatintj madness ho had es-

caped the V/arsav/ prison where };e had been confined for polit-

ical activities, after having previously been sent to Siberia

for five years l^r C?.arist authorities. He now launched a cam-

paign of terroristic propa(-Tanda, the result of v;hich placed

hin in conplcte control of the country. Poland then becfine

the battlefield of diplonatic lntri,o:ues. An eruntion of fac-

tionalisni broke out and a financial debacle swept the country.

Through the now '"ell-known fornula Pllsudski brutally re-

pressed the democratic minorities, repressed all frecdoa and

created a ruthless dictatorship. The oppressed Poles awoke

too late. Having followed hin blindly they were neatly led

to the slaughter instead of the pr'^nilscd land of polish de-

mocracy. Anonfi' the students who had Joined the osuedo-rev-

olutlonary forces consternation and despair rel^:ncd. Led by

their finest impulses to sacrifice c-'rcers and their lives

for the freedom of their homeland, they realized the cav'se

had been sold out and that novr the people v.'ci'e more hope-

lessly bound than, previously under a direct f'-reicn yoke.

The Vv'ar for the freedom of Poland was subverted into a np-

tlonalist fascist channel.
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LIFE. HIS STUDIO

There were revolts of troops, wholesale slaughters.

Many of the young students were executed or throv^n Into con-

centration cararjs. Anong the latter was young Zakheim. He

was now tv/enty-one years old. He sav his own friends forced

to dig their own graves, shot, burled and forgotten. For

nine months he was held In confinement where ht was sent to

work drav-'ing Illustrations of Gennan fortifications. His a-

bllity to draw was the detcrninlns factor which undoubtedly

saved hia life. Extremities that most "studio" artists dare

not even to read of, Zakhelm experienced at first hand. His

fine sensitivity received blow after blow without breaking.

He saw prisoners lined upand every tenth nan brutally killed

with an iron bar to impress the remainder. He saw female

prisoners stripped and beaten into insensibility and In their

Incoherence forced to confess to criraes they knew nothing of.

This vip.^ war, and this v,'as the studio of an artist. From

here and from the streets of his native ghetto came the

strength so often commented upon by art critics, which char-

acterizes his v'ork of the oresent day.

Prior to the G-crman occunatlon it v,'os said that

Siberia was the second home of every Pole. And of this tem-

pering strength comes from the depths of life as pllsudskl

wrote in his memoirs:

"For a long period of time prisons formed a
part of Polish culture. The pov^/er of prison
to create a new life is undoubtedly grcnt. A
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new r)rison-man Is born, a man created 'by his
own raif^ht, by his own strength of soul, trans-
formed Into a diamond which cuts the hardest
objects. "

Particularly applicable to the young art student

Is this quotation from the Iron man of Pol-md. The dally

routine of orison life and Its br^atalltles would have de-

stroyed a lesser spirit, but Za'^elm soared above. There

developed In him no bitterness, nor a heart overflowing with

hatred, but a great longinj; for Justice for his fellow-

man. For nine months he lived In the depths and then came

frerdom.

There was in his mind but one thought, to get away,

to go to far nlaces and recreate his life. To the "free city"

of Danzig he went; studied art and architecture at the Danzig

Polytechnlcum. While here he met and married Miss Eda

Splegleman, a young dramatist. The war memories were too

vivid; he found it lmpos?lble to begin again the thread of

his life so recently broken by his experiences in the war.

And so off to America his oath led him. where he believed

the horrors of- the oast would be remote.

ARRIVES IN AMERICA

The ZaKhelms arrived In New York City In the fall

of 1920. Hdre was a new world, new people, new surroundings.

But here, too, was a city too close to Europe and into which

the Influx of Europeans continuing after the end of "The War
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to Znd Wars," raado It difficult to forcet the memories he

wished would pass.

After a week In New York Zakhelm came direct to

San Francisco. This apparently was as far avay from Europe

as he possibly could go. The couple settled down to make

San Francisco their home. He was low In funds; the first

oost-war deorosslon had set In, and emoloyraent was at a pre-

mium. Attempting to gain admittance to the California School

of Fine Arts he was frustrated because of an Inability to pro-

vide the necessary fees. Then came the search for employment

and his artistic Impulses had temporarily to take second place

In a strange' city, knowinfe" little of the customs of

his new environment and with but a slight knowledge of the

language, Zakhelm had adifficult time. Eventually, through an

acquaintance, he heard of work in a furniture factory in Los

Angeles. So the Zakhcims went to Southern California and

here he began his first vork in America.

At a furniture bench Zakhelm worked Incessantly

with the object of eventually being able to return to his

chosen field of painting. With the birth of a daughter in

1921 cane now responsibllitios and these vith the Intensive

efforts on his work, "'hich vns devoted to the creation of in-

dividual furniture, there v;as but little tii;ic left in which

to indulge in the fine arts. Also, there vas the necessity

of learning the Anericaji language. The upward climb of in-

dustry began. His fortunes prospered. There vore several
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real estate ventures which with his earnings from furniture

designing enabled him at the end of three years to return to

San Francisco determined to enter the School of Fine Arts.

In this he was successful, only to be speedily disillusioned

by what he called, "Their training nethods." At the end of

a few .weeks, unable to star.d it longer, he left the school

and thus ended his formal art instruction.

FUmUTURE FACTORY

It \'Jas now the year 1925. Zakheim was twenty-

seven years of age. The memories of the war years were fad-

ing. The post war boom brought in its wake a wave of build-

ing activity and home decoration. With the funds earned in

Los Angeles he now opened an art furniture shop and for the

next five years devoted practically all of his time to in-

dividually designed furniture. The orospectus of this ven-

ture read partly as follows:

"To produce fine and beautiful furniture more
than craft is required. Only the artist who
feels the relationship of line and mass, who
understands the proportioning of one form to
another and who is deeply Imbued with the spir-
it of his day and place can really design and
execute furniture which will generously express
his times.

"

The "custom built" furniture business prospered.

Soon hewas executing commissions for the John Breuner stores

of Oakland and Sacramento as well as San Francisco. Other

firms for which individual furniture was made were the City

of Paris, V;. & J, Sloane and L. Krles & Son nf San Francisco.
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In addition ric^ny clients In the Bay Region as well as In

Pasadena, Altndena and other cities had soccial furniture

made In his shop. The shop grew until there vers 35 people

employed. The firm ras the first in San Francisco to grant

the 44-hour week and vacations with pay to its employees.

Zalchclm taught his own workmen and conducted his business in

the European Guild style. Mo tvo chpirs or other pieces of

furniture were constructed alike. His anbitlon was to pro-

duce art furniture at as small a -Drlce as possible so that

those of moderate meojis could enjoy what had heretofore been

the exclusive luxury of the wealthy. His sincerity in this

direction was productive of the follov;lng incident: He built

a certain type of chair for which he charged a certain client

of the City of Paris, $30, which was all this customer could

pay although its value was considerably higher. The msinager

of the store (under a previous ownership than at present)

,

informed him that Mrs. S. , the owner's wife, had seen and

greatly admired this chair and wanted one exactly like it.

Zaichelm stated that since she was the wife of the owner of

the store and extremely wealthy ^he price for the chair

would be §65. The argument which ensued found 2akheira re-

maining adamant. Whereupon In exasoer;rtion the store man-

ager gave vent to his feci info's by calling Zakheim a "d.amned

socialist." It was Zakhoira's contention that since he priced

his creative works at a very low figure for the benefit of
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those of small ceans, that those with extreme wealth should

be willing to pay accordingly. He won his arg^jur.ent.

Da:ORALIZATION

As Zakheim' s furniture businesr. Increased and the

responsibilities demanded more and more of his time and

thought, in the sane ratio iie becpme Increa^^ingly unhappy.

The routine of coranerci.all sm, the everlasting pursuit of the

almighty dollar, v;ith no time for his creative urge to ex-

press itself made him feel he was being slo-^'ly strangled and

reduced him to a state of denoralization. At Intermittent

periods he would seek escaoe in strong drink, after which he

would paint in the small hours of early morning oblivious to

the worlc^. For this pur7:)0se he rented a small studio at the

California School of Fine Arts. Week-ends found him here

after extensive drinking bouts. The business world was for-

gotten; home, fireside and ffimily ceased to exist. It was

on such occasions thr.t he developed his watercolor study

ivhich produced his prize-winning watercolor, "Pacific Avenue

Gospel," Such excursions, being naturally interpreted as

Bohemian, wrought havoc in the domestic tranquility of his

home. Amid the inevitable dissensions there grev a desire

to get away from it all, to intef-rate his life, to begin all

over again.

Zakheim had sent several of his sketches to the

celebrated Mexican artist, Diego Rivera, for his opinion
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on his work. With Rivera's reply came the opportunity to

break the Inpapse into which his life was craraoed. His am-

bitions were now turning in the direction of fresco painting

and v;hen Rivera, by correspondence, urged him to cone to Mex-

ico City, Zakhelm left immediately. Through this venture he

definitely found his olace, as his future developments reveal.

Also, his characteristic of being able to break with the past,

which had been his very early in life, aFvain asserted itself.

IN IiEXICO

Contact vflth Rivera reawakened Zakhelm's aesthetic

instincts, which had become du] 1 and distorted by close atten-

tion to his business during the oast five ycfrs. They had

many enthusiastic discussions together in which Rivera gave

him great encouragement. The Mexican related his views on

art and technique and went to great length in relating his

experience when he was Coranissar of Art in the beginnings of

the Soviet Union, and on kindred subjects. Ho advised the

young embryo fresco })ainter to study early Aztec art in order

to, "unlearn the Western conccotion of human proportion of

figures." For this latter advice Zakheim is deeply grateful,

stating that it has had a great influence on his subsequent

work. He Immediately set to work and began an Intensive study

of the examples of Aztec and Mayan fine art in the National

Museum of Mexico. Later this was supplemented by research

and with visits into the interior of the country, visiting
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Indian fairs and villages where he made sketches. On his

return to Kexlco Citj' he prcoared a sketch for a nural, de-

picting contemporary Mexican life and the descendants of the

Aztecs Indulging in the ortjios into which their religious

cereraonius have degenerated. The Catholic Church was sym-

holized by a mother and child astride a donkey leaving a

scene of sin. In the background arose the mountains, Po-

pocatapetl and Jorullo, the whole franed in Spanish archi-

tecture. Upon completion of this vrork he returned to San

Francisco detoiTiined thr,t hi^i career as a furniture design-

er was definitely at an end.

While Rivera gnve him great encouragement Zakhelm

returned to San Francisco nuch com'used by sone of the cele-

brated Mexican's theories rugardinrj the golden proportion,

dynamic symmetry, etc., vhich were in direct conflict \rith

his advice on the study of Aztec art. Zakheim's painting

was not adapted to the former theories and it was not until

he discussed the matter at areat length ".'ith the novelist,

H. L. Davis, that the ratter became clarified in his mind

and determined his trip to Paris.

The San Francisco Cr.ll-Bulletin of June 21, 1930,

commented on Zakhein's visit to Mexico City, as follo'vs:

MEXICAN I/JU<KET

"Jev.'ish artist puts on canvas life as he viewed
it in the Southern Republic. ... Zakheira, fresh
from study with Rivera at Me^xico City, reports
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Rivera, In admiring and praising Zakhelm's
sketches of Hebrew life, declared that every
artist Duts Into hi? work something of his own
soil, of his own people, saying: 'It Is Im-
possible for anyone to be an International art-
ist. An artist's native soil will al\''ays Im-
press a certain character on his vork. ' Zak-
helm In the Dortfollo of sketches he brought
back with hln from Mexico, Includes a sketch
of the meeting which led to Rivera's ousting
as a director of the Academy. He plans to use
the sketches as bases for projects In oil.
Compositions follow Rivera's geometrical the-
ories.

"Above Is shown a preliminary sketch of a por-
tion of Bernard Zakhein's, 'Night in a Mexican
Market. ' Drawing shows gamblers about a table.
Zakhelm, noted for his sketches of Jev;lsh life,
is at work on other sections of the painting.
These elements will Include architecture, chil-
dren, pulque drinking and other glimpses of
life in a little Mexican tov'n....A student of
the National Academy of Art at Warsaw, Zakhelm'

s

school days were interrupted by a year and a
half of fighting against Germany in the Polish
corridor and nine months in a German war pris-
on. .. .Anxious to maintain Yiddish culture here,
Zakhelm was the moving spirit in organizing the
Yiddish Folkschule at 1057 Stelncr Street. In
addition to teaching applied art to children at
the Folkschule, with classes in v/oodcarvlng,
modeling and T5alntlng, Zakhelm organized the
first Yiddish .-rt exhibition held in this city.

His vvork is soon to be exhibited In a onc-maii
show at Gumps. Watercolors of Jewish pioneers
in Palestine are expected to form a major part
of the show. "

Zakhelm' s return from Mexico City brought forth for

the first time a considerable amount of comment from the press.

The San Francisco News of July 25, 1950, under the caption,

"San Franciscans of Whom You Should Know, " offered the fol-

lowing:
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"BERNARD ZAKHEIM. Recently returned from Mex-
ico, Bernard Zakhelm, Interior decorator, fur-
niture raa'Ker and artist, brought with him a
number of sketches which won him Instant rec-
ognition In San Francisco. He studied with
Rivera In Mexico; or perhaps It would be more
accurate to say the Inspiration of Rivera's
mind encouraged Zakhelm to develop an original
technique.

"Kls work consists largely of swiftly done
sketches; a sort of drawing with the paint
brush, In which the complete theme Is shown In
a very few strokes. In his furniture factory
Zakhelm hole's strictly by the old E^aropean 1-
deal of Individual handicraft. His various
workers, Interesting and individualistic, and
each with an interesting or even vivid history,
are expected to rep-;ard tholr work rather as an
art than as a matter of more dally labor.

"They are encouraged to aid In designini-j the
pieces upon which they work. They have no nec-
essary stated times for beginning or ending
their working days; they do not punch the time
clock. No one stands over them. But the sur-
plus, above a certain figure, is divided among
the workmen; so that their artistry, economy
and Industry are of importance to them finan-
cially.

"Zakhelm is a leader in the Yiddish novoraent
in San Francisco. Stimulated by the same ex-
periences which have brought about the present
revival in literature, the Yiddish writers of
the United States have produced a notable lit-
erature. On the assumption that the Jew can
most contribute to world cultiire if he possess
himself of a culture, which exactly Interprets
his artistic will (as other cultures would not),

the Yiddish movorTient is attcmoting to maintain
the Jews as an unassinllated minority in the
United States.

"This movement finds expresnlon In San Francis-
co largely through the Yiddish Folkschule. . .

.

Zakhelm is a prime mover in the organization
and furthering of this movement in San Francis-
co and organized the recent exhibition of Yid-
dish art. "
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While his furniture business was prospering and the

source of considerable revenue, his interest in it had en-

tirely evaporated now thpt the art world seemed to again o-

pen to him. At this time also, a second daughter v/as born.

The necessary arrangements were made; he turned the factory

over to his wife and the year 1931 found him on his way to

Paris with a small supply of funds. He wps enthusiastic on

the liquidation of all the impediments which had heretofore

Interfered with his chosen work and which seemed to conspire

against him. Now to study fresco tainting with the freedom

so necessary for creative work, his dream at last came true.

LIFE I N PARIS

Upon his arrival in Paris he at once rented a small

studio and set to work. For three months he visited galler-

ies, made sketches and studied the work of his contemporaries.

Of particular interest to him was the work of those whom he

considered the fore-runners of the art revolutionaries,

Cezanne, Pizzaro, Renoir, Pablo Picasso, Braque and others

who fought against the conventions of the Academy. His con-

temporaries at this tine, according to the Under Secretary

of Fine Arts of the French G-overnnent, numbered some forty

thousand, representing an increase from but two hundred art-

ists in Paris in less than a hundred years! During Zakhelra's

stay in the French capital, he became acquainted with several
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hundred art students because of his mastery of five languages.

In addition he had learned four ancient djalects of Hebrew.

Of these artists he states with amazement there were at that

time but two or three who were socially conscious'. Later he

Journeyed to Italy.

The next four months wore spent in roving from

place to place. Ho studied in the galleries in Florence and

other Italian cities. While In Florence word came to him

concerning some frescos being nalnted in the small Hungarian

mining town of Pecs by an old school fresco painter, an aca-

demician engaged In decorating an old church of the 18th

century which had lain uncompleted for over t"'o centuries.

Professor G-ebauer, the artist engaged on these frescos, and

Zaichelm became close friends. With the encouragement and

advice of G-ebauer, Zaichelm executed his first fresco en-

titled, "Je'A's In Poland. " The subject was an historical

representation of Jewish life In Warsaw. Expressing de-

light on its completion the work was presented to G-ebauer

with whom it remains at the present time. Zakhelm frater-

nized with the miners whose plight was wretched Indeed.

Perhaps also this village and Its inhabitants were a con-

tributing factor in his later evolution into a proletari-

an artist, for here v/ithin a very few years a new phenomenon

In labor strife was born; the suicide strike of some fifteen

hundred coal minors who locked themselves underground
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In protest against a wage of loss than $1 per day. The

misery of these workers and their Intolerable conditions

were not lost on the young artist, who, seeking truth, had

It so often thrown Into his path.

Early In 1932 Zakhelm returned to Paris. Here he found

a message from home. The depression In the United States

had swept westward and now engulfed the Pacific Coast. Kls

wife had lost the furniture factory. Ke awoke from his dream

to find himself penniless. For six months more he continued

In Paris struggling against the inevitable, drinking exces-

sively, working sporadically at his painting and in his own

words, "almost living on whiskey." During this period he

did considerable work, some of which was sometimes exhibited

at local galleries. In October, after many weeks of seml-

starvatlon, an appeal to his r.'.other in Warsaw brought funds

with which to return to San Francisco. Here very reluctant-

ly he was faced with the task of rebuilding the wreckage of

his former business. This he found was no easy undertaking.

Building construction and all allied occupations were at a

standstill and the demand for Interior decoration and art

furniture was nil. Some eighty-five thousand San Francisco

workers were walking the stroets and the lasting stagnation,

due to the national banking holiday, made it impossible for

him to get funds necessary to begin operations. He obtained

some employment for short periods In several upholstery

shops continuing meanwhile with his painting.
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FIRST SAN FRAI^CISCO FRESCO

At this time the new Jev/lsh Coraniunlty Center was

In process of completion. It had been the plan of the ar-

chitect to directly commission a local artist for frescos

in the stnucture. Chairman of the advisory committee on dec-

orations for the structure was the sculptor, Edgar Walter.

Fortunately before the av;ard v.'as made Zakhclm by chance met

an old friend on the street, a furniture dealer named Walter

Hall, with ";hom was discussed the injustice of a direct award

and the possibilities of an open competition for these paint-

ings. Hall, who had become interested in the talent of Zak-

heim, thereupon prevailed upon Edgar Walter to change the

plans and hold an open competition for the frescoes. This

was accomplished and the proposed sketches submitted by Zak-

heim bix)-ught him the contract.

The San Francisco Call-Bulletin July 15, 1935, of-

fered the following comment upon their completion:

"In the courtyard of the new Jev.'ish Center,
Californj.a Street and Masonic Avenue, Bernard
Zakheira, San Francj.sco artist, has virtually
completed an imposing addition to the wealth
of mural painting T"hich has come to adorn the
walls of San Francisco's public buildings in
recent years. In a twelve-foot arch he has
painted a brilliant fresco of early Jewish
life.

"The art of fresco, practised extensively by
painters of 'the Mid'ile Ages and the Renais-
sance,' had for many years lain dormant, per-
haps due to the technical difficulties involved,
but has seen a great revival in recent years.
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"The paint Is applied directly to the wet plas-
ter and once down It is there to stay. Obvi-
ously the artist must know exactly what he Is
doing sind do it decisively; no erasure and no
retouching is permitted.

"This fresco will be the first of any size to
be done by a local artist in any of the city's
public or semi-public buildings.

"Zakheim has presented the sports and festiv-
ities of ancient Palestine, rather than the
woes of Job or the ecstasies of Isaiah. On a
central column in the conpositlon is written
in Hebrew a text from the 'Song of Songs.'

"About it are grouped archers testing their
skill, dancers, musicians and Jugglers oerform-
ing before a holiday crowd, and, in the corner
of the foreground, the wedding of a victorious
athlete and maiden.

"Zakheim is also doing a fountain in the court-
yard, a.mosaic over the doorway, and is plan-
ning two more frescoes for arches in the the-
atre of the Center.

"

The San Francisco Examiner of July 23, 1935 ran an

illustration of the painting v.'ith the following comment which

caused thousands of visitors to flock to the Center:

"....Most painters of Judaic life of the bib-
lical period have ch'^sen to stress the moral
and religious qualities which we today call
Puritan. Zakheim, however, has given us a
radically different inter;oretation. Due, per-
haps, to the fact that his ancestors in Poland
were leaders in the (_:reat Jewish religious re-
vival known as Hasidlm and undenvent severe
persecution in their atteraots to Introduce
song and dance and a free and more .joyous phi-
losophy of life into 'i religion which they felt
had become narrow ana confining, he has chosen
to represent the festal side of the ancient He-
brew charact'^r.

"It should be somewhat of a shock to those,
Gentile and Jew alike, who have always pic-
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tured the life of the Old Testament as a dark
and somber business, but Mr. Zakhelm, vho has
devoted years of research to the study of Jew-
ish culture Insists on the authenticity of his
representation, and stands ready to prove that
people had a good time In the davs of Job or
Isaiah.

"

A more competent criticism and evaluation of this

first San Francisco fresco was written by the art critic of

the "Argonaut," Mr. Joseph A. Danysh, In the issue of Au-

gust 4, 1953:

"In the open court of the newly built Jewish
Center. ... San Francisco has Its latest heroic
fresco. Bernard Zakhelm, one tine business
nan, now turned to art. not as a romantic
Gaugulnesque gesture but as a significant way
of life, is the painter. Ho committee pet or
press pampered dilettante he. He has not en-
tered the art field with a fanfare of public-
ity and patronage, but won his first commission
in open competition. In the opinion of the
Judg'es, his* idea fit better into" the architec-
tural scheme and expressed more amply the sen-
timent of the Center than any of the numerous
sketches submitted.

"Given a space one hundred feet square in area
in the general shape of a generous sector of
pie; frame this in a deep archway under a vast
flight of steps, and you have the artist's ini-
tial problem. No muralist anywhere ever start-
ed with a more unsympathetic space to paint.
But true artists express a part of their crea-
tive urge in the mere surmounting of difficult
problems, choosing to carve their Images in ad-
amant stone, painting their gigantic buffaloes
in dimly lighted caves, turning the forbidding
bareness of a vault celling into a Renaissance
heaven.

"Few artists could have improved upon Zakhelm's
design. Painting in the wet plaster he has
combined the technique of true fresco painting
with the subject material of the Hebraic cult
of Hasidim. His composition is conceived pri-
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3srily In terms of movement. Here Is abstract
design fulfilling an intensely practical func-
tion. The various movements of the forms re-
solve themselves less in terms of each other
than in the architectural elements surrounding
them. In a rectangular or other static plane,
design must exist for itself alone, isolated
from the world surrounding it, its various
planes, volumes and colors relating only to
each other. In this mural, the design has
reached outside itself to become an integral
part of the architecture, counteracting a large
mass here, a rushing line of the building there,
moving beautifully in tenns of its own irregu-
lar frame.

"Not only hp.s the artist successfully accom-
plished dii'flcult feats (always secondary in
the ultimate analysis of art), but he has also
made his v;all cone alive in the spirited repro-
duction of his legend. Jugglers so dexterous
as to keep eight full glasses of wine constant-
ly in the* air without spilling a drop; drummer,
fiddler and piper playing the dithyranblc chants
of the Hasldia; singing malo.ens; hasty weddings;
archers and Judges, prayers and dancers, all
contribute life and conviction to a finely exe-
cuted picture.

"

G-len Wessels, in the Argonaut of June 22, 1934, com-

mented on the Zakhclm Community Center fresco as follows:

"3ernard ZaJchein has achieved a style of his
own, most evident in the strong rhythms char-
acterizing his drawing and his design. The
discipline of early struggle, so often the
lot of the Polish Jew, has given to his work
a character, a certain masculinity seldom en-
countered in the work of an artist so evident-
ly intrigued by pattern. His life story is
that of fierce energy overcoming obstacles."

The Community Center fresco established Zakhelm

firmly as a member of San Franolrco's art colony. Several

weeks later, on August 26, 1953, Anna Sonr.or, a feature writer

in the San Francisco News, in a special article added the
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following comraent, Including much of the Information already

quoted:

"....It is painted directly on a special plas-
ter designed to resist the elements. Unduly
vivid hues were used with a view to the toning
down propensities of the weather. .. .He paints
in the primitive, two dimensional style of the
modem Mexican school. "

The fresco received favorable comment in practical-

ly all of the San Francisco bay region publications.

DISILLUSIONMENT

However, like many another artist at this period,

Zakhelm on the threshold of his career as an artist found

that the depression had robbed him of patronage, and patron-

age is the life blood of the arts. Throughout the years

1932 and 1933 the condition of many of the artists, partic-

ularly the younger and as yet unrecognized artists, became

steadily worse. As yet no agency had come into existence to

rescue them from the privations suffered by millions at this

time. Some actually faced starvation; others were forced to

do pick and shovel work on projects of the Civil Works Ad-

ministration, in order to keep alive. An illustration of the

state of cultural workers at this time might be given by cit-

ing the experience of one of the fine artists of international

reputation, who was sent to wash toilets in the California Pal-

ace of the Legion of Honor where his own paintings were hang-

ing on the walls. Others contemplated suicide.
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In order to alleviate this deplorable situation

the San Francisco artists and writers banded themselves to-

gether and formed the "Artists and Writers Union." A prime

mover in this organization was Zakheim. That he was well

qualified for this task in organizing the artists is attest-

ed by his former experience in calling together the Conference

of Ylddish-soeaking Ort^anizations and the forrantion of the

Yiddish Folkachule and the Yiddish Literary and Dramatic Club

in which he was an active particioant some years previously.

Despite the fact that the Artists and Writers Union was spon-

sored by the wealthy art connoisseur and publisher, Colonel

Harold Mack, and received the firm supnort of Dr. Walter Hell

of the De Young Memorial Museum, the Hearst newspapers im-

mediately branded the organiration as "Comnunistic, " What-

ever the political complexion of some of the members the

Artists and Writers Union got results. Within six weeks of

its ort;anlzatlon into a body of some three or four hundred

members a telegram arrived from Washington authorizing the

Inception of the first Federal Art program in the United

States. The Public Works of Art Program, as this project was

named, gave the unemployed artists work in their own field.

The Colt Memorial Tower on Telegraph Hill, recently completed,

was selected as one of the initial edifices uoon which dec-

orations were authorized and the artists be!3;an work, Zakheim

was allocated a portion of the walls of the main floor and

began on a library scene which will be more fully conmented
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upon presently. Simultaneously with the comijletion of the

Colt Tower decorations there was announced a one-man exhibi-

tion of Zakhelm's watercolors, designs for fresco and draw-

ings at the Adams-Danysh Galleries on Geary Street, San Fran-

cisco.

COIT TOWER WAR

However, no sooner had the Colt Tower murals been

completed then there arose an uproar In the nress. The great

Pacific Maritime Stride of 1934 was in progress. In order to

arouse public opinion against the stlrklng workers a campaign

of terror and Red baiting was resorted to and the Colt Tower

murals became a part of the attack. As a result of the news-

paper attacks on the murals, Za'chcim's one-nan show at the

Adams-Danysh Galleries was completely sabotaged, the public,

preferring not to become embroiled in an art exhibition which

might have originated in Moscow, stayed away. The San Fran-

cisco Art Commission refused to accept the Colt Tower and

for a time a deadlock continued. Demands wore made that the

paintings be removed. An enterprising reporter for the Hearst

newspapers transposed a symbolical hammer and sickle insignia

from one of the murals to the library scene painted by Zakhelm.

The lllustrntion, with an accomn)anying article condemning the

murals, was syndicated to several hundred newspapers through-

out the country. Later a retraction of this scurrilous per-

formance v/as forced from the Examiner, but the damage had been
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done; Zaidieira's one-nan show wps killed. Anong the artists

themselves a vigilante conmlttce was formed with the Intent to

storm the Colt Tower and chisel the offendlnj5j murals out of

the plaster. Thereupon the Artists and Writers Union pick-

eted the project until the excitement subsided. The press

comment on the exhibition at the Adaras-Danysh Galleries, due

to the controversy raging at the time, was somewhat brief

and noncommittal, as follows: The San Francisco Call-Bulle-

tin of June 30, 1934, with an accompanying illustration:

"The singing of the plodding Volga boatmen,
towing their barges, made more famous musical-
ly by Feodor Challapin, Is depicted Ir globing
watercolors by Bernard Zakhelm, Jewish artist,
now a resident of San Francisco, whose newest
works are on show currently at the Adams-Danysh
Galleries.

"

The San Francisco Examiner, July 1, 1934, with an

Illustration:

"Portrait study of Ilahum Zemach, who Is known
here for his direction of -The Dybbuk. ' It was
painted by Bernard Zakhelm, who did the large
fresco in the court of the Jewish Community
Center. Zakhelm, who recently comoleted a wall
In the decoration of the Coit Tower, is holding
a one-man show of watercolors at the Adams-Danysh
Galleries.

"

Junius Cravens, distinguished art critic of the San

Francisco News, In the issue of July 7, 1934, contributed the

following with reference to the one-man exhibition:

"In the watercolors and oils by Bernard Zakhelm,
which are now at the Adams-Danysh Galleries,
still another form of Je'vish art is represented.

"Zakhelm' s works are not profoundly esoteric or
orthodox (comoared with the work of Boris Deutsch
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and Peter Xrasnow) . For the most part they are
rather fragile, fragmentary sketches v;hlch do
not seem to me to dip very deeply Into anything
In particular, whether subjectively oi' £.roistl-
cally. Ke has since done one of \l\o quct^tion-
able' frescos In the Colt Tower."

Jehanne Bletry Salinger, In the Eraanu-El and Jew-

ish Journal of July 7, 1934, gave a more comprehensive analy-

sis of Zakheln's works on exhibit, which Is herewith quoted

In full:

"Bet-nard Zakhelm Joins Ranks of Anerlca's Lead-
ing Jewish Artists."

"You will v;ant to visit the Galleries Adaras-
Danysh between rev; and July 15, for there la
being held a one--i.ian show of watercoloi^s by
Bernard Zakhelm. which you cannot afford to
miss If you are lii^erested In art and If you
believe In art expression which Is distinctly
Jewish.

"Zakhelm Is a superlative artlnt who handles
watercolors as only a few painters do. He has
a manner all his own. An individualist, he la
Interested in formal organization, in the orob-
lem of design as much as he is concerned with
the expression of his own emotion.

"If you are interested In labels anc' wish to
be given convenient deflv.ltions to ap^ly to
his art, it is st.fe to say thc^t he Is neither
a cubist nor a sur-reallst, although a few of
his watercolors which have to do with the
'metaphysical' atmosohere of the 'Dybbuk' and
are filled with a feeling of the mysterious,
are very close to sur-realism,

"He is more what one would call a self-expres-
sionist, but then again, in many Instances, es-
pecially in his portraits and studl'js of types,
he makes us realise t}i,vc he is r. j"nev;hat eclec-
tic and has as iruch lu'cei-est In r-ecordinf an
ordinary experience as in responding to a psy-
chological power.
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"Some of his comnosltlons have an enchanted at-
nosphore; such 1^ the case rlth the synbollcal
wpterc^lor reoresentlng the Jew bre^^king the
soil In his new farn land, In Soviet Russia.
The atuosphere of strnng"e occultls.'a which we
found In nany of the scenes of the 'Dybbuk' as
TDroduced by tho Vllna players some yeers ago,
In San Francisco, are found anew In the picture
of the 'G-irl Bringing the Veil,' as well as In
the pro.^ect for a fresco based on the legend of
the wandering, suffering souls, called 'Gho'^ts.'

"A fantrst^o sense of hun:or, a strange phantasy
expressed in a style which reminds one of a new
form or" writing, are found In 'The Clown,* one
of the strongest wor.«-j In the collection, and
In 'The Revival. •

"'The Boxing Match' Illustrates the fact thit he
has a keen eye for the grotesque aspects of re-
ality. Watch the heads and f^ces of tlic m^n and
women In the crowd, with theii" crazy cauliflower
ears, their nouths t.vlsted in aructus, their eyes
ll'-<:e two sciatches under their brows, ^-nd admire
the bold extrava^rpjice of the sense of humor dis-
played.

"You will re.)olce in the riohnoas 'tfhls pigment
when you look at roost of these watercolors. You
will either hate or love his violent drawing in
the portrait of Benjamin Zcmach or of the Jewish
actress.

"If you aro sensitive to rrt, you rill not be
able to cscf.DC the aesthetic attraction of this
work with its mixture of reality and uncixnny
phantasy, with its mood so dynan^lc, its pene-
trnting quality of human interest, its ease of
style, its sense of gusto and boldness, in a
word, its r.cst personal expression.

"Zakheim with this collection of watercolors
Joins the ranks of leading Jewish artists at
lar^^o. His fresco at the JCMsh Center, his
wall at the G^it Tower had already placed him
aher>d of many of his conten^poraries. '

In contrast to the scant notice given to the exhi-

bition by the Ex"jniner prior to the demand for a retraction
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of its attack on Zakheim's Colt Tower r>«^ntlnf?, we find the

following opinion expressed by Ada Kanlfln, art reviewer of

the publication, in a special article which ran almost a full

length column accoraoanied by a large Illustration in a sub-

sequent issue of July 17, 1934, with reference to the Adams-

Danysh exhibit:

". . . . Zakhelm is an Individualist as a man and
as an artist. You have only to look at his
watercolor sketches for frescoes to realize
the artistic stature of the man. In this me-
dlura, he undoubtedly stands as one of the fore-
most Jewish artists of the day.

"He belongs to no school. His work is not cir-
cumscribed by the n^le. It is close to the soul
in its ' nakedness, refreshing In its lack cfso-
phistication. ' Kis work has vigor, sensitivity,
vitality and power. He paints sincerely and
spontaneously'.

'"When I feel an eraotlon, • Zakhelm said. 'I
write it dovn hurriedly with the brush, with-
out pausing to think of rules or grammar.

'

"And then on the wall is 'The Circus- t/alnted
in Paris, which proves his point. With "oencll,

he has sketched hurriedly, as one would write
flowingly, so as not to forget, the character-
istic features of Individuals which formed the
crowd around the circus ring. If con:ploted,
these pencil-sketched fi.=aires wruld be filled
in with watercolors, as are the figures In the
foreground. In l:hat scene runs the gamut of ex-
pression. A b'?am of light almost spiritual in
aspect seemln^i:ly protects the clcAn from the
mass of humanity. Zakhelm has made the clown
in a few telling strokes—a ponciicd head and
a watercolor body— the enltome of the eternal
Pagliacci, the tragedian v/hom faLe ordained to
maice the world laugh.

"....His studies of Jc'lsh life and his emo-
tional lntcrpreta.tions of the 'Dybbuk' are ex-
tremely sensitive as to character, atmosohere
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and color. In all hla paintings he has used
color to express values of ecotion, oiooris, light,
heat—and vibrations cf music such as in his viv-
id lapressicn of Mishel Piastro's farewell con-
cert here. One nust stand at some r'lstajice to
appreciate these sketches at their full value.

"While in Plungary. . . .he made a watercolcr sketch
of Polish Jev^s— figures in long copotas and wide
silk hats and Jewish architecture (synagogues)
in the background. It is dark in tonal color,
Kow different is the bria:ht oil painting of 'The
Harvesters, ' showing Jewish scholars at work in
the wheat fields of Palestine. It is full of
warmth and sun end air. In point of design it
possibly represents Zakhcim at his best.

"Zakheira, who was seemingly bom v.'ith a natural
feeling for composition, painted the large out;-
door fresco in the Je'A'ish Community Center, and
more recently a wall in the Coit Towrr.

"'A news reporter, not ff'jniliar with the work
of the local artists,' Zakheim said, 'misrepre-
sented me as having tjaintocl a haTUtiCr and sickle
over my fresco in the Coit Tower. I have paint-
ed no hammer and sickle over my fresco or any-
where else in the tower, and the directors of
the Public Works of Art Project havo novor asked
me to change any part of my mural.

'

"In a vigorously bold watcrcolor portrait study
of a man, he has achieved a sense of plastic
form. In an oil painting lo th3 left of "The
Circus' the artist reveals his mhcrcim; mysti-
cism. It is called 'Ghosts. ' Shac'owy forms In
a graveyard floodod with eerie moonlight ap-
proach graves of loved ones—lost seals come to
pray, according to an old Jewish legend. The
show should not be overlooked.

"

Meanwhile the controversy over the Coit To^ver mu-

rals continued due t'^. ntate of re.^i hysteria resulting from

the const-v.?lde maritime strike. The edifice remained closed;

the San Francisco Art Commission remained adamant; and the

artists became divided into two cam-os. An insight into the
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situation may be gleaned from the fp.ct that the "Red Squad"

of the San Francisco Police Department visited the headquar-

ters of the Artists and Writers Union and actually unveiled

works of sculpture and sought to find behind nalntlngs on

display there perhaps bombs or other anarchistic evidence of

the "violence" said to be fostered among the unemployed and

younger artists. Not since the oro.er for the immediate ar-

rest of the author of "Lyslstrata, " by the Captain of the

Los Angeles morals squad, and a search of the city conducted

for the two thousand year dead Arlstoohanes, v;as police stu-

pidity more clearly exemplified. An example of the extreme

caution pursued even by reputable revlev/ers is the follow-

ing pusillanimous comment hy Junius Cravens which appeared

in the San Francisco News of July 7, 1934:

"There is something about fresco painting, when
it is applied to the walls of public buildings,
that seems to breed dissensJon, Throughout his-
tory we find instances in which mural decoration
has been used as a subterfuge for promoting prop-
aganda of one sort or anothor, no less in the
most ancient times than in our o.vn day. There
have always been naughty little boys who drew
vilifications on schoolroom v/alls when their
teachers were not looking. Li'!':ev.'ise. there have
always been mischievous little artists who put
something ovor while they were not being watched.
Of such substance is history made.

"Too much has already been published about the
Great God Rivera's propagandic activities to
need fui^thcr repetition. Nevertheless, that
Gargantuan Mexlcono is the God of many American
fresco paint 3rs, particularly of those who ca-
reen to larboard, so to speak. In their eager-
ness to follow in his brush strokes, they not
only lean over toward the oxtrenie left, but
also backward.
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"Some such cause would seera to lie at the roots
of the tompest in the Colt Memorial Towor tea-
Dot— If a temnest may be said to havo roots,
and If the tower may be likened to a ter.pot

—

despite its closer resemblance to the form of
certain Pompelian wine Jugs.

"The said tempest arose from a rumor which got
about, and which was to tho effect th^t at least
three of the 25 or 30 artists who were em^-loyed
by the P.W.A.P.* for the hooeless task of tiying
to beautify the inside of the Colt Tov7or had
seen red, that is to say—let me whisnur it,
lest I be overheard— the na-i^-hty boys had In-
dulged in a little Coimnunistic propaganda and
at the expense of the U. S. Governirient . The
three culprits who were caught at it red-hand-
ed, as it were, are Clifford Wight, who was
formerly one of Rivera's assistants, Bernard
Zakheim and John Langley Howard..

"Since visitors were barred and doors were
double barred at the tower I have not verified
these rumors with ny own eyes. But the story
goes somewhat as follows:

"Wight was commissioned to decorate some long,
narrow oanels above three of the windows. Sym-
bolical ornamtnts seemed to be best suited to
the purpose. The subject of all the tower dec-
orations is our contemporary Air.erlcan life. As
social and political problens are of some im-
portance here at the moment, Wight turned to
them for symbolism.

"Over the central window he stretched a bridge,
at the center of vhich is a circle containing
the Blue Eagle of the NRA.. Over the right hand
window he stretched a segment of chain; in the
circle in this cr^.se, appears the legend, 'In
God We Trust'—synbolizing the American dollar,
or, I presume, Capitalism. Over the left-hand
windov/ he placed a section of woven cable and
a circle franlng a hammer, a sicKle and the
legend, 'United Workers of "nhe World, 'in short.
Communism. It would scorn that lie considered
these three issues to bo important in the Ameri-
can scene of today.

*Public Works of Art Project,
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"In Howard's mural, I am told, appears a c^oup
of unemployed men which it seems might be^mis-
taken for strikers. One of them i? s.^id to
carry a nowapaoer which bears the titl-s, 'The
Western Worker' and headlines, 'All out May 1
against hungei-, v/ar and fascism. '

"Zakheim'g panel represents a public reading
room in. which rodical booJcs an<^' ne'."spapers are
rampant. Someo;ie raised the objections' and ru-
mor has it that a fight is on. The artists are
said to claim that tlieir preliminary sketches
were approved by the regional committee of the
PWAP before the actual paintings wore begun,
and that therefore the completed v;or>s should
not be changed. The said coranittee r)robrbly
finds itself in the position of the teacher in
the schoolroom—plenty of authority but no con-
trol over the nau.ijhty boys. At this writing
all hands seem about to appeal to Washington
to settle the dispute. Alas', poor Washington I

"

Notwithstc.nding the fact that the thirty serious

minded artists were attempting to express n.nd. interoret the

times in which they lived, which after all is the accepted

function of fresco painting as dcfiiied by America's fore-

most art critic, Thom?.s Craven, their efforts were not only

subject to extreme criticism from the very sources from which

encouragement should hove been forthcoming, but were also

subject to ridicule. Included only to illustrate the ulti-

nate in this direction, is the follo"'lng extract of nn at-

tempt at facetiousness by the San Frnncisco Mews coluranist,

Arthur Caylor, in the jf^sue of July 10, 1934:

"Those old grudge fighters, Kid Kapltal and
Kayo Gomnunisra, m.ay be responsible for the cur-
rent unhappinoss of local artists over the Coit
Tower situation. T?ie issues may be sweetly
fundamental. But there are also enough other
angles to supply a cubist's coal chute.
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"Our Gcouts report that by no means all the
chanf^e? demanded have been due to the fact that
somebody was mad at Karl Marx or Andy I/Iellon.
Theri3 vrere slrc-)ler causes, Buch as the Chronicle
belntj mad at the Examiner or the Examlr.er being
mad at the Chronicle, or the fruit oeople being
mad at the vegetable people or Chrysler being
mad at General Llotors.

"It seems that the artists set about to make
pictures illustrating life hereabouts—largely
recognizable things such as hills and cable
and fruit and fish and hotels and wharves.

"They might be in the midst of social upheaval,
but you could spot them as 0-Leary's hack stand
or Ginsberg's store. Hence, they had a certain
advertising value.

"As long as people could tell the make of an
automobile zipping up a hill in no goar at all,
various dealers, each proud of his own brand
of hill-climber, seemed to think the car should
be his kind.

"One of the artists put some pineapples on a
fruit stand, and it brought a kick from folks
who insisted that California's own watermelons
and oranges were Just as protcy and should get
a break over the imported stuxT'.

"It turned out to be su]\ori singly important
what name v/as on the various nev.'spapors ap-
pearing in the masterpieces.

"The Western Worker was the only Communist num-
ber. John Langley Howard put it in his picture.
Dr. Walter Keil suggested that he take it out,
but he hasn't thus far."

Peculiarly anomalous, it remained for the staid

and conservative Llternry Digest, remote from the influences

rampant in the local economic strife, to render a Just and

unprejudiced account of the whole Coit Tower controversy.

While space will not permit inclusion of this article in
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full, sufficient extracts must be quoted in order to gain a

thorough understanding of tlie difficulties encountered by

the younger artists attempting to express and interpret the

American scene. The following, by Evelyn Seely, appears in

the Literary Digest of August 25, 1934:

"The Coit Memorial Tower, its walls covered
with murals completed two months a^'^o under the
Public Works of Art Project, is locked against
the public. Rising from the top of San Fran-
cisco's Telegraph Hill, looking out upon a
spectacular panorama of bay and hills down on
the entire vatorfront, it was forbidden to the
public during the general strike crisis. Po-
lice, half-way down the hill to cut off the ap-
proach to the tower^ said someone might throw
rocks, or give signals. The tower, however,
had been locked throe weeks before the general
strike, and it had had its ov;n pickets to think
about.

"The opening of the tovier, planned for late May
in order to give extra 'nirce for those artiste?
who had not completed ti:oir work on tlie sched-
uled May 1, has been pos"cponed indefini'ccly by
the Art Commission. Nc'^oay, no matter who he
is, may enter. The great h.ocr has bc^n locked
since Art Commission mer^tt.ra took "cheir final
look at the project, rubced their eyes. and
said that certain things thoy eaw wore 'in op-
position to the generally accepted tradition of
native Americanism.

'

"Three artists had balked their approval- -Clif-
ford Wight, John Langley How-^rd, Bernard Zak-
heim. Wight in a decoration above a triple win-
dow, had painted the hammer and sickle, Communist
emblem, as one of the symbols in a pp.nel depict-
ing also American 'rugged individualism,' and
the 'New Deal,' as his conception of part of the
picture the artists were as'^ed to pplnt of the
contemporary American scene and California in
particuipr.

"The Coranission paused to note th?.t one of How-
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ard's miners, in a fresco of California mining,
is reading a Western Worker, Communist weekly,
and they were repelled by the aneiry fr.ces of
some pold panners glaring at sop.e touri.^ts who
had stopped their car to gaze upon the quaint
scene. They gasped at the disturbing assem-
blage of actual headlines in the periodical
room of Zakheim's library fresco. They were
not sure they agreed with his division of lit-
erature on the shelves— in one group sets of
Kipling, 0' Henry, etc.; in another, Willa Gath-
er, Sinclair Lewis, Ernest Hemingway; in a third,
Karl Marx, Grace Lumpkin, Erskino Caldwell, and
other writers concerned with the proletariat.

"They expressed their reaction to the three
artists, but decided, on second thought, to
drop any action against Howard and Zakhelm.
Wight, however, still is required by Edward
Bruce, of the National PV/AP Committee, to
whitewash or chisel off the hpjnmer and sickle
emblem, on the {-:;roundp of 'Jeopardizing further
grants of Federal funds.

'

"After the Art Conuiisslon spoke, the Artists
and Writers Union cane on the scene to picket
the tower and to portest to Bruce against any
change in the frescoes. 'Wo are cc.i^mitted, •

they wrote Bruoe, 'to a program cf complete
liberty for all creative ai-cists, to the de-
fense of their rights to dsoict life and all
manifestations of socieuy. Wn^ther Capitn.lism,
Communism, or what not, r& they see it, and
according to their ovm scale of values.

'

"Whereupon the Art Conimissicn locked the tower
securely, and tried to dismiss the local tem-
pest as a 'Rivera publicity stunt.' They hoped
to manage a peaceful opening of the tov/er this
fall, whether the h.'immor and sickle remains, or
is replaced by a blank white space. Tl:;e Union,
declares its membership, and 7/ight himself,
never will let the mural be touched. Friends
of Wight say he may drop the arg^aruent. Many
think that for the sake of future projects he
should do so.

"When the deadlock is ovr.r, the public will see
an accomplishment generally considered one of
the greatest produced unoer the P'VAP. It has
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proved, to the amazement of both art^sts and
public, that several d^zen artists can '"or\c to-
gether effectively and harmoniously. Two of
the Colt To--er artists even got married.

"The project Is unique In assembling twenty
fresco-painters on one hand. S";.n Francisco's
crop is due to sorae extent, to California cli-
mate, whlcli makes wall-docoration practical,
due, too, to Diego Rivera and the tandency of
local artists to trek down to !!exlco to work
for him. Most of all, however, the credit must
go to Rs.y Boynton, v/ho, after reading a trans-
lation of Cenino Cenlnl, painted his first
fresco— and the first in California— in 1917.
Since thnt time Boynton has been a oioneer In
the fresco art. He has inspired and trained
many an artist to get busy on his backyard
walls, and eight out of the twenty who painted
the Colt Tover frescoes are his students.

"The basic idea of the tower art is a presen-
tation of contemporary California. Its scen-
ario of Ideas v;as directed by Dr. Walter Hell,
curator of the De Young Muneum; Stafford Dun-
can, and Harold Mack. It conprohonds the whole
range of California's economic and cultural
life.

"As one enters—or as one did enter, by ar-
rangement, before the door was locked-—he was
greeted by a pair of Cyclopean eyes, against a
bp.ckground of white clouds, sun, and crescent
moon, symbolizing the uystlc forces of nature
called 'Old I.!an Weather' by tov-er workmen.
This' is Ray Boynton' s vail and the eye-panel
ties together the murals on either side of the
door— 'Animal Force,' or man seeking food and
sustenance, and 'Kachine Force,' or man In
search of wealth.

"Leaders of Californl.'^ life— ten foot figures
by Dean Malctte and Clifford Wight, of cov/boy,

business man, engineer, steel-worker and scien-
tist— separate the frescoes of the outer wall.
Ralph Stackpole, one of California's outstand-
ing artists, has graphically portrayed the
steely efficiency of a factory.

"Frede Vldar has painted a modern department
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store, realistically, from soda fountain to
brassieres. Victor ArnautoTf has put all the
miscellany of external city life Into a San
Fi'ancisco street—ambulance, rer^ortcrs, vic-
tim, railroad-yards, theatre, cops, garbage
trucks, opera-house, Legion of Honor Palace,
and news-stands.

"Richest and most vivid is the vmll painted by
Maxine Albro reflecting the sunny, abundant
fields of Callfornifi, and their prodigal flow
of fruit and grain.

"Luclen Labaudt obviously has enjoyed painting
San Francisco's Po'.vell Street along the wind-
ing stairway to the second floor—complete v/ith
cable cars and turnstile, clubs and cafes, and
a sprinkling of recognizable local celebrities.
At the top Edward Terada-s football player rises
to an architectural exigency and straddles the
whole doorway. On the second floor, several art-
ists have contributed to the chai-m of California
outdoor scenes, and Jane Berlandina, using egg
temocra as her medium—has reflected homo life
with firm delicacy.

"Ben Cunninghgjn, MrSo Edith Kremlin Barrows,
William Hcsthal, Suzanne Schuer, Gordon Langdon,
Ray Bertrand, Harold Dean, George Harris, Otis
Old field, and Rj.naldo Cuneo are ajnong the other
artists who have painted the walls of the tower,

"In the main they presented California as power-
ful and productive, its nachinos well-oiled, its
fields and orchards bountiful, its people

—
"hap-

py in the sun. They have left out of the pic-
ture, as some realists have mentioned, such as-
pects as the Mooney case, or strikes, or lynch-
ings.

"The flurry over such echoes of social unrest
as have found their way into throe murals is
the latest stop in a long controversy over Tel-
egraph Hill decoration. The 'Native Sons'
longed to build there a morument to California
pioneers, of a size and hei^iht to make 'Liberty'
a mere nobody. .. .Artists protested loudly. This
frowzy hill they lamented, once had been the
signaling place for white winged ships, later a
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rowdy forty-niners' beer-garden, and, finally, a
fine line of picturesque eucalyptus trees and
stone niins where those who loved it could sit
drinking hi] 1-raade red wine, listeninp to the
songs of the Italian, and Spanish dwellers on the
slopes and watching- the little ferry-ljoats.

But the shaft aro?e, beautiful and synnietrlcal
and suicide-proof, and the artists who had fought
its building for the sake of art wont in to earn
some needed bread.

"

AIJIERICM ARTISTS CONGRESS

V/ith the conclusion of the maritime strike, public

tension eased. Certain changes were made in the Wi:3;ht murals,

and the doors of the Colt Tower were opened to the public on

October 20, 1934. V/hilc the public thronged to view the

paintings, they came with prejudiced opliiions much of which

lasts to the present day. The effect of the hullabaloo on

Zakheira was like water on the tack of a duck. Soon after

the completion of the Public Works of Art Program the Art-

ists and Writers Union dlsintegrat3i, due to internal dis-

sension, and once again the artists \';ere ^^hcre they started,

facing inadequate relief.

However, while the attacks on the younger artists

ceased in San Francisco a wave of similar sabotage and de-

struction swept throughout the nation. This action on the

part of repressive clcmcntG from coast to coast made neces-

sary a protective organization '..'hlch was formed by the art-

ists on a national scale, the American Artists Congress.

Zalcheim became one of the sponsors cf the San Francisco sec-
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tion of the Congress and the following account of the aims

and purposes of the movenent Is condensed from tv/o articles

by Glen Wessels in .the San Francisco Argonaut of J.anuary 24,

and August 21, 1935:

"The American Artists Congress is a liberal or-
ganization to be distinjpjlshed from militant
artists unions. It is neither Communist nor
Fascist, but combining extremes, approaches
more nearly the older idea of a democracy than
do most groups formed under the present stress.

"Rockwell Kent, Margaret Bourke-White, Poter
Blume, Lynd Ward, Ai-nold Blansh, Louis Lozowlck,
Jose Orozco, Yasuo Kuniyoshl, Beniamino Bufano,
Cameron Booth, Warren Cheney, Adolp Dehn, Kil-
aire Hiler, John Howard, Joe Jones, Valeria Kaun,
Louis Memford, Boardraan Robinson, Hamilton Wolf,
Art Young, Bernard Zakhein, Reginald Karsh....
and a great number of other sufficiently promi-
nent names amono Am.erican nr.inters and sculptors
are agreed on the general notion that there has
been too much mural destruction and sculpture
breaking, and they arc banding together to talk
it ovei' and do something about it.

"They discern an increasing tendency on the
part of patrons, public or privaoe, to dragcon
the creative artist into oLe production of spine-

/ less imitations of the art of the past and to
dictate his oolitics and convictions as well as
his subject matter. This they feel is the be-
ginning of Hitlerism in A'nerica.

"'Repression of Art in America' will be the ma-
jor topic. ...of the Congress. Artists will
themselves describe the attacks upon their work.

Joe Jones will tell of the vigilante action tak-
en against his St. Louis murals; Murray Hautraan

will describe the smashing of his murals by the

Los Angeles police with sledge hammers. The
Rikers Island affair where Ben Shan and Lou
Bolck's work was rejected by Jonas Lie of the
American Academy— supposedly without proper au-
thority—will bo discussed, as will other cases
where reactionary forces militated against the
freedom of the artist to speak his mind in the
language of paint.

"
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"PACIFIC A7EITUE GOSPEL"

In February of 1935 came the 55th Annual Exhibition

of the San Franci'?co Art Association. Zaklir^im entered, In

the watercolor section his previously executed 'Pacific Ave-

nue Cjospel. ' This painting had been done after a visit to

a negro mission in one of San Francisco's seral-tcnderloln

districts. It depicted the mourners' bench with its converts

walling profusely. It was painted out of disgust at the ig-

norance of the netjroes and the ease with which the preacher

manifested his ability to make his congregation v;all and

cry. While this is Zaliheim's o\'in version of the circum-

stances surroundinc the execution of this vfatcrcolor, the

corarjent of critics differed, hailing it as uproarious sat-

ire. The -work won the Art As<:'ociation Medal of First Award.

Howard Talbot, in "The Wasp" of February 2, 1P35, wrote:

''Whoever may essay to write comprehensively
about the 55th Annual of the San Francisco
Art Association and its accompanying siiows

at the ncvi Museum of Art must necessarily
spout Ink like a cuttlefish. o .. some of the
entries, mentioned at random, that appealed
to me and remain in my memory, ... .Bernard
Zakheim's -Pacific Avenue Gospel.'"

Nadla Lavrova, in the art section of the Christian

Science Monitor, of March 16, 1935, commenting on this paint-

ing stated:

"In the watrrcolor division, Bernard Zakhelm
took first prize with his only exhibit, 'Pa-
cific Avenue Gospel,' a slyly humorous repre-
sentation of a group of negroes In the grip
of extravagant emotion. Zal'-.helm is noted for
his original frescoes, notably the one in the
Colt Tower.

"
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HEALTH CENTER MURALS

During the period following the completion of the

Public Works of Art Pro2:rajn, Zakheira was commissioned, under

the sponsorship of the SERA to execute two frescoes In the

Alemany Health Center, for the San Fr.ancisco Department of

Public Health. Called "Community Spirit" and "G-rowth" the

excellence of these murals was Instrxamental In an award to

him of subsequent decorations in the University of Califor-

nia Medical School and the University of California Hospi-

tal, the latter of which is still in process of completion.

The following description of the Health Center

murals, which have been called a "very beautiful piece of

work," is supplied by Zakhelm's assistant. Miss Phyllis

Wrlghtson:

"These frer-coes were painted as decorations in
the waiting room of San Francisco's Health Cen-
ter. It is a small building in Mission style,
of a homelike, rather cozy character, Informal-
ly furnished and cheered with a large fireplace
whose wide chimney extenrls in sloping lines up
to the high celling. This chimney area is bro-
ken by the mezzanine balcony that crosses one
side of tiie room, dividing this large chimney
shape horizontally. In this space the frescoes
have been painted.

"The portion below the balcony is adapted In
color end llterar;^ content to the room and its

uses. It is entitled 'Birth' and is an arrange-
ment of symbolic figures in an elllDtlcal pat-
tern against a background of the slender sil-
very trunks of young fig trees, an ancient sym-r

bol of fertility.

"At the right two lovers kneel side by side,

a golden sKlnned young man and a girl draped
in blue. The central figure is that of a woman
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v;ith uplifted arms syrr.b0ll7.lng the afTony of
birth. Before her a figure in white repre-
senting the functions of the nurse helps a
young plant r^art its way out of the worjb of
the earth. Another couple at the Teft rep-
resent parenthood. The woman holds a little
blossoming plant at which both look with con-
cern and pride.

"The golden color of seme of the flesh, the
red of the e^rth and the green of the foliage
all repeat the coloring of the tile, the wicker
furniture and the green metal railings of the
room. The upper section of the fresco contin-
ues the trees seen below, their crown of leaves
showing between bars of the balcony rail. Above
the trees is a composite scene of the neighbor-
hood, zigzagging up to Mount Davidson and its
cross against the sky. Below is a group of old
shacks, then a block of the old houses so char-
acteristic of San Francisco. Next to them is a
row of the newer 'pastry like' contractor's
bungalows.

"From the bottom of the scene Alemany Boulevard
sweeps. ip past the little Health Center pnd its
adjoining houses, and the massive Balboa High
School,

"At the lower right is a series of backyards
animated with lines of washing and a vacant
lot used by schoolboys a-j a baseball field.
The latter was introducid by the artist to
point out the dire need for a children's play-
ground in this district.'-

In March of 1955 Zal:helm participated In an exhibi-

tion of Jewish Art at the San Fi-anclsco Jewish Community Cen-

ter.

UMIVSRSITY MEDIC .AI. SCHOOL MUPALS

The following month, under the sponsorship of the

S.E. R. A. , Zakheim began two frescoes in the lecture room of

the University of California Medical Scliool. These two panels
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occupy equal apace on each side of a projection screen In

the main lecture room, Cole Hall. Dr. Chauncy Leake, Dean

of Pharmacology of the Medical School, has prepared a compre-

hensive brochure on the subject of these paintings Including

an analysis of the relationship between art ar^d science by

Beniamlno Bufano. Because of the excellence of this booklet

and the information contained therein v;lth reference to Zak-

heira and the frescos, Dr. Leake's comment is presented in

part, substantially as follows:

"....lioc.ern artists seem keenly aware of the
social problems of our times, and there seems
to be more of an effort than usual on the part
of art to tell a stor;'' or depict a point of
vievv'. This seems to be especially the case in
the great revival of oiural painting. In cast-
ing about for a challenging; subject for his
talent, Bernri'd Boruch I^alrheim, an enthusiastic

• San Francisco fresco arti-it. v/as scruck by the
notion that of all the manifold aspects of the
modem scene, Science alone seems to have that
freedom from ulterior motive aiid that steadfast-
ness of idealism which from both the artistic
and the humanitarian sense is most vvoz'thy of
recording and oroserving. In idealistic appli-
cation to human problems science seems to have
reached its greatest success in medicine, in

which, as a nrofossion, high idealism and free-
dom from ulterior motives have long been trvadi-

tlonal.

"The skill which Zakheim displayed in a small
fresco in the lobby of the Alemany Health Cen-
ter, San Francisco, persuaded the SERA to com-

oly with asuj^gestion' from Doctor Isabella Perry
that' ho undortaice the mural decoration of one
Of the main lecture roor;s of the University of
California Medical School. The problem was be-
gan early in 1955. The practical consideration
was to provide complementary panels of aopro-
oriate size on each side of a projection screen
above the lecture blackboard. The intellectual
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problem selected by the artist was difficult.
The plan was to contrast the underlying philos-
ophies of modern and ancient medicine. On the
one hand he tried to depict the orderly disci-
plined applications of modern medical science
to the treatment and prevention of p'ly^J.cal and
mental maladjustments to our environment. This
was to be contrasted, on the other haiid, with
the confused emotional, often hysterical, efforts
of suffering humanity in the past to escape dis-
ease and misery.

"In the technical aspects of the work, the art-
ist was assisted ty Joseph Kelly in the prepara-
tion and application of the marble dust plaster
put directly on the brick wall of the hall..
Phyllis Wrightson and Leon Blbel helped greatly
J.n the transfer of the cartoon outline to the
wall and in some of the details of the painting,
e specially on the frames. It was hard work.
The lecture room, being in use all day, was a-
vailable only at night. Often the artist and
his assistants were busy until the early morn-
ing when the watchman vculd persuade tliem to go
home.

"....The panel to the left cf the projection
screen is designed to represent the confused
and often hysterical means v;hich humanity, es-
pecially in the past cent\;rzes, has tried in
its emotional anguish to tx'cat and drive out
sickness and m.isery, T}:£ rounded \va\res of dis-
tress roll into each other In che design sug-
gesting the lack of in-c^llactual order and pre-
cision of knowledge responsible for the relative
failure of such emotional efforts. An oriental
background of traditional mysticism is suggest-
ed by palm branches. Through them rises the

smoke of Incense from a priest struggling with
his people bowed before him toward off the evil
pestilence which has stretched one of them in
putrefaction. With dramatic intensity a Semit-
ic prophetical leader, tJeremlah-like, points to

the ominous zodiacal symbols raised above the
bent or worshipful figures above him,— signs
which for centuries have symbolized man's cred-
ulous errors in etiology and prognosis. That
they look like glorified lollypops in the oanel,
rising above all its figures, may be an uncon-
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sclous Irony on the part of the artl^.t» In the
center, sacrificial scenes Illustrate the vain
effort at propitiation of powerful superi:atural
forces In order to prevent or relieve pestilence,
and in tliese groups may t>e noted the primitive
and priestly patholo.^lst exa.T.lnln£" liver or urine
to guide prophecy and prognosis. That the 'vis
raedicatrix naturae' was operative, but scarcely
recognized in such surroundings, Is indicateo by
the merest glimpse the artist gives of the 'ex
votoes' on the side of one of the altars. The
utter inability of humanity In the past to cope
with mental derangement Is indicated" In the flog-
ging of the maniac by the sadist, the Hebraic
blowing of the ram's horn at the dybbuk, and the
later conventionalized religious rituals for the
insane. Here the perpendicularly arranged vest-
ments of the singers gj ve the hint of the emo-
tional effect of deep music. The brutality of
surgical procedures without anesthesia or asep-
sis is suggested in almost the only 'practical'
incident in the panel, xhe operation, sho':m ap-
propriately In 'English guise. The underlying
fallacies of unguided emotional desirt3 in deter-
mining the philosoohical background for medicine
In so much of the past appears in the segments
of the panel suggesting the pathetic search for
the elixir of life. the maintenance of youth,
and the philosopher's stone, the l:ey to unlimited
wealth.

"This colorful panel is not easy to dor.cribc. If
it were, the artist proba^^y could have told
easier in words than in piccui-e what hrwas think-
ing about. It is disturbing and confused. And
not the lepst because wo can recognize that many
of the aspects of medical opinion represented
in It, though happily no longer part of the sci-
ence and art of medicine, are still to be exten-
sively found In the populace.

"The artist s'cillfully designed a cool archi-
tectural stony frame for the turbulent scenes of
the panel. Carved in the stones above are the
names and symbols of the three nedicn-rellglous
characters in the supcrsti clous asriccts of whose
cults were peruotrated much of what the iDanel

displays. There Is cut the hieroglyoh for
Inhotop (He who cometh in peace) with the 'crux
an ansata, ' symbol of the union of male and fe-
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male, the si^n of fertility and ll'e to come.
Imhotep was the Egyptian god of medicine, prob-
ably a vlzler-'physiclan of the Pharoah Zoser of
the Third Dynasty, about 2980 B.C.. whose memory
was later reverenced as divine. There are next
the sturdy Greek letters spelling Ausklepius,
the Greek counterpart of Imhotep, wl':h his sym-
bol of the staff and serpent. Lastly, classic
Roman "Letters give the Latin for St, Luke, the
traditional patron-saint of Christian medicine,
with its symbols of bull's head and book.

"The antithesis in the contrasting panal attempts
to represent the Ricdern effort at controlled ap-
plication of demonscrable and critically valid
knowledge for the prevention and treatment of
dlfiease. Here straight lines suggest order and
intelligent direction of energy. The colors
are calmer. Though distress may be noted, an-
guish is not present. Significantly the super-
natural does not arpear. VTiiile X-ray, chemical,
anatomical, physiological and other scientific
apparatus goes from one corner of the panel to
the other, it conveys to the observer nothing of
the fear of mystery; for tlie artist indicates
that it is developed nnd understood by human be-
ings, and applied end cciitrolled by such people
as we all are, for beneficial humsn ends.

"Most of the detailed aspects of the second pan-
el are in antithesis to those of the first. The
rational aims of chemi-ury djsplaco the emotion-
al ones of alchemy; tlie socicy of pa':holog:/ and
bacteriology provides a f 1 r^.; foundation for un-
derstanding the causes of disease a-'^d thus for
its effective prevention and treaxment. Anatomy
and the various phases of physiology give the nec-
essary appreciation of the structure and function
of the body including the brain, so that tho wise
physician may know how best to adjust it when out
of Joint with its envircnmsnt. Thus tnc psychia-
trist patiently helps the mentally disturbed per-
son to roach a caLmer adaption, tr.d replaces
flagellation with more soothing reflexes from
cutaneous sensations o± the bath.

"In modern therapy with surgery, the patient is
veritably cloaked by disciplined solicitude that
he shall suffer no pain nor die from induced in-
fection. The sick person yields to the X-ray in
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Justified faith that It wni help to diagnose
his ailment accurately or to alleviate his Ill-
ness. The ai'tlst In this panel puts the organ-
ized orevention of disease as the central theme.
In prenatal care, in child guidance clinics, and
In dental proonylaxls, he indicates tlie mc-st im-
portant social trend of current medic jne. His
climax is reached in the scene depicting the
modern medical atonement. In which the confident
and Intelligent mother brings her child to be
vaccinated. This is an at- one--r.ess, in modem
medicine at least, with critically examined ex-
perience, an atonenent of Judgment w*th kno.'/ledge,
of art with science. As the artist depicts the
Incident, the p^iysician and the nurse express
an almost reverent intensity. The child, ab-
normally grave aiid mature and aonarently uncon-
scious nf what is bei;ig done to hiiTi, gazes tran-
auilly into the future, like an antique picture
jf the Christ-child, the Ejmbol still of our
ideal of what we may become through our efforts,
medical or otheiT^ise.

"Above this nanol in the stony frame are carved
the names of three men who per!xaps were most in-
fluential in developing ^repent day m.edicine;
William Han/ey (li:?8'-.".o57) , revealer of the cir-
culation of the blood, who mad*? physiology a
modern science; Louis Pasteur (1322-1695), orover
of the bacterial origin of infoc clous diseases,
and founder of bacteriology . and Rudolf Virchow
(1621-1902), originator of the modern conception
of disease based on cellular pathology, and pro-
moter of the idea of prcventij;g disease.

"For this panel tlie artist made many studies in
medical laboratories, clinics, and hospitals.
These are all quick watcroolor sketches, many of
them of great interes'C and attractiveness. The
object in these studies was to secure types for
faces, and to acquire an understanding of char-
acteristic nodical maneuvv^rs -and apparatus-
There is no attempt at actual portraiture in the
panel, nor at photographic realism in procedure
or equipment.

"With the closing of the SERA in August 1935,
the work seemed to be interrupted at its most
critical phase. However. the artist and his
assistants kept cheerx'ully at their task, in-
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spired by many artist friends, nrtably Benlamlno
Bufano and Ralnh Stackpole. There was '-Iso the
stlmvilus of skeptical tolerance of tha staff and
students of the Medical school, v,ho thju^li in-
terested couldn't help wonder how it vould turn
out. Finally the Wor'^s progress Adnsjr.j stration
rushed its support, and the project carried on.

"The frescoes will certainly achieve their pri-
mary purpose of provoking the medical students,
who will face the panels d:iy after day, to con-
sider the philosophical and social ideas of their
profession. Whether they will have any wider
influence will depend on the future Judgment of
their artistic merits."

In order to supplement the comment on the Cole Hall

frescos by Zakhein, the following extractions from Benlamlno

Bufano' s "Appended Note on the Complementary Asoects of Art

and Science," which appeared in the brochure of Dr. Leake,

is offered:

"That a great scientist is really an artist is
not alv;ays obvious. But a striking feature
both of artists and scientists is th?;t a strong
imaglna,tion is needed to develop tJ-eir work.
The scientist uses imagination in seelrlng anal-
ogies on which to base explanations of his ob-
servations and experiments. It is the same sort
of imagination that the artist eiLp.-.oys in re-
vealing a not readily perceived as.^eot of 'his'

subject. Both the sciencist and the artist are
revealers of hidden aspects of nature. Scien-
tists as well as artists musl; feel themselves
in tune with nature, perhaps a little mere close-
ly than other humans, at least in their capacity
for expressing their observations or reactions.

"In the simpler circumstances of the past, the
great masters of arc wert the chief interpret-
ers of nature. Feeling themselves in harmony
with the world about them, they expressed its

simple essentials in plctr.res, poems, dances,
music, sculpture, architecture, and abstractly
in what was' the science of those times. I.!odern

artists are attempting to span the bridge of
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space between the great masters- of antlaulty and
themselves In reviving this essential kinship
with nature which is the basis of the best art.
Science, by its rigorous revelation of th-3 truth
about nature, must be understood by niocorn art-
ists, in order to further this nev soii-lt; to the
fullest.

"An unfortunate modern element in the growth of
art is the critic. Professional critics, with
their all too frequent dependence on commercial
Interests, Jeopardize as almost no other factor,
the ic"lealipm and sincerity of art. Crlticis.n
is recognized in science as a helpful factor,
particularly when .'jiven by other responsible
scientists. In science it is not conditioned,
theoretically at least, by personal feeling and
prejudice, as is the case In art. The chief
fault with art critics is that they are profes-
sional, and often thoir Jobs depend on catering
to popular prejudices or special interests. Un-
der such conditions they can hardly be expected
to understand what an artist laay be trying to do,
or to interprot it sy-'npathetieally. Science is
fortunate in not being dependent upon critics
for j.ts interpretations to the public. All of
us crave the satisf^.ction of being understood^
Vasarl tells us many pi'ciful talos of the trag-
edies brought to the great miasters cf the 15th
and 16th century art by m^.sunderstandjng criti-
cisms. The artist, work'.ng v;irh a medium less
precise than language, ii ab a greac disadvan-
tage In the effort to make clear throufyh his
medium v/hat he is trying to say. If the artist
could say it in words it would no longer be the
art that it is.

"So when v/c come to vie"' a new effort in art,
as here in the attempt to obtain an artistic
interpretation of medicine, let us try to un-
derstand and appreciate what the artist is try-
ing to do. All creative forces in nature, in-
cluding artistic as well as scientific, are ex-
perimental. It is this experimental force in
man that makes for growth toward unity and
truth. Art Is such a force, and is akin to
science in that respect. We can help greatly
in the experiment by seeking to understand.
Culture and the unity of mankind depend on our
sympathetic understanding of each other. It is
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the understanding we render and the apprecia-
tion we receive In our various Individual ef-
forts that nakes towards the unity of life and
humanity. So It becomes the greatness of those
about an artist uhlch makes his vork r;reat. If
the artist has ^reatnej^s to interr^ret, /'.e will do
so, and his wor: will reflect that grestnoss.

"

The com'^letion of the Cole Hall frescos was announced

by an exhibition held on February 16, 1936. The event caused

considerable comment in the press because of the new path

which Zakhelm had taken. Because of limited space but few

criticisms are Included, the following appearing In the San

Francisco Chronicle of February 13, by the art critic, Alfred

Frankenstein:

"This afternoon one of the most extraordinary
art exhibitions ever held In this or any other
city goes on public viev/. It Is a snail exhi-
bition, but it is unique in subject natter, u-
nlque in locale, and higVily sj^'nifleant of a
trend, if It succeeds in starting a trend. I
refer to the shov; of watercclors^ most of them
by Bernard Zakhelm, that opens to the public
today in the nharmacology laboratory of the
University of California m the medical center
at Second and Parnassus Avenues.

"The laboratory, however, really houses a side-
show. The main tent is the large lecture room
in the sane building, where Zakhelm ha^ Just
coranleted t-;o frescoes depicting the history of
medicine. The watercolors v;ere done as prelim-
inary sketches for the frescoes, but they are,
nevertheless complete works of art in themselves.
Now thf t the large project is finished, the whole
is Tjresented to the general public for one week's
inspection.

"Behind these oaintin^'-s lies a simple but heart-
ening story of the co- operation, if not the in-
ter-penetration, of science anc"" flno art. The
WPA furnished the funcis, Zakhelm orovlded the
brains, and with his assistant, Phyllis Wright-
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son, the artistic skill. Dr. Chauncy Loake,
dean of pharmacology, at the University, pro-
vided tho background, the opportunity and the
encouragement

.

"Br. Leake, it would appear, is one of those
scientists who is conce^-ned v/ith science not
only as a corous of fact and a technique of
achievement, but also as a humanity, as a way
of life. He is, for instance, the author of
an extensive study of American caricature as
it relates to the practice of medicine. Zak-
helm on the other hand, is a painter 'vho de-
rives his major impetus not from abstruse stu-
dio problems, but from the study of major cur-

• rents in contemporary living. And so the sci-
entist concerned with tho record of science left
by the artists, and the artist concerned with
essential things in the contemporary world,
made a beginning.

"That the laboratory, the clinic and the oper-
ating theatre provide conflict, draraa and color
needs no argument. Triat the activity cf science
provides a clean, stimulating atmosphere of work
performed because it in it^'olf la worth perfonn-
Ing and for no other reason is ll:cev;ise obvious.
But these things do not seem tz mean much to many
contemporary painters, vvith the result that sci-
entific research and application, a ma,-or and
basic fact that separates the modern world fi'om

the worlds that weno before, is not well docu-
mented in modern art.

"Zakheim's documentation takes the form of two
fresco panels, one on either side of the oro-
Jection screen in the lecture room.. Both are
comT30sed into the architcccural scheme of the
hall, forming, with architectural details a
kind of truncated pyr.-mid. The panel to the
left deals with ancient and medieval medicine,
and is primarily emotional, magical and painful
in its concentlon. The panel "Co the right deals
with modern medicine and is factual, controlled
and as soothing In its effect as its sijoject al-
lows it to be. The contorted circles of the
panel to the left are ansv/ercd with straight,
definite, result -achieving lines In that to the
rie:ht

.





"CorresDondence between ancient and raodern prac-
tice are neatly displayed. Every Illustrative
element in the one panel Is balanced by an il-
lustrative element of a ^-nilar character in the
other. Thus the burning brazier of an ancient
ceremony of purification by fire is bal.anced
by an autoclave, the modern device for stcril-

• Ization by heat. The magic altar cf ancient
peoples is answered by the raociern nagic of the
X-ray. The delicate medieval process of flog-
ging the insane finis its resoonse in an illus-
tration of a contemuorary psychiatric interview.
The crude horror of the older surgery acts as

coi;imentary to a representation of modern oper-
ative technique with benefit of asepsis and an-
esthesia.

".These are some of "^he illustrative qualities
of the fres'coes, in which the watercolors of
Zakheim stand largley in the relation of still-
life preliminaries. That the pictures have
other qualities, qualities of subtle color,
dramatic expressionj artistic personality and
sensitive adjustment to surroundings, is obvi-
ous, for there would be no point in devoting
as much as a line to them if these things were
not present.

"As has been seid above. these frescoes are a
beginning. More will follcv/, Perhaps other
artists v/ill follow ZaKheim-s lead. luo ethers,
as a matter of fact, are exhibiting along with
him in the laboratory show. Ralph Sweet, medi-
cal illustrator for the University of California,
is showing some watercolors of rjedical subjects,
and George Hodel, medico and photographer, ex-
hibits four large mural mon cages.''

However, H.L. Dungan, art critic for the Oaicland

Tribune, took exception to the lavish praise which was show-

ered upon Zakheim upon the coraDletion of the Cole Hall fres-

coes. The following discordant note appears in his column

in the Oakland Tribune of February 23, 1956:

"If we are not mistaken, that v/edding of art
and science which tc^k place recently at the
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University of California Medical School, San
Francisco, was an unhappy affair.

"We have no complaint to make about the union
of art and science, but art should beVxave it-
self both before and after the cerericiiy. Let
us drop the figure of speech and go on about
the two frescoes by Bernard Zakhelm, San Fi-an-
cisco. They are on the walls.... One represents
ancient medicine and surgery, when incantation
and the lash were suDT?osod to drive out disease
and demons. The other represents modern medi-
cine and surgery when science stepped in.

"All well and good, so far, only Zakhelm tried
to do too much. You can't put in the v/hole his-
tory of raodicine in two frescoes. The frescoes
are as complicated as a set of viscera to the
lay mind. Perhaps ycuns medical students, wno

' are accustomed to probing into intricate mat-
ters, may untangle them, but probably it would
bo better if they stuck to their Jobs.

"We have great admiration for the doctors and
others who assisted Zpkhelm and for Zakhelm for
his painstaking and carefully executed works.
He was given every encouragement and aid by the
men and vronen in the medical school, and oraisc
be to these understanding; men and women.

"Our California fresco artists, when they face
a blank wall, seem to feel that "chey must toll
the whole stoi^y of cre{\tion, forgetcing that
that has already been done simply and better
than they can ever hope to do. Pe.rhr.ps, If
they set themselves to the task of telling one
tale well, the world a'c large will think more
of their art. But the c.rtist thinks nothing
of what the world thinks of his ai't, so there
we are again in this endless confusion.

"

As a result of criticisms of the frescoes in vari-

ous publications, the followinr; letter is an example of sev-

eral I'ecelved by Zakhelm, and which afforded him some amuse-

ment:
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Corning, Calif.

"Mr, Boruph Bernard Zakheim,
Noted Frepco Artist,
San Francisco, Calif.

"Dear Sir: I hear that you have contributed a
fresco to the University of California. The
idea is good, for we have a healthy pride in
what has been accomplished since the early days.

"You have classed St. Lu'":e among the believers
In incantations. He belongs to us, for xvhom I

write, and we haven't and won't give him away.
You have Just 'your' mind on subjects; you have
thought it true enough and good enough to set
upon canvas. There are thousands of us of one
mind, strong and true to live by, St. Luke's
nation is still much alive. He Is still liv-
ing, and his work is being carried on in the
hearts of men until t?ie end of the world. Pas-
teur, a great scientist^ was inspired by 'super-
life.' What is the worth of your life?

"I am asking you to please change St, Luke's
picture to a witch doctor of some kind, that
the oeoole on that canvas may feel at home
with each othur. lYe wiah to have Luke with
us. Tho picture could "easily be changed by
substituting certain details. How much would
you charge for the work? 'Tls a greac thing
to paint a picture for the University, 'twill
be a manly thing to reply to ny request.

Yours truly,

Alice Sllbcrsack.

"

The letter was replied to Ijy Zakhelm explaining the

frescoes, after which an effusive apology was returned.

With reference to the Cole Hall murals, the Emanu-El

and Jewish Journal of March 20, 1936, carried the following

account by Hamilton A. Wolf:

"....Zakhcira has physical vitality and courage
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f.nd his raurr.ls besoeak their creator with a
r.cntality comparnble to the designers of great
murr>,ls in the past. We have a consistency of
desif^n that is enotionally conceived and exe-
cuted. One realizes that modern art in the
hands of such a man shows that painting ha? ad-
vanced in our day.

"Let us hope that Bei'nard Zakhuira is called up-
on to do other v/alls, for he has not alv/ays had
sufficient time to develop his real talents.
An artist must live.

"In the first panel one has no difficulty in
realizing the depiction of the tine when man
moved In ignorance rnd depended upon incanta-
tions, fear of the unseen, a veritable spirit
that pei^ades the land of the voodoo.

"The mentally blind bowing before sacred fires;
the sorceress ar.d the alchemist, .. .But the dom-
inating e^roup in this o-anol ivT the one depict-
ing surgery 'as practised by its first experi-
menters. An assistant is holding dovn a vic-
tim '"hllo the surgeon cuts bared flesh, only
to Rear it later.

"All thin turbulence is expressed through a
consciouT movencnt created by the ai'tist. This
dynar.nic action is anchored through a pattern
cr.vited by blpck robes that vrcavo acrors the
conncsition. These linos also have the func-
tion of leading the spectator's eye to the com-
panion painting. It in turn has linos that
lead us b??c'ic to the first fresco,

"Living as wo do in an age so full of complox-
ities and brutalities in nany parts of tlio world,
one can at least feel through this depiction of
Zakhein's that surgery and medicine arc two of
the sublinest contributions of this age. And
that a future civilir^ation viil inherit this
rich gift and exclaim that the world in the 20th
century did novo to a higher sphere through
medicine.

"

WATiJRl-T.OlJT rUR^S

While the Colo Hall frescoes vere in process of

completion Zakheim was requested to participate in decorating
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the Union Recreation Center, a g^rrfnasium and cultural es-

tablishnent on the San Franclsoo waterfront, established

by that great manifestation of solidarity of the maritime

labor unions, the Maritime Federation of the pacific Coast.

This undertaking Zakheim accepted and immediately set to

work preparing sketchen. In the "Center Nev/s," official

organ of the organization, the following comr;ent appears in

the issue of Septombor 10, 1936:

"Bernard Zr.khein, a highly regarded artist of
the Pacific Coant, is to be in charge of the
mural paintings that will decorate the Center's
many v/alls. The sketches, carefully prepared
in every detail, are nearing completion, and
soon the actual reproductions will begin.

"Mr. Zakheira's murals, adorning Important space
in the Colt Memorial To'.vor, will be remembered
for the exquisite detail, and perpetual sym-
pathy to organized labor.

"Tho Center's murals will be among the out-
stancjing paintings of today. They will not bo
the usual conglomeration of synboilc fif^xrcs,
understood by no one but the ai-tist himself,
but a vivid living .dramatic chronicle of liu-
man events, that phra-se the over^/dsy life on
the vatorfront.

"Each panel will represent in Dart, a historj'
of the T'at erf rent. Beginning v;hun the front
was the drunken unorganized backwash of all
worlds, they wlli depict efforts of organiza-
tion, memoraolc meetings ,"' the still fresh gen-
eral strike, the ever memorable funeral march
after 'Bloody Thursday,' and events th/it have
played their part in making the waterfront
what it is t6day. Brothers will be able to
recognize many of tholr follow ^'orkers and
leaders among the figures.
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"Other paintings will be collectively done by
many well-kno-.vn painters, Included among them
will be Reuben Kadish, whose works are known
from Mexico to New York.

"

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL MURALS

Owing to the immense amount of research work nec-

essary in preparing the frescoes now being completed In the

University Hospital, Toland Hall, Zaj-ihelm has been forced tem-

porarily to forego the waterfront murals. However, upon their

completion he will again begin work on the historical materi-

al for the Union Recreation Center. The Toland Hall frescoes,

begun when the Medical School paintings were finished, are

still in process of creation. Since no public exhibition

has yet been announced and since no material has as yet been

published in any periodical, the following excellent descrip-

tion of the frescoes, which portray the history of medicine

in California, has been furnished by Zakheim's assistant in

this work, Miss Phyllis Wrightson:

HISTORY OF MEDICINE IN CALIFORNIA

"The space now being decoi-ated by frescoes is a
largo lecture amphitheatre with a curved wall
over one hundred feet In circumference, a straight
wall across the front toacconnodato a screen and
blackboard, and a low ceiling broken by skylights,
and supported by large beajiis radiating from the
center of the front wall in sunburst fashion.

"As the bare walls offered no obvious support to
the- heavy celling, the artist's first move was to
divide the space .by creating seven pilasters,
which give a logical meaning to the Juncture of
wall and celling beams. Each of the six panels
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thus formed Is fourteen and one-half by four
and one-half feet high, the snail height "being
due to the shai^ rise of the tiers of seats
from the floor level.

•^Repeating the principle of radiation upon v/hich
the room is built, the movement of the composi-
tion travels to left and right from the center
of the curved wall, v/here a design of the rising
sun reflects the sunburst pattern of floor and
ceiling, and symbolizes an eastward direction.
To the left of this is shown the devclcpnenT; of
medicine in northern California and to the right,
that of southern California. The six panels are
treated somehwat in the manner of a frieze, v^ith
a strong wave -like rhythm acting as a connecting
force.

"The story told by the murals begins wiuh the
domestic life and hygiene of the California In-
dians. A young Indian, symbolizing his race,
reaches out in greeting to the sun as he dries
himself after a sv;cat bath and cold plunge in
the river. T^v6 sweat houses, or tcraescals, ap-
pear near him, usod for ceremonial au well as
healing purposes, and a mother and child sun
themselves in the foreground. Three Indians
illustrate native California healing methods

—

a. v/arrior sucks a v/ound, a shaman or medicine
man,, mixes blood, mud, and herbs for a poul-
tice, and another digs for bulbs used in mo>-
ing Tiagic against sna^e bites. An ad.lacent
section, 'of the decoration is composed around
an Indian dance ceremony accompanying a diffi-
cult child-birth.

"To the 'left of th? s central scene follows an
episode from the career of Sir Francis Drake,
who during 'the latter part of the sixteenth
century was* the terror of the Spanish in the
New World. Wi«t'h his back to his ship he grimly
supervises an autopsy v/hich the ship's surgeon
is performing upon Drake's younger brother,
thus proving his death was duo to natural causes
rather than to the vengeance of a wrathful deity.
To the right four sailors finish burying those
of their comrades "'ho perished of the sane dis-
ease, while to the left the chaplain, prayer-
book in hand but manacled, suffers the displea-
sure of the Captain for spreading superstition
among the crew.
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"ConiTDletlng this panel, three Indiana offer to
a padre the three most Important herbs contri-
buted by California to modern mcdlcJne; Yerba
Santa (Erlodlctyon glutlnosum) , Cascara Sagrada
(Rharanus purshlana) and Grindolia robusta. Be-
hind them is a group of Spanish soldiers, which
connect this scene with the first oart of the
adjoining Dcnel, a composition symbolic of the
invasion of California by a strange people, a
new religion, and the foreign diseases that al-
most exterminated the native population.

"Leading the band of soldiers in the background
is Juan Biutista de Anza, leader of the expedi-
tion of 1775 bearing his name. The central fig-
ure of the main group is a bewildered Indian,
standing helplessly between a padre who baptizes
him and a soldier who offers him an acquaintance
with alcohol. Half hidden behind the orlost is
a soldier v/ho has Just roped the Indian woman in
the foreground.

"The most distinguished of the Spanish Surgeon-
Generals, Dr. Don Pablo Soler, apoears in the
center of the panel, attending an Indian who had
been badly gored by a ball, about 1798. The pa-
tient's recovery added to Soler' s already estab-
lished reputation for siill in his profession,
and to his fame for humanity and kindness to all
in need of his services. The bull appears be-
hind him, held by two Indians, and illustrates
the artist's intention of having each incident
as self-explanatory as possible. The bull with
bloody horns accounts for the disemboweled In-
dian in the foreground. Spanish and English
flags identify the nationality of figures in
other scenes, while some characters are explained
by the presence of books, diplomas, or other ar-
ticles, appropriate to their functions in the
scene.

"Slightly to the left of this central group is
the uniformed figure of G-eneral Castro, ' who is
shown persuading the famous -Indian doctor, Pe-
tronlo, to cure a wounded soldier. Although
Petronlo's reputation v/as that of curing his
friends and killing his enemies, there were few
doctors to choose from in 1844.

"The northern end of this panel depicts pioneer
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courage and resourcefulness In the person of
'peg-Leg' Dnlth, famous trapper end procpector
of the pioneer west, who is painted in the act
of severing his own leg after being v/ounded in
a fight with Indians. Tied near him. and act-
ing as a support to the edge of the pi.nel , is
his oack burro, loaded with wraps and ukiiis. In
the rock on v/hich Snith supoorts himself is
carved the old proverb: 'De ModJ co, Poetay Loco,
Todos tenomos un poco. • (Of medicine, poetry,
and insanity, wo all have a little).

"The third and last panel on this side of the
central division is devoted to doctors of the
Gold Rush period. The first incident is an
illustration of the type of adventure often met
in the gold fields. Dr. Edward Willis is shown
shooting the quack doctor, Mailings . his prede-
cessor at Placerville. in a duel after Hullings
had torn up Willis' diploma in a drunken rage
at having a rival appaar in his territory. A
glimpse of the doctor's surgery is shown beside
him including the bottled monstrosities that are
being examined by two miners.

"A solitary figure in this composition is that
of Dr. Hugh Huber Toland^ founder of the Toland
Medical School which was later absorbed by the
University of California. He appears on a live-
ly mustang as he might have looked on his arri-
val in 1852, after crossing the plains. In his
hand he holds a drawing of the quartz mill he
brought with him, by which he no doubt expected
to become v;ealthy.

"Lightening the central background and support-
ing the upper part of the oomoositlon is a group
of covered wagons, drawn by red oxen. The cen-
ter foreground bolow this is devoted to the
courageous Dr. Fayette Clappe, v/ho in 1851 at
Rich Bar on the Feather Riv.er ris'":ed his repu-
tation to save the life of a young miner whoso
leg he successfully amputateci after the case
had been pronounced hopeless. One of the two
miners v.'atchlng the operation is pouring out
the v.'hiskey that was used instead of an anes-
thetic.
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"The last third of this panel 1« occupied with
early San Fx^ancisco doctors. The firct group
consists of three figures. Dr. Victor Fcurgeaud,
his wife and little hoy, vho canie to California
jn 1847. He holds the title nage of his mono-
graph on dipthoria, a notable contrioution to
the study of tiie disease, vhich he vv.-'oto after
the epidemic of 1856. Beneath this oaper is
another, rhlch lists some of his other achieve-
ments as a citizen and physician. Three more
figures fill the remaining space. Dr. John
Townsend is shown hanging up his sign in 1846
announcing the first medical office in San Fran-
cisco. In front of him is one of the typical
oddities of the period, 'Dr. ' Elbert P. Jones,
for whom Jones Street was named. He was a jack-
of-all-trades, including medicine, lav, and news-
paper publishing, but his consuming passion v/as

for gold, in vhich he "?ould literally wallow.
In the upper left-hand corner Dr. Felix P.
Wiorzbicki, a native of Poland, is painted writ-
ing the book that made him famous, 'California
As It Is rjid As It May Be,' published in 1849.

"In the panel to the right of the center com-
mencing the section do-iling with medicine In
Southern California, the first group shows a
Spanish soldier watching several m.ission Indi-
ans clustered around a rude shr:.ne. One is
pock-marked, and others are sooopjd and flabby,
shoving their inability to adapt the.T; selves to
the new conditions^

"The central and largest portion of this oancl
is devoted to a representation of the first hos-
pital in California, the ci'ude shelter put up at
San Diego in 1789 to house the many members of
the Portola Expedition who rere disabled by
scurvy. A table in the background provides a
place for doctor's supplies and an altar, beside
which two melancholy priests stand gazing at
the patients in the foreground. The principal
figure is that of Don Pedro Prat, surgeon of the
exnedition, who leans over one of t}iree patients
to treat his leg. At each side of the canvas
shelter stands a small cannon, and in front a
wretched soul crouches in misery.

"The remaining third of this panel deals with
the American trapper, James Ohio Pattie, who
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Is shown as he buys his freedom from the Mexi-
can Jail in San Diego by vaccinating the Cp.II-
fornians against smallpox during the great ep-
idemic of 162S. Muffled shapes of frightened
Mexicans bundled up in misery roll vo to form
a support of the pilaster that ends this nanel.

"The remaining panel when completed will repre-
sent American pioneer doctors of the southern
part of the state. Echoing the circular forms
in the previous panel will be herds of cattle
and sheep offered by the Callfornians as pay-
ment for services to the colorful Dr. John Marsh.
Another romantic figure will be Dr. Richard Den
on his fine horse. Griffin Blake and others
will occupy the rest of the space.

"A portion of the straight front wall will be
designed with scenes and figures connected with
the founding of the University Medical School."

SOME VALUATIONS

In commenting upon Zakheim's use of medical sub-

jects for his creative work, Dr, Chauncy Leake stated that

to his knowledge Zakheim was the first fine artist since the

celebrated English artist, Wm. Hogarth, to adoot this theme.

Hogarth, sometimes compared to the famous Spaniard, G-oya,

was a very great painter celebrated mostly for his remark-

able satirical pictures. For a painting which he executed

v;ith intense realism depicting a bungled operation, the med-

ical fraternity of his time had him forever barred from sur-

gical premises. A law "/as passed to that effect and the use

of medical subjects for painters v/as banned. Until the pres-

ent murals were executed no large Instj tution tes coraraissioned

"medical murals" in California. The only other contemporary
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murals of surgical themes have been recent]y done on Federal

Art Projects in the Eastern United States.

Ray Boynton, himself a fresco artipt of note and

Instructor of Art at the California Sc)i00l of Fine Arts, in

reply to a request for Ills valuation of Zaknelm and his work,

stated the following:

"Mr. Zakheim might very honestly bo called a
proletarian artist and it would be a distinc-
tion and real clasrsification. He vas an ar-
tisan and a craftsman before he was an artist,
and as nearly as I -""ira familiar with his back-
ground he has pul'i.ed himself up by his boot-
straDS from sheer clesire and necessity to be
an artist. His wor'. has alv^ays been concerned
with human values and human drama and his point
of view has alv/ays been symoathetlc to human
struggle and effort

"I think his work has a real social value in
that it is charged with positive qualities of
belief and protest rather than negative quali-
ties of indifference. There is genuine imag-
inative sincerity In it which makes it forceful
even tho it is sometimes crude in execv'.tion.

His designs achieve a real relation to his !••

deas, which means that his ideas are expressed
in good plastic terms and that indicates imag-
inative power.

"When I say I thinlc his work has social value
it is because his ideas are alive to his time
and environment a.nd he usually gives them a
very positive imaginative form. I think his
fresco in the Colt Tower is a good example.
It is forceful in conception and design but
sometimes Indifferent in execution. His com-
posing is usually sound and straightforward
and without esthetic preconceptions.

"His ideas seem to create their own esthetic
formula and I think that is a healthy sign.

"

In support of Ray Boynton' s contentions in classi-

fying Zakheim as a proletarian artist, the following pertl-
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nont extract Is offered from "Modern Art," by Thonas Craven,

1934:

"\"o have in Ajnerica a number of painters v;ho

are not fooled by European conventlcns. who
understand that a paint Ing-hablt, even though
It has been acquired abroad, is none the less
a habit, and that Its apparent originality Is
simply the effect of a new setting. To this
group, life and experience are more Important
than art, which Is as It should be; for any
man who Is absorbed In art, to the exclusion
of living experiences, is on the road to the
madliouse or the Adademy. With these painters
Instruments and methods are directed rather
than exhibited, and therein lies the secret
of such originality as they possess. It vill
be observed all of them are concerned vith
subject matter—and in all we have evidence of
sensitivity to environment. Their forms— the
relations established between the parts of
their works—are plainly effected by their ex-
periences with things. They have the character-
istic American interest in facts, social and
physical. They are net hothouse products.
They fulfill at least one of the preliminaries
to great art; they are an organic part of the
society in Vv'hich they live, and their art re~
fleets the color and chai-acter of that society.
They are active participants in life; they are
free from esotei'ic nonsense of Modernists who
are unable to cope with realities; they are
forceful individuals whom the history of the
period will have to ta'Ke into consideration. "

ZAKHEIM'S WORKING PHILOSOPHY

Zalcheira modestly considers himself primarily a deco-

rator. Society, however, through its recognition, has pro-

claimed him an artist. He feels his place is with the second

generation of artists who rebelled against the Academy con-

ventions. This group, he maintains, are very close to the

sur-realists. He is fully conscious of the revolutionary at-
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tempts of Cozanne, Plzzaro, Renoir, Braque, Picasso and others

who fought against and broke the rules of academic conventions.

The sur-reallsts, follovjlng them, broke through so-

cial conventions and gave a freedom to the orcsenc generation

and a vocabulary which he feels enriches his art and does not

confine and hamper his expression. What he has In common

with the sur-reallsts Is freedom of expressing forms and col-

ors with Intr i-pretations of his own choice for the sake of

good decoration. In other vords, the sur-reallsts broke the

ground with their example so that propaganda In art cannot

longer be taboo. And now since these two elements, Picasso

and Cezanne In the esthetic field, plus the sur-reallsts

with literary con'^.t^nt—have come Into being, we can and are

free to produce real decoration, without any restrictions

or limits.

Zakhelra is so conscious of the revolution in art

that he is Immediately sympathetic to change in other fields,

particularly the struggle of the common man for a better life.

He believes many artists feci similarly with reference to art

becoming a "free" profession.

He states that when the orohistoric artist decorat-

ed his cave he v/as not as realistic as the layman of today

v/ould have him be. In Egyptian, Assyrian, Archaic Greek,

Pompeilan and early Christian eras, the artist did not cater

to the present layman's understanding cf art, because primarily
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these artists were Interested In decorp.tlcn and dramatic or

humorous expression of their own epic. He is gratified to

be a mural painter of today and not in the days of the Medici

or the Ufflzi. These influenced the artists to glorify their

lives for political reasons, egotism and for business reasons.

Their influence on art, making it an exchange commodity, is

to him sickening and deplorable and degenerated through the

centuries to a stage where mural painters were restricted to

subjects such as a glorified female in a nightgown with a

horn of plenty, surrounded by glossy-eyed cherubs tossing

orange blossoms about, and similar sticky-sweet classical

themes. This developed into making an eccentric of the art-

ist apart from the pulsating living world, and his product be-

came monopolized.

It is his contention that art has been taken away

from the people In the process of its artificial development.

He believes that ninety per cent of the people appreciate and

have a natural feeling for art and decoration and that it is

a human instinct. That the latter is true is shown, he stat-

ed, by the fact that even illiterate peasants and children

are good decorators. Also, that this conception is apparent

by the displays and exhibitions of school children's art which

is so often of a high quality.

When he meets with sponsors who consider the art of

the gay nineties as the best art, a struggle ensues and makes
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him feel the spme as under the conditions which prcv.illed

during his experiences In the furniture "business because of

the commercial level demanded. He hopes for better days when

art can become free and carte blanche v;lll prevail for the

artist.

CONCLUSION

Perhaps no other San Francisco fine artist has had

the tumultuous career experienced by Bernard Zakhclm. Pos-

sessed of Indomitable courage, a tenacity of purpose and a

genius for overcoming obstacles, his characteristics should

eventually bring him fame. His active participation In the

creative art of San Francisco for the short period of some

five years, more oi' less, Is an achievement unequaled for

that space of time when the quality of his work Is taken Into

consideration. His critics are legion; It is Inevitable that

it must be so. He has a habit, however, of weathering all

storms, and emerging stronger from conflict. We wish him welL
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OILS:

BERNARD BORUCH ZAKHEIM

REPRESENTATIVE

WORKS

Harvesters 1918
Portrait of a Polish Stevedore 1918

WATERCOLORS:

Still-Life 1918
CaiTnel Rocks 1927
Pacific Avenue Gosoel 1932
Scene from the Dybbuk 1953
The Boxing Match 1934
Nahura Zemach (Portrait Study) 1934
Reading the Scrolls 1935
Medical Seminar 1936

FRESCOES:

Jews in Poland 1931
Jewish Festival 1933
Library Periodical Room 1934
Growth 1934
Community Spirit 1934
Suoerstitious Medicine 1936
Rational Medicine 1956
History of Medicine in California 1937
History of San Francisco Waterfront 1937
Women Walk Free 1937

*Thcse murals are not yet completed.
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PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:

OILS:

Dr. Goldfaden, Warsaw, Poland
Portrait of a Polish Stevedore, 1918

WATERCOLORS:

Burgoraeister Von Zahn, Berlin, Germany
Still-Life, 1918

Dr. James B. Sharp, San Francisco
Carmel Rocks, 1927

Professor Gebauer, Pecs, Hungary
Jews in Poland, 1931

Mrs. Adolph Mack, San Francisco
Scene from the Dybbuk, 1933

School of Jewish Studies, San Francisco
Reading the Scrolls, 1955

Albert Bender, San Francisco
Medical Seminar, 1936

PERIvIANENT COLLECTIONS:

FRESCOES:

Jewish Community Center, Sp.n Francisco:
Jewish Festival, 1953

Colt Tower, San Francisco:
Library Periodical Room, 1934

Alemany Health Center, San Francisco:
Community Spirit, 1934
Growth, 1934

University of California Medical School, San
Francisco:
Superstitious Medicine, 1936
Rational Medicine, 1936

University of California Hospital, San Francisco:
History of Medicine in California, 1937

(12 Panels)

Union Recreation Center, San Francisco:
History of the San Francisco Waterfront, 1937

(4 Panels)

*The two latter series of frescoes are in process of comple-
tion. The waterfront murals to be done in oil.
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EXHIBITIONS:

Oakland, California:
Mills College Art Exhibition, 1927
Oakland Art Gallery, Annual Exhibition, 1930

Nude (Watercolor)
Rest "

Sleep "

Sketch "

San Francisco, California:
California Palace of the Legion of Konor, 1932

Scene from Dybbuk
The Master

Adanis-Danysh Galleries, 1934 (One- -man Show)
Girl Bringing the Veil (Watercolor)
Ghosts '•

The Clown "

The Rev\val "

The Boxing Match "

San Francisco Museum of Art, 1935
Pacific Avenue Gospel (Vi'atercolor)

Jewish Community Center, 1935 (Exhibition of
local Jev7ish artists)

The Dybbuk, (Watercolor)
Yeshivah
Scene from the Dybbuk, #1
Reading the Scrolls
Scene from the Dybbuk, #2
Tashlech

San Francisco Art Association, 1936
(Fall Exhibition)

Medical Seminar (Watercolor)
University of California MedJcal School, 1936

In the Pharmacology Laboratory (Watercolor)
In a Ward-Laboratory "

X-ray
The Anatomist "

Dog Surgery "

Anesthesia Apparatus "

Laboratory Still-life "

Superstitious Medicine (Fresco)
Rational Medicine "

San Francisco Museum of Art, 1937
Women Walk Free (Fresco)

University of California Hospital, (Toland Hall)
6 Panels depicting the history of medicine

in California. Date to be announced.
(Frescoes)
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AWARDS:

San Francisco Museum of Art; 1935. (Medal of
First Award)

CLUBS:

Member:

San Francisco Art Association
California Society of Mural Artists
American Artists Congress
John Reed Club
Artists and Writers Union
Artists' Section, California Professional

Projects Alliance
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BERNARD BORUCH ZAKKEIl:

BIBLIOGRAPHY

San Francisco Examiner, June 1, 1930
July 23, 1933—July 1, 1934
July 17, 1934— February 17, 1935
February 15, 1936—March 8, 1936

San Francisco Call-Bulletin, June 21, 1930
July 15, 1933—November 2, 1933
June 30, 1954—July 2, 1934
February 15, 1936

San Francisco News, July 25, 1930
July 15, 1933--Aurust 26, 1933
July 7, 1934—July 10, 1934
February 15, 1935— February 16, 1935
February 12, 1936—March 13, 1937

San Francisco Chronicle, November 5, 1933
July 1, 1934—February 13, 1935
February 15, 1936

Oakland Tribune, February 23, 1936

San Francisco Argonaut, August 4, 1933
June 2C, 1934—January 24, 1936, p. 12
February 21, 1936, p. 12—August 21, 1936

San Francisco Wasp-News-Netter, November 18, 1933
October 20, 1934— February 2, 1935
February 23, 1935

Mission News, February 20, 1935

Eraan-El.& Jewish Journal, San Francisco
July.18, 1930—April 7, 1933
Juiy 7, 1934—March 20, 1936

Jewish Community Center Bulletin, San Francisco
January 18, 1934—March 21, 1935

Jewish San Francisco Lodge Bulletin
June 1932—May 1933

Maritime Recreation Center Ncv/s, September 10, 1936

San Francisco Art Association Review, 1935
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Christian Science Monitor, Boston, Massachusetts,
March 16, 1935

The Literary Digest, August 25, 1934

Time, Inarch 2, 1936, p. 42

Excelsior, Mexico City, April 6, 1930

Modern Art by Thomas Craven, vt>. 324-326
(Published by Simon & Schuster, 1934)

Brochure— "The Opportunity for Pictorial Art in
Modern Lledicine," 1936, by Dr. Chauncy Leake,

Dean of Pharmacology, University of California
Hospital.

Jewish Encylclopaedla
Article on Hasidlm





AND REE REXROTH
1902

Biography and Works

"MARINE VIET7"
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ANDREE REXROTH

INTRODUCTION

Stevenson It was who once pointed out that the cal-

ling of the artist is to give pleasure, while that of other

men is simply to work. It follows from this premise, there-

fore, that whosoever v/ould produce art, oleasurable art, must

perforce know people, their pleasures and their displeasures,

must, in short, discriminate in his choice not only of media

and subject matter, but especially in his manner of expressing

himself. Among San Francisco's promising young artists is a

woman, Mrs. Andree Rexroth, who has set herself the task of

achieving this form of art. Her works, seriously approached

and conceived to render pleasure to others, have been slowly

but surely winning prominence in Western art circles. Indeed,

some have said that in her work is a clear intimation of what

California art ultimately is to be.

GETJEALOGY

Andree Schafer Rexroth was born in Chicago, Illi-

nois, October 14, 1902, of a cosmopolitan parentage. Her

mother, Emma Josephine Montgomery Schafcr, was of Scotch-

Irish and English descent. Her father, John Frederick Schafer,

of French and German extraction, was by r^rofession a designer

of clothing. This last no doubt had an influence in inclin-

ing young Andree to the fine arts.
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SCHOOLING AND EARLY TRAINING

While still in e.-^.rly girlhood, Andree's family

moved to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where she attended that city's

public schools. Here it was that she began her high school

education, which, however, w^s not completed until the family

returned to Chicago. She was graduated in the latter city in

1902.

Immediately following this she enrolled in the Acad-

emy of Fine Arts in Chicago, applying herself for a period of

a year to the study of commercial art. Here her interest in

the fine arts was stimulated by obsemrance of the works of the

moderns. Although somewhat slow in keeping abreast of the mod-

ern trends in art, she nonetheless studied diligently and

steadily gained in proficiency. Then she gave rein to an urge

which for long had lain dormant in her, that of entering the

realm of the fine arts. She at once applied herself to a sol-

itary study of the media of water color and oils, and worked

out her own problems of technique by the copying as exactly as

possible of all good works of art to which she had access.

Continuing this study for a period of years, she developed to

a point where she felt little more could be taught her from

text books.

EARLY EXHIBITIONS

As early as 1930, Andrce Rexroth had participated in

a number of travelling shows. During this same year a number
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of her works wore exhibited at the Palace of the Legion of

Honor Museum. Her work was shown also at several San Fran-

cisco annual exhibitions.

In the following year, she achieved something long

desired, holding her first one-man show at Santa Monica, Cali-

fornia. The exhibition consisted of more than a score of ex-

cellent works in water colors and in oils, and was received

by the public with much enthusiasm. Encouraged by the favor-

able comment of both press and public, she redoubled her ef-

forts and entered her work in many exhibitions. On the occa-

sion of her first showing in Oakland, California, In the Oak-

land Art Gallery's Annual Exhibition, she contributed her

"Still Life Construction" to the display.

During the annual exhibition of the San Francisco

Art Association, in 1932, the work of this artist was repre-

sented by her painting, "Decay of an Ideology." In 1935 a

number of her works were shown at the Paul Elder Art Gallery

in San Francisco. Two exhibitions were held by this artist

during the following year; the first at the Stanley Rose Art

Gallery in Los Angeles, the second at the Downtown Gallery in

New York City. One of the seven works displayed at the latter

gallery was sold during the exhibition. Called "Kitchen, " it

brought the artist the sum of $90. She also sold three oil

paintings to a Los Angeles collector.

Recently the artist has completed a group of abstrac-

tions, in water colors and oils, for the Art Project of the
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Works Progress Administration in San Francisco. She is at

present engaged in v;ork of a similar nature. This, hov/ever,

absorbs only a portion of her time; in addition to it, she

does much painting of her own.

CONCLUSION

It Is Andree Rexroth's conviction that art under

the auspices of the Works Progress Administration has pros-

pered as never before. Today young artists, who found that

their talents had hitherto been held in abeyance by reason

of economic necessity, are extended an opportunity to ex-

press and develop their talents, with results that have ex-

ceeded expectations. Herself a member of this group of

young artists, Andree Rexroth's talents and ambition assure

her success.
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ANDREE REXROTH

REPRESENTATIVE

WORKS

Decay of an Ideology
Fruit and Figure
Kagedorn Interior
Kitchen
Marine View
San Francisco Houses
San Francisco Interiors
Still Life Construction

PERMANENT COLLECTIONS:

Federal Art Project, San Francisco
Abstractions in Oils and Water Colors
Marine View

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:

Joseph Rabinovitch, Los Angeles
Three Oils

EXHIBITIONS:

San Francisco, California
Palace of the Legion of Honor, 1930

Represented
San Francisco Art Association Annual, 1932
Decay of an Ideology

Paul Elder's Art Gallery, 1935
Represented

Oakland, California
Oakland Art Gallery, 1930

Still Life Construction

Los Angeles, California
Stanley Rose Art Gallery, 1936
Represented
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Santa Monica, California
Santa Monica Public Library, 1931
One-man Show

New York, New York
Downtown Art Gallery, 1936
Kitchen

NOTE: No Bibliography is included in this monograph,
because all material used, has been obtained
through personal Interview.
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CHIURA OBATA

INTRODUCTION

Chlura Obata, from his first art teacher received

as advice an old Japanese art maxim, "An artist has nothing

to say until he has painted a thousand paintings." Chlura,

before he exhibited his first picture, had adhered to that

precept. Preceding the exhibition he had endured a quarter

of a century of non-recognition while advancing painstaking-

ly to his artistic maturity.

Obata' s patient strength of purpose is not a

quality possessed by every artist. It may have been a re-

sult of his early Japanese trr.lnlng, or perhaps was Inherent

in the artist himself. However, a resume of Obata' s cultur-

al background reveals him persistently advancing to the high

place he now occupies in California art as a Japanese de-

plcter of Pacific Slope subjects.

GSNEALOGY— EARLY SCHOOL LIF2

Chlura was born in the ancient city of Sendal, on

the east coast of Honshu, the largest of Japan's islcjids,

two hundred miles north of Tokyo. His birth occurred in

the hour of the sheep, day of the sheep, the eleventh month,

year of the chicken in the era of Meija, which according to

the Christian calendar was on November 18, 1885. His parents

were Rokuichl and Kana (nee Sato) Obata.
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According to Japanese custom, an artist chooses

the name which he uses to sign his works. The name Chiura

Is a contraction of Chigr'.-no-ura, "Thousand Bays," and was

suggested by the shoreline of the Day of Matsushima, one of

Japan's proudest scenic views, near his home city of Sendai.

aNGSSTRY

The records of Sendr.l show that the families of

Obata and Sato have resided there for some four hundred

years. His grandfather was head of the Samurai under the

Feudal Lord of Sendai. The art inheritance of Chiura is di-

rect, for his father, Rokulchi Obata, v;as an artist and

teacher of rencvm in and about Sendai.

Chiura, at the age of seven, v;as taken by his fath-

er to Chikusen Moniwa, a past master cf the Japanese style of

freehand painting of birds and flowers. Chiura' s first les-

son was that of drawing a circle and two straight lines, one

line drawn with a downward stroke and the other with a left

to right stroke. This lesson, given daily after his regular

grammar school duties, was practiced for two hours a day,

—

and for two years.'

In Chiura' s third year under Moniwa he v;as permit-

ed to paint parts of flowers and a few other simple objects.

During his seven years spent in learning brush

technique and composition under Moniwa, Chiura v/as not per-

mitted the use of color, Moniwa insisted that Chiura con-

fine his work to black on white paper. He was given black
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Ink and trained to detect the numerous tones and values that

he could express. Textures, edges and the flow of pigment

from his brushes slowly came under superb control, in that

somber medium.

TOKYO ART SCHOOL— FIRST PRIZE

In the spring of 1900 Chiura's decision, at the

age of fifteen, to extend his art stuaies led him to Tokyo,

the capital and center of Janan's culture. On his arrival

he visited Uyeno Park "/here the foremost artists of Japan

exhibit their work at the Annual Spring Exhibition. When

Chlura sav/ the work of Tanryo Mux^ata, master of the Tosa

School, he was deeply impressed. The next day he visited

Murata's home and asked if he might study under 'him but was

rejected on that occasion.

Of Obata's determination to study under Murata and

of his life in Tokyo he writes in an article contributed to

the Argus, Anril 1928. Under the heading of "How Painting

is Taught in Jaoan, " Obata wrote of Murata's refusal:

"My heart was filled v/ith ambition, and such an
ansv/er could not disapnoint m.e. So I went again
to his house the next day. But his answer was
again the same. Having tried for two successive
days with no reward, I felt a little discouraged
but would not let those two visits defeat me in
calling again for his answer a vreek later.

"All this time I was beir.g tested and did not
know it. I.!y patience and courage seemed to be
rewarded for I was finally accepted. "

The school in which Murata taught was founded by

Kakuzo Okakura of whose qualifications Obata in his Argus

article says:
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"At that time IJr. Kakuzo Okakura wqs assigned
to the position of orinclpal of the highest
art school in Tokyo, and he then organized the
Bljitsuln, an art institute.

"Okakura '.vas a man of very bright character,
with £-reat scholastic ability for oriental art,
not in oaj.ntin'/ alone, but in sculoture, phi-
losophy, history, music, literature, hand-craft
and architecture.

"He v/as the first man to wi'ite and edit a book
in English on Japanese ceremonir.l tea and on
flower arrangement. Ke was also the founder
of the Oriental Deoartment of the tluseura of
Fine Arts in Boston, Nassachusettg.

"Being such a great man he was called by us
the 'Father of Art,' and all the far^ous art-
ists in every department of art in Janan Joined
the Bi litsuin to help hira in the future develop-
ment of the higher art.

"Forty-five of us younger artists formed the
Kenselkai, an art organization within the Bi-
Jitsuin. We held monthly exhibitions all over
Jaoan, and also published nn art magazine.

"In the annual spring exhibition of Jaoan I was
awarded an Honor Medal for my painting 'Early
Spring, ' and I felt quite flattered over it, as
it was the first time such a distinction had
been given to one so young, for I was but seven-
teen. "

Also in this article, Obata throws a light upon the

requirements Japanese ai't teachers demand of their students:

"Our Japanese teachers were very strict in the
matter of instructing us in Japanese etiquette
as well as painting. To this end thfty permit-
ted us to follow them everywhere, like shadows.

"I v;orked under ?.!aster Mui^ata'? worthy direc-
tion, from five in the morning until twelve at
night. During these years I had the pleasure
of taking trips to the mor.t imnortant historic
places of Japan, for scenery study, and to see
the treasures of the ma-^ters of the past in
every department of art—painting, sculpture,
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architecturo, hand- craft 8 and v/ell planned de-
signs in temples, castles and Shinto shrines."

Obata's fov/ vacations during those years were spent

in travel and study with a group of Japanese priests. From

them, he absorbed the philosophy of Zon and Shingon. He

learned the discipline of the intricate tea ceremony; he avig-

mcnted his art with a deep study of the sublimity of temple

decorations; the science of the art of landscape gardening

and flower arrangement. To these cultural pursuits he added

wall painting, carving and lacquer v^ork. His underlying Jap-

anese aesthetic understanding counlod with these varied ar-

tistic skills is only part of Obata's art today, but a vital

part.

TH2 RETURI-J H0M2

With the Tokyo prize packed safely away, Obata felt

ready to visit his native city. News of his Tokyo success

had preceded his arrival home. Sendai's leading nev;spapers

had published full page articles of the lad's triumph and on

his arrival a joint newspaper reception v;as given in his

honor.

A fev/ days after the reception, Obata was called

upon to face a "public examination." The citizens demand to

examine, personally, the aspirant's right to the title of

artist. Anyone from the audience may call for a sketch of a

certain bit of local scenery. If the artist's "mind' s-eye,

"

or retentive memory is undeveloped, his df^wnfall is certain.
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The trying examination lasted for a day but Obata succeeded

in establishing himself cs an artist of Sendai. Shortly

after that he left for an extended sketching tour of North-

ern Japan.

PESIRS TO TRAVSL

Chiura sketched the rugged scenery of Northern

Japan, Some months later he communicated to his father

these thoughts: "The greater the view, the greater the art;

the wider the travel, the broader the knowledge."

After his artist father had agreed with Chiura'

s

desire to travel, they decided on California as the place

that v.'ould give the "wider viev;. " Together, father and son

visited the Rev. Dr. Schnlder, rector of the Methodist Prot-

estant EplLiCopal Church of Sendai, who gave Chiura a letter

of introduction to Bishop Harris of the sane denomination in

San Francisco. With the Rev. Ukai as traveling companion,

Chiura' 3 passage v/as booked from Yokohama to Seattle, Wash-

ington, in the! year, 1903.

PERFECTION OF JAPANESE K1A.T5RIALS

Japanese artists seldom consider time or expense

in the perfection of their art. They hold, too, that the

artist, like any good craftsman, must use the best possible

tools and paints. Before proceedint;; with Obata' s California

activities, it is desirable to know the materials used by the

Japanese artist, as developed in the Orient.
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Gene Hsiley art critic, In an interview with Obata,

learned fixjin him many secrets of the methods employed to make

Jai^anese oalntlngs on silk. I!lss Halley writes In the Argus

of Hay 1928, under the title, "The Permanence of Jaoanese Pig-

ments ":

"Peace and Dormanence are spiritual Ingredients
of the Oriental traditions. The sense of per-

manence is always subject to disaster but the

good sense of the artist who grinds the plants
and pigments used in the Orient is always found-

ed upon tho calm facta of sone survival of works

of art made in centuries oast. The formula for

Daint TDlgments and mixtures is as settled as the

formula reciting reactions to nature in either
picture or poem. The Jananrse ai^d Chinese, and

many Asiatic and Indian artli^ts, are sure scien-

tists in the matter of chemical make-up of

paints and mediums.

"Jaoanese white of the utmost permanence is made

from oyster shells. The thickest shells are se-

lected and buried for about one year, then taJcen

out and water ooured over them in a steady

stream for another year, to whiten them even

more. Then the nicest shells are ground and

sifted one hundred times through trays of screen-

ing. The last and finest oowder is never dis-

colored or chPtnged by sunll.icht directly uoon it.

Each artist mixes' his ovm oowder in a cud, molds

it to the consistency of dough and pounds it one

hundred times, then fills the cup with water and

lets it bon one minute to purify and rid it of

certain chemicals. Each artist gauges the thick-

ness of his paint to the tyr»c of stroke he olans

to use, or habitually use-^, and mixes his paint

accordingly. The white oalnt is beautifully

transoarent when mixed with other paints.

"Blue is v^round into twenty different shades e-

qually oermanont, all of them from semi-tjreclous

Jewels, such as lapis lazuli, turquoise and ot.i-

ers.

"areen is found in thirty shades, made from the

oeacock stone, a blue green which is laboriously
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separated, into blu'? or green by the water pro-
cess. Agate, coral and amber are all used in
Japanese painting powder. White-go]d, green-
gold, platin'on and silver powder are also used
in pictorial decorations and screen designs.
Yellow is also made from natural color found
in stones. Red, in pire verrnillion shade is
quick-silver burned. Orangc-verr.illion is

lead treated chemically. Pink is the hardest
color to make permanent. It is done, hov/ever,
by a secret process of steaming the stems of
certain high-altitude flowers found on Fuji-
yama. Prussian blue, a blackish blue, is the
leaves of a vegetable.

"Black is a smoke from an oil, slowly burned
by a secret process. This process was per-
fected about twenty-five years a^^o by Baisen
Suzuki, a wealthy Japanese recluse who gave
forty-five years of his life to research. He
believed that he could find a better black
than the Chinese black of those times. His
wife deserted him and ho devoted the rest of

his days to trials and tests with black pig-
ments. He lived in a distant place in the mourv-

tains and did not return to the city until he

had achieved his end—a permanent and blacker
black."

The article then gives this Interesting story of

the silk and brushes as used by Japanese artists:

"The silk used for Japanese paintings is se-

lected from the first spring; threads of the

best silk-worms. These threads are expertly
woven by hand with five shuttles. The result

is a very expensi^^e surface to paint upon.

The silk for. painting about eight feet by five

costs today more than |100. The silk is

stretched with rice paste T/hich the artist
mixes himself. Then the silk is washed with
warm water over the whole surface with a big
Japanese brush, v;hich is very thin and flat.

The handle is bamboo find the heirs are a mix-

ture of rabbit and fox. The sturdy winter
hairs are alv/ays chosen. The whole family of

furry animals is liable to contribution to

Japanese brushes. Deer, bear, rabbit, badger
fox and cat are used in the brushes for dif-

ferent characters of stroke."
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With such a background of Inten^o activity, techni-

cal tradition and metlculoun work, Obata proceeded to perfect

his Japanese art r.ethods and skill before oonln^j to Anerlca.

SAN FRAIJGISCO--ART SCHOOL 3H0CK

Toward the close of the sunmor of 1903, Obata ar-

rived In San Francisco, where he presented his letter of In-

troduction to Bishop Harris, and made known his desire to

study Occidental art. It v;as arranged that he visit the

Mark Hopkins Institute of San Francisco, then the leading

art school of the West. As he entered one of the class

rooms ho found the students in a disorderly. Jocular nood;

shouting with laughter and pelting each other with half-

eaten sandwiches. Roared In an environment of rigid art

discipline, that one visit was enough for the Japanese youth

of eighteen. He postponed indefinitely his American lessons

In art.

Possessing but slight knowledge of English, Obata

decided to talce up the language course given at the Methodist

school. He intori'persed his English lessons with sketching

tours about San Francisco's Bay. This was followed during

the latter part of 1904 and 1905 by a statewide sketching

tour,

SKETCHES OF THE 1906 DISASTER

At the close of 1905, Obata returned from his trav-

els to San Francisco. His sketching tour had convinced him
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thn.t California gave him the "widor view" ho sought. Ho

then established his residence at the Shinto Tenple and in

Its peace and quiet began to put the finishing touches to

his sketches, trusting to his v/ell trained nenory.

On the morning of April 18, 1906, at day-break,

Obata v/as suddenly awakened by the chimney of the temple tun-

bling into his room. In panic he rushed for the sagging

door. Rushing to the street he found it packed with fright-

ened people. Obata re-entered the temple and secured a blan-

ket and his sketching outfit. Hardly had he returned to the

street v.'hen a second shake precipitated a conflagration that

destroyed the major portion of the city. The Temple went,

too, Obata watched sorrowfully as his recently made state-

wide sketches vanished in the flames.

With sketching outfit ond. blanket, Obata retreated

from the flames to Lafayette Square, a nrotected hilltop

park. Here he began sketching In watercolor the tragic

Gcenes enacted below. Of these sketches the San Francisco

Chronicle of March 4, 1928, in an article about Obata v/rote:

"Shortly after arriving In America, Obata
found himself one of the sufferers of the fire
of 1906. Even at such a time of stress, in
his eagerness to express the feelings nf the
moment, he made sketches of the leaping flames.

Thus it is that Obata has what is probably the
only series of paintings of the San Francisco
fire made from the actual scenes of the confla-
gration. "

On the second day following the disaster, the city

was nlaced under martial law, and every able bodied man was
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requisitioned. When an arny detail injpected Lafayette

Square, Obata was >jivcn a shovel and assigned with nine oth-

er Japanese to sanitation duties. For his loyalty and obe-

dience when the others had deserted, O^ata was assigned v;ork

which entitled hln to a pass to visit any part of the city.

This was his opportunity to nako additional sketches of the

disaster.

The period of the rehabilitatinn of the city of

San Francisco found Obata working as illustrator for both of

the city's Japanese newspapers, the Ne'.7 World and the Japa-

ncse-Anorican. Obata began to receive many connissions from

members of the local Japanese colony and to meet art dealers

and patrons.

When the Portcln Festival v,'a.q held in San Francis-

co, October 19-23, 1909, to honor Don Gasper de Portola,

discoverer of San Frrncisco Bay, Obata was comnlssloncd by

his fellow country-men to execute the Japanese decorr'tions

lor Union Square. Commissions vore also received from S. &

G-, G-u.::p Co., famous San Francisco art dealers, to decorate

tv/o of their art display rooms with Jananese murals.

In 1912 Obata married a San Francisco-Japanese

artist, Haruko Kohashi. Today, -Irs. Obata not only assists

Chlura, but is an artist in her own right and receives state-

wide requests for lessons in flower arrangement. To be near

her husband she confines her scene of operation to the San
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Francisco Bay region. Besides her art work and teaching, she

keeps a happy home for their four children. Kimlo, a son;

Fujlko, a daughter; G-yo, a son; and Yuri, a daughter; were

born respectively, In San Francisco, In 1313, 1920, 1923, and

1928. The Obatas are generously hospitable to both Japanese

and American friends.

Obata's pride In his family was greatly enhanced

when Klmlo received with the class of '36 at the University

of California, his dee'^ree as Master of Art. The children arc

artistically lnc''.lrcd, and thoue,h not persuaded by Chlura,

may, in time, follow their father's profession, although at

present art is, even for Klmlo, merely an avocation. The

serenity of Obata's home life has gone far toward the culti-

vation of his mind and enrlcliment of his outlook upon life.

IMGAZINS AJJD IjTURAL WORK

From 1912 to 1915, Obata was busy with newspaper

illustration work, but in 1915 he accepted the position of

Illustrator and cover-page designer for the magazine "Japan,"

pu"Hlished under the editorship of James King Steele for the

Toyo Kisen Kalsha (steamship company). Obatn worked on the

periodical from 1915 to 1927, turning out some 3,000 illus-

trations and numerous cover designs that required the most

meticulous research and Infallible memory for accurate de-

tail.
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Such a volume of work woul-l have Justified the av-

orage artlr^t in doing little elae. But Obata also accepted

comiTiissions for Japanese murals from ri^ny of California's

largest concerns. He did some murals in 1924 for the Toyo

Kisen Kaisha for their new San Francisco offices.

Of the five murals, throe are 8 ft. x 12 ft. and

tv/o 4 ft. X 5 ft.. In them, Obata attempted something that

has seldom been done—a v/atercolor on silk of such size. By

introducing a certain kind", of jlue with his paints, Obata

produced an effect of heightened color and depth, such as

arc obtained with oil paints. Although done in broad flat

tonos, the scenes embody an infinite amount of the detail

for v.'hich Japanese artists are famous. These murals are ac-

curate picturizations of Japan's historic and sacred scenes

and v/ere painted and completed in Jappji and brought here

ready to be framed and hung. Art critics acknowledged these

silk murals to be among the finest representative works of

Japanese art in America.

MADAMS PUTT2RFLY

The same year that Obata completed the Toyo Kisen

' •i-^'-.a murals, he was given an unusual commission vrhlch in-

volved a huge amount of work. The San Francisco Opera Asso-

ciation had invited Talla SaVanieva, the roncvmed prima donna,

to sing the role of Clo Cio San in Puccini's opera, "Madame

Butterfly." Authentic scenery and costumes were desired, as

the motif of the opera is Japanese, and this end v/as achieved





by having the scenory and costumes done by Obata, the Japa-

nese artist. The San Francisco Examiner of May 29, 1932,

when reporting one of Obata' s later exhibitions, referred to

the scenery;

"... We forgot the dlsmalness of the Audltori-

iim'in the contemplation of Clo Clo San' s gar-

den. There v/as a wonderful tree In It, which

only a lover of nature could paint. That art-

ist was Chlura Obata."

nAT.TFORl\'IA VACATION

With the approach of the summer of 1927, Obata a-

galn began preparations for a sketching trip of California's

grandeur. Robert Boardman Howard, well known San Francisco

artist, and Worth Ryder, professor of art at the University

of California, Berkeley, were his companions on part of his

camping trip. Obata' s adaptability as a camper and his in-

creased efforts are spoken of by R.B. Howard in a letter to

Art and Artists, January, 1931, under the heading, "Obata

Gets Spirit of California in His Prints??

"Durlnp: the summer of 1927 I received word from

my friSnd, Worth Ryder, 'Don't fail to Join us.

We can pack you out from Yosemite. Obata is a

perfect campinP" -companion.

'

"So on the day set we met and started off up

the trail behind two sturdy donkeys. Worth

leading the way, Chlura next with his Pictur-

esque Japanese head gear and rucksack bulging

with brushes, paint and rice paper, myself urg-

ing on the donkeys, bringing up the rear.

"Every pause for rest saw Chlura at work. That

is almost the first imprescion he gives one,

either working or on his way to work; never
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getting ready. Just somehow al'.vays rer.dy, for

at least a brief sketch.

"Camping that night beyond the head of Yosemite
Falls, we sat before the friendly canpfire in

the cool silence of the high Sierra, and Chiura
told us he must paint one hundred pictures dur-

ing thlr. month of mountain wanderings. The

first one would be Yosemite Falls, for they had
spoken to him in music that afternoon on the

v/ay up out of the valley

"Next morning he disappeared down the trail v/e

had come, and as the sun rose high, groups of

hikers began pasning, telling of an artist

working like mad at the foot of the first falls.

As the morning wore on, more hikers passed,

each with a word of wonder, till finally alon^J

came the artigt himself, all fresh and nnillng,

with a r.uperb painting under his arm.

"This was a typical morning for Obata. A long

hike, hours of work in the- sun, the stiff hike

back to camp with another fine painting, and

ready to repeat it In the afternoon.

"Afterwards, before turning in for sleep, Obata

would brin.^ forth his philosophies of life, how

to remain young, how to appreciate every minute

of existence and time, how right it was to be

hap-^y and cheerful and productive, how v/rong to

shed tears, do nothing and waste time and

strength. That to be an artist was best of all

things.

"No idle talk was this for him. Obata lives

his beliefs and more. He influences those who

know him to live deeply and well.

This delightful letter cf one arti3t about another

gives a pleasurable glimpse into Obata' s personality.

TK£ INITIAL EXHIBIT

Obata 's first exhibit was hold in the East West

Gallery of the San Francisco Western Wonen's Club in March,

1328, twenty-five years after his arrival here. To the
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prevlev; roception wore invited notables froin among the con-

sular representatives and San Franciscans prominent in so-

cial and art circles. During the course of the exhibit,

Japanese refreshments were served and Obata and his wife

wore native costumes as they demonstrated painting proc-

esses used by Japanese artists, from paint mixing to final

drying.

Local newspapers and periodicals reported capacity

crowds at the exhibit. A few excerpts will illustrate the

effect of his shov/ on local art audiences. Junius Cravens

in the Argonaut of March 10, 1928, said:

"In his watercolors done en silk and Japanese
paper he depicts California mountains and
beaches, flowers, fruits, fishes and birds.

"A subtle poet, Obata is also a philosopher and
a scholar and this back^jround and temperament
exi:)ress themselves in varied manners in his
landscapes and portraits. The portrait of Talia
Savanieva, the opera singer who v/as heard jn San
Francisco, is a Jewel. The head of the singer
stands out on the light background like a mar-
velous cameo. The character and personality of
the sitter are here enriched and made more ex-
pressive through the decorative quality of the
work.

"

Grace Hubbard said in the Wasp of March 10, 1928:

"Some of his work is really quite exquisite.
Other paintings are sketchy, unfinished. But
the extraordinary part of it is that Obata has
produced over ten thousand actual paintings in

the twenty-five years spent in California,
where he has v/alked and sketched from the
roughest shores to the highest peaks of the
Sierras

.

"Obata has never sent any of his works to his
native country, he says, for the reason that
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he felt that he had not adequately ex-Tessed

the beauty and grandeur of California scenery.

He has thought only of the Joy of his creative
work, and this exhibition is brought about by

the stress of nany years of request from local

Japanese to see his pictures.

"For those who have fled from the raucous col-

ors and hideous lir.es of the daubs of modern

art, the pastel shades, colors and controlled

lines from the brush of Obata v/lll prove a de-

light."

Jehanne Bictry Salinger in the San Francisco Exam-

iner of March 11, 1938, gives an accurate description of his

paintings and then tells of Obata' o use of pi-ecious naterials:

"In the one-man show by Chiura Obata, a screen

entitled, 'Moonlight at Point Lobos' is attract-

ing- comment. It is a study of rocks and waters

treated in hard blue and sharp gray. The design

of the rooks is done with Japanese black Ink.

"For this screert, as in all his paintings, Obata

has used colors which ho has prepared himself,

grinding precious stones and mixing them with

certain ingredients of his own choosing. For

this particular screen, powder of platinum and

agate stone have been lavished on the silk.

"'Lake Basin In the High Sierra' is one of the

most beautiful pictures Included in the show.

It is particularly beautiful In color. Its

deeo blue, deep green, terra- cotta and grey

ton6s form a beautiful design of mountains and

water.

"Several studies ^f fish are Included in the

show. One rldlnr with the waves .^Ives a pe]>-

fect impression of life and movement, and the

beholder admires the fine effect of transpai>j

ency of v/ater c^ven by green tones over grey.

Aline Klstler in the San Francisco Chronicle of

March 11, 1928 describes his painting, "Sunset in the Sacra-

mento Valley":
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"Much conment hag been aroused by the applica-
tion of Orlontal viewpoint to tlio scones and
subjects in California that is shown In the
work of Obata.

"The paintings selected for a han^^inc illustrate
interesting phases of Obata' s technique and in-
terpretation. Tlioy reveal a subtle combination
of sentimentality with rigorous severity of
treatment. Showing a technique that is trained
and sure of itself, those pictures give instan-
taneous flashes of a mood, a place or a situa-
tion.

"The color is deftly handled with a nice feeling
for decorative effect. In sor.io instances the
decollation has led to abntracticn and one feels
the artist's utter freedom froc recording actu-
alities. A case in point is the almost startling
painting of a sunset in the Sacrcanento Valley.
Except for the cool, [frey plain at the base and
the feeling of heat above it, the painting is in
no v/ay representative. But it is interpretive
of the scene portrayed, for Obata has made a
mounting, turbulent doTign of heat waves in
flaming crests of color."

Of Obata' s lectures and th:; technique employed in

his demonstrations, the San Frrjioisco Chronicle of March 18,

13C3, p:ave this graphic description:

"Chiura Obata, whose paintings are attracting
so much attention, will give a lecture and dem-
onstration of 'CaJLifornia throufch the eyes of a
Japanese Artist-' The two demonstrations that
Obata has given have excited great interest for,

to people used to the occidental v.'ay of painting,
there is a fascination in the ceremony and quaint
solemnity attending Japanese painting.

"Obata, robed in the black garment of the Jai>-

anese artist, kneels before the specially pre-
pared silk on v/hich he is to paint. He is sur-
rounded by saucers of v/atorcolor and at his

right hand is a case of innumerable brushes of

almost every size, shape nnd description. He

holds himself erect, in an almost buddhistic
attitude, and contemplates the nrkcd silk."
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Obata war. not p.lono In the Icr.rnjtratlon, Mrs.

Cb,':'.tr. v;,as his r.ovoted as3lstant, n.n\ the Sfm Francisco Chron-

icle continues:

"Then v;ith sure deft strokoa ho starts tc paint.
Brushor, and colors are hando'^. to him by his wife
who alv/ays assists with his work. Without a
moment of hesitation or a ^linglo GGf't^Ji'e, he ap-
plies the color, first in broad sweeps for the
background, then, timing the spread of drylr^G
with a nicety, he paints in the figures of the
composition, depending on the degree of wetness
to give diffused or definite outlines.

"The audience holds its brv-^ath. For those few
moments ev.^rything is centered on the artist end
the picturization of hir concept. It has become
more than jvainting; it has become n rite."

A grC'^t amount of practice and rtudy is required to

handle a brush satisfactorily and control a continuous line

or an effect, G-racc Hu jbard reports this same demonstration

in the Wasp of Ivlarch 23, 1928:

"Chiurn. Oor.ta, the Japanese artist.... is giving
short tnliis on Japanese ;.ianners .'ind methods of
painting. The setting is beautiful with Jap-
anese flower arrangement by Mr .3. Obata and her
friends, and the vrhole evening spent in the at-
mosphere of a cultural Japanese and his wife is

a revelation to onlookers.

"Obata paiMts with simplest means yet with in-
tricate: t^jchnique, using three brushes in one
hand* at times. A great creative perforLiance."

FATHER'S DEATH—RJiTURN TO JAPAI^I

Distance from Japan and a desire to complete cer-

tain art commissions prevented Obata from attending his fa-

ther's funeral, but he cabled his mother to ask that his

father's works be saved for him. Obata' s mother coo^irjd
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with his request. His connlssions completed, Obatr., vith a

selection of his Callfcrnla ctudles, departed early In 1929

for Japan and a nev/ phase of his art career.

CALIFOP.NIA "IvISSSAGS" ?0 THE SIAP5R0R

On arrival In Jaoan Obata presented to the Emperor

of Japan, hla "message" from California, a IrJidscape, "Lake

Basin In High Sierra." Although out of a multitude the Em-

peror accepts few gifts, Obata' s painting was received and

hung in the Imperial household.

In 1930 the landscape was exhibited at Uyeno Park,

Tokyo. Of this honor the New York art magazine, the Art

Digest reports on February 1, 1?31 under the heading, "Obata

Wins Imperial Honor":

"Chiura Obata, San Francisco artist, won first
prize at the 87th annual exhibition at Uyeno Prrk,

Tokyo, for one of his paintings, 'Lake Basin
in High Sierra, ' which, painted on silk was
presented to the Emperor of Japan by friends
of the artist. The gift was accepted, which
means that Obata received a high honor. Al-
though he has clung to the Oriental viewpoint
in art, the Occidental creeps into his v.'ork.

His enthusiasm for California scenery is re-
flected in his paintings."

None of Obata' s California work had been sent to

Japan previously,, and it is noteworthy that his first presen-

tation not only was accepted by the Emperor, but later won

the highest of Japanese art honors.

A NSW STUDY

After the Imperial acceptance of the painting,

Obata left for Sendai. In the public library of his native
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city, he gr.ve various lectures and exhlbitlona cf hi3 Call-

fcrnia landscapes. In 1929, Ob.-ta decided to tnJce up another

phase cf Japanese art. Nadla Lavrova, in the San Francisco

Examiner of January 4, 1931, told nf Obata's new studj' v;hlle

in Japan:

"In recent years lie turned his attentions to
wood block prints. Going back to Japan, he
steeped himself in the tradition handc' floTTil

from the g-oldon ago of the print. All the time,
hov/over, the Westorn bacl-grouno. was strong in
him. When finally Chiura bccan making prints
from hin watercolors, he was abled to strke a
nev/ and ^Tisinal note, combining Occidental and
Oriental ox:jro'-,sion.

"According to the Japanc!30 tradition, the wood
blocks are cut not by the artist himself, but
by a special master of the craft. To mcie one
of Chiura' s prints, as npjiy as 205 blocks were
carved. No reproduction received leas than
120 hand paintings. Thi:^ resulted in so groat
a fidelity to every brush stroke that the print
can scarce bo distinguished from the original
painting. The characteristics '"if wood printing
ore absent. The artist pers<'nally supervlsod
the printing at the Tal:ajnlzav/a Print Works in
Japan. Specially made paper and old Japanese
vegetable and mineral dyes were used, every im-
perfect ir.prcsslon beinj destroyed."

TSCHNICU-^ OF OLD J.^^MSSZ LIASTERS

Obata, v/hlle en his visit to Jr.pan, besides master-

ing the technique of v;ood block r^rlnts, found time to copy

many v/orks of the masters of Japanese art. V/hen these copies

v/ere shown later in San Francisco, Kadia Lavrova told in the

San Francisco Examiner of February 8, 1951, of a technique

used by Obata unknown to Occidental artists:





"Here one sees, for Instance, a collection of
thirty- three very fine copies of Nipponese
masters upon v/hich he worked for two and ahalf
years. Far from being looked dov/n upon, such
painstaking reproduction Is traditional of art
study in Japan. To copy the rncients, says
Obata, he had to acquire their detached philos-
ophy and also learn breath control^ which alone
enabled him to emulate their long continuous
strokes.

"

WOOD BLOCK PRINTS EXHIBIT

On his return to San Francisco, arrangements were

made with Director S. Spencer Macky of the San Francisco Art

Association to exhibit his wood block prints. Of Obata'

s

block print series, the San Francisco Chronicle of November

25, 1930, said:

"An amount of pains tailing labor almost incon-
ceivable to the less patient Western mind k-^.s

gone into the making of the beautifully colored
prints that Obata calls his 'American scries."

"The 'American' group consists of original wa-
ter colors and their exquisitely exact wood
block reproductions, and nhows landscnpes and
v;lld creatures in the regions cf the high Slei^
ras and Yoscnite National Park."

These prints were shov/n later at Mills College,

Oakland; the University of California, Berkeley; and other

San Francisco bay cities.

WORK OF FATHER AND SON

Chiura Obata had always possessed a deep love and

respect for his father. Rokulchl Obata' s works of art still

lived; as good art should. Obata decided to exhibit his fa-

ther's work to San Francisco friends. The San Francisco
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Chronicle of January 18, 1931, said of the "father and son"

exhibit:

"Lovera of color in Oriental art are showlnc
much interest in the exhibition of the Obata'a,
father and son, nov- on viev/ at the California
Palace of the Lc'-Tion of Honor in Lincoln Park,

"In the exhibition, RoJcuichi Obata is repre-
sented by twoj'ity kc-^J-Lcmonos. Half of these are
on silk and half on paper. The latter are in
black and white, v;hile those on silk use color
also, nf the nore delicate shades. These pic-
tures are Japanese landscapes, done in the tr.'t-

ditional Japanese ijtyle."

From the contrast shown in the father's and son's

work the San Francisco Chronicle feels the Occident has in-

fluenced the son, Ghiura:

"In contrast with his father's work, Chlura
makes use of brilliant colors, and while sone
of his pictures are along the traditional Ori-
ental lines, most of then show decided Occiden-
tal tendencies. One typical Japanese piece is

a picture of a cat. On the other hand, the ex-
treme Western style is seen in a drawing of an
American £irl.

"

Nadia Lavrova in the San Francisc' Examiner of Jan-

uary 18, 1951, wrote of the exhibition:

"The 'father and son' exhibition is interesting
in several ways. From the scroll paintings of

the late Rckuichi Obata it is evident that he
was entirely dominated by the Japanese tradi-
tion. A lover of nature, as Japanese are, he
viewed it through a poetic hazQ. His black and
white paintin^js, such as 'The Lobster* are mas-
terpieces of eloquent simplicity."

Miss Lavrova then proceeds to give this (Tompari son:

"Settlinp; as a young man in California, he,

(Chiura) deliberately exposed himself to the

influence of Western art. So it happens that
some of his v.'ork, particularly the black and
white, is reminiscent of his father's. The
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watercolorr. show doclded Occidental tendencies.
Among his paintings in the Oriental manner one
notes 'Spring Rain,' 'Setting Sun,' and 'Deer.*"

In a later review of the exhibit in the Exajnlner

of February 6, 1951, Naclla Lavrova gives this description of

a work by Chiura, which if unrolled would be nearly a city

block in length:

"An original painting by Chiura In the tradi-
tional manner is a frieze 275 feet long by sev-
en inches wide on fragile Japanese rice pa.per.
It depicts a procession of Samurais of the
Province of Sendai, going to pay their respect
to the Shogun at Yedo. It is extraordinarily
decorative.

"

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

In 1932 he was invited to give a course at the

University of California surnnor session, dealing with the

analysis of form from the Japanese point of view, f.nd Orien-

tal technique In drawing and painting. He accepted, and v/as

so successful that he was asked to become a reg^alar teacher

in the University's art department. To be close to his work

he moved with his family to Berkeley, across the bay from San

Francisco where he now instructs a class that averages better

than a hundred pupils specializing in freehand bru.ih work as

an important discipline of their art course.

LOVE OF NATURE

Through a deep love of nature Obata has been able

to produce his com.prehensive Pacific coast and mountain land-

scapes. He discovered early in his career that there is no



. -w-»-l.«'i-^^.
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royal road to such an understanding; that corr.prehenslon coraos

only an the result of a direct approach and laborious person-

al study. The San Francisco Chronicle of March 14, 1928, con-

firrns Obata's closeness v/lth nature \vl:en It said:

"Working on the theory that an artlnt nust know
his natcrlal thoroughly, even to the extent of
sleeping on tho ground and eating the products
of the earth underlying the landscape he wishes
to interpret, Obata has studied California and
nade him3olf at hone in its different regions
until his brush expresses what California nerjis

to hin.

"

Nadla Lavrova in the Soji Francisco Examiner of Jan-

uary 4, 1931, tells of his love of nature's nood3:

"To begin with, his subjects 30 far have all
been drawn from California. One of the love-
liest of his prints depicts a foggy norning on

Van Ness Avenue, and Icacs one to render why
so nany artists have overlooked the decorative
possibilities of the Sr.n Francisco fog.

"However, it is the great California outdoors
which makes its deepest appeal to this artist,

a nature worshipper If ev.^r there was one. He

declared once that he gains strength when tired
by looking at the Big Trees. He knows how to

render the melancholy beauty of Lalto Mono, the

quiet majesty of Yoscmite cliffs, the promise

of life as evidenced by young redwoods growing
above fallen giants."

In his proximity to nature Obata has had frequent

occasion to study the detailed beauty of flowers. Of his

floY/cr paintings the San Francisco Sxr-mlner of September 6,

1931, remarked:

"Obata's flower paintings slew a new manner and

a new viewpoint. The Japanese artist has gone

back to the Oriental tradition of omitting a

background, t\nd so made his composition all the

more eloquent. Painted with a studied, poetic
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aimpliclty, ho tries to capture the inner slb-
nlflcance of the living form which is his sub-
ject. To him, Nature, which ho loves with an
absorbing devotion, is an open book which he is
continually reading. He distills tho essence
of a million outdoor improssions in his work."

Speaking of Obata's exhibit of still-life studies

shown at the C-urvGlsier Art Galleries, the San Francisco

Chronicle of Hay 15, 13i'^2, also mentions his love of nature:

"Chiui'a Obata's love of Nature Is always olcsc
to the surface of his painting. The impulse to
play historian to the delicate colors and con-
tours of nature is second only to his original
Impulse to paint.

"The exhibition covers several phases of Obata's
work, and almost serves as a sumr.iary of his cx-
porirnenting. It ranges from a small group of
still-life compositions, solidly painted and
reall.Ttic, to the dexterously casual v/atorcolor
of a fawn. In this with a few brush strokes,
ho achieves a delightful impression of monenta-
rily arrested fleetness. Paintings on silk arc
completely Japanese in the small scaled, detailed
line and his sure ,taste in composition ir> in
evidence in all the paintings."

Grace Hubbard in the Wasp-News Letter of May 21,

1932, reported a later Obata exhibit at Courvolsier' s Gallery

and wrote of his close study- of nature:

"Ghlura Obata Interprets with delightful fresh-
ness and Intuition the appeal of Nature. His
still-life arrangements, his studies of flov;ers,

birds and fish, his landncapes arc Instinct with
a virtual worship of natural forms and colors.
California is his delight, and his is inspired
by the beauty and svihptuousness of the Cali-for-

nia scene. Revealing an Oriental touch in his
economy of brush strokes and eloquent rhyth-m,

he achieves a decorative and at the same time
significant effect. His colors are ingenious-
ly applied and arresting."

The final article dealing with Obata's sensitive

study of nature is in the Daily Calif ornitm, publication of
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the University In Berkeley, February 5, 1954, by Elennor Mor-

ris, v/hlch quotes Ob,".tr. as saying that:

"'Wherever there arc v/orks of nature there ic
beauty. It ifl this beauty In nature that I try
to depict in ny painting:.'

"Asked about his landscapes, ho ardently denied
affiliation with any special Gchool. 'I paint
nature,' he said, 'not as if I wore a classical,
or a cubist, or an impressionist, but simply as
I see her loveliness.'"

In the sajnc article Miss Ivlorrls, after a descrip-

tion of Obata's pictures as ochibited at the California Pal-

ace of the Le£,ion cf Honor, mentions Obata'a contention that:

"....to paint nature one need not necessarily
follow the dogma of a particular school."

PHILOSOPHY

An important phase of Obata' s boyhood was the study

of philosophy. With his study and practice of Zen, a branch

of Buddhism, and of Shln£:on, another Oriental philosophy, he

has augmented his capacity for painting by a direct approach

to the Universrl Teacher, "Nature." The combination of all

these profound studies has given Obata an unusual outlook

upon life v;hlch undoubtedly affected his art. Therefore, ar-

ticle;', dealing with Obata' s philosophy of art are pertinent.

Junius Cravens in the Arf^onaut of March 4, 1932, under the

heading of "What Price Glory," presents the artist's outlook:

"There is a rare combination of disarming naivete
and rich Oriental phlloso])hy in the forev/ord
which the Japanese painter, Chlura Obata has
written for the catalogue of the exnibltion of
his paintings v/hich is now being held at 'La
Casa de Manana, ' Berkeley, and which we quote
in full.
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I-

i

'"My Idea of biography deals not In past or the
present, but lies in the future. The past
spefiits for itself, and actions spc^k for ' the
present. In words I speak for the future. My
brush and I lool: ahead only.

"'I intend ny path in life to bo as plain, sin-
pie, and definite as air and v/ator—water as
pure as dowdropn on the v/ild flov/ers of Tuolunne
Meadow at davm; as r.elodious as the v/lnding
nountain strerjn in sprin.-^; as oninously synphon-
ic as the powerful •atorfalls of Yosenitc; as
ne^inderinfr as the brook winding in and out
through hill and dale, uniting and reuniting,
but flowing ever onvrard to the sea; and as grer't
as the mighty strokes of waves and the fathom-
less depth of ocean color.

"'Success or failure is not ny aln in life.
Whether I bo a flake of snow or only a drop of
dev; I do not care. I wish only to paint with
grf.titud? to 'Nature' in my heart and sincerity
in my brushs" This is ny future, my biography.'"

Another article on O'^ata's philosophic approach to

art is by H. L. Dungr.n, in the Onk.land Tribune of March 24,

1955. Under the arresting heading, "Artist Paints Picture

of Beautiful Princess Betv;een 2 and 3 A. M.," Dungan said:

"When one of our young artists begins to tallc

afcf^ut hir; soul-reaction to art, the Inspiration
ho hopes to get in some distant tine, his eno-
tions -and so on, I an cold to the theme under
v/hich he warms. When Chiura Obata, Japanese,
tells- nc of his feeling for art, I believe him.

"Th'at •feeling' also includes yearn of hardarid
faithful v;ork, Oriental patience, n lively ap-
prQciation of nature and more hard wrrk.

"Obata is lecturer in art at the University of

Calif- rnla. Thirty of his paintings arc being
shown at Hariland Kail, on the University
grounds

.

"Among his paintings is the tall and lovely
Princess Sotorri, v/ho lived some 1500 years oQO
in Japan and was so lovely that her beauty shone
through her garments. The painting of her by
Obata came about in this manner.
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"Soneone c^ivg Obr.ta raornlnr-':rlory seeds. Obr.ta
Icves flov/ors, fish, Dountnlns and forests. Ho
plf^.ntod the seod rjid they flourished. When they
crjne into blcon he v/as renlnded of the beautiful
Princess.

"At what hour '-.f the day should you p^^int a
princess whose beauty is so grcc.t that it shines
throurh her garments, and reminds you of norning
glories? Why, no tine except bet\7een 2 and
3 A. M. vmen the noon is full.

"So the picture '^f the Princes-; Sotoari was
painted in the norning hours rhcn the norning
glories were coning into full life. As a natter
of fact, I knov; nothing of norning glories or
whether they cone into full life in the morning
or evening, but—I'll wager Obata does. He never
paints anything he doesn't knov; all about, In-
cluding ancestry and present relatives."

As a sunr.ary of Obrta's fusion of Oriental philos-

ophy with his nature studies of Cr^llfornia, one of his orm

poens serves v/ell:

"My air:: is to create a bowl full of Joy
Clear as the sky,
Pure as fallin^ cherry petals,

Without worry, v.'ithout doubt;
Then ocnes full energy, endless power

And the road to art."

CRITICS EVALUATION

While technical and philosophical evaluation of

Obata' s work has been given in previous pages, critical opin-

ion must also be presented. From these sources a better un-

derstanding of Obata' s art nay be gained. The first excerpt

from a chronologically .arranged group of articles is by

Professor Perhan W. Nahl, v.hc, in "Art and Artists" of Jan-

uary, 1931, wrote:
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"Hl3 work if. filled with nlgnlflcant color and
fern. His r.rt onbodlos both ancient nnd nodern
thoutjht, and in a true nlxture of Occidental
and Oriental ex:->res3lon.

"

The second article is fror. the San Francisco Exan-

inor of May 29, 19.'52. In Itn report of Obata's work shown

at Courvoisier' s Gallery, It said:

"They are pure Nippon, or, if you like, v;lth
Just a punpicion hero nnd there of Western In-
fluence, "though even that is rather dubious.

"So, Inasnuch as the themes are Califr-rnia, you
have Anerlca ccntenplrted through the eyes of
an Oriental.

"Here, for expxiple, is Van Ness Avenue on a fog-
gy nornin.j. It is all nood, all impression.
The artist It not concerned to have you recog-
nize the locality.

"But the scene of the soa beach writhes as if
it were a trenendous sei'pent. And there arc
sketches of horses, vibrrnt with rhythm. The
tide comes in on Bakers Beach, half sea, half
mist,

"Nature knov;s no depression, says Obata. He
forgets the world's troubles in picturing a
lone duck floating through a faint transparency
of blue, v/ith a faint wraith of a tree in the
foreground.

"It is a thought-stinulating exhibition."

The third article is from the Oakland Tribune of

Ivlarch 6, 1932 by H. L. Duni;an. Obata's combined use of Ori-

ental and Occidental technique is interestingly presented:

"Obata has all the grace of the Oriental coupled
with a western love of color. When painting
redwood trees in grey and black his trees are
beautiful, impressive, as one sees them. He cnn

render a landscape, a mountain or birds on a
reed quite as well in this medium. But that is
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not enough for him. He hp.s turned to the use
of natural color and made quite as excellent
use of it. One painting of a Japanese quince
on a yellow background is a study in color in
its most subtle forn, and in direct contrast
is the 'Se.' Gull,' a brilliant splash of blue
background with a lone seagull bobbing on it.
Obata is a skilled draughtr.man and an original
artist. His v/ox^k is always interesting and
often astonishing because it shows a distinct
western influence without losing for an in-
stant the true grace of the Oriental."

The fourth article is that by Junius Cravcpis in

the Argonaut of May 20, 1932, who wrote of Obata' s Courvoisler

exhibit:

"Chiura Obata again distinguishes hlnself for
versatility and superb draughtsmanship. In
following the various exhibitions of this Jap-
anese artist's work which have been held in
San Francisco, one begins to recognize the vast
amount of thorough, indefatigable study that
must have gone into forming its foundations.

"Obata preserves in many of his paintings and
drawings the accepted Japanese traditional
style of meticulously accurate delineation, ren-
dered in a decorative manner. Wc have formerly
commented also upon his Interesting and suc-
cessful experiments jn translating the American
scene into the terras cf the conventional Jap—
a.nose school. In the current collection ho
further proves the variety of his accomplish-
ments in at least three California landscapes
which arc rendered in the Occidental manner.
They are very v/oll done, though, by contrast,
they perhaps lack some of the charm of his 'na-
tive' method.

"

Edward Radenzel in the Wasp-Nev;s Letter of January

7, 1933, tells of Obat;i's participation in the Annual Western

Water Color Exhibition at the California Palace of the Legion

of Honor:

"There i

natural
is a spring brightness about the Obata
istic panel "
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while Hovvnrd Tr.lbot in the Waap-News Letter of March 4, 1933,

tells of a barter show held nt Courvolsier' s (Jallery in which:

"ObatG showed studies of danco rhythns, lyric
notion suggested by p.n eloquent frugality of
line."

Mr. Tr.lbot in his report of the Competitive Water

Color Show held at Gump's G-allery wrote in the Wasp-Nev/s Let-

ter of March 18, 1933:

"There is a particularly effective marine in
restrrined ccior by Chiura Obata, •Incoming
Tide,' a lovely little boat at the edge of grey
lapping water, a mood cconor.ically suggested,"

The last, from a large file of articles here oartial-

ly quoted is by Harry Haswell in the Wasp-News Letter of April

18, 1936:

"For a complete study in the value of artistic
line, the works '"'f Chiura Obata, nov/ on view at
the Artists Cooperative Gallery, should provide
a rauch-noodcd and valuable object lesson for
many of the local aesthetes of paint aid brush.
It is a genuine pleasure to see hew the tricky
and elusive line is taken by Obata and turned
into a graceful, flo-.ving line of direction for
his realistic studies. He does not, however,
abuse his inborn Jjxpanese power of holding his
drawing in c. compact, pleasing arrangement of
this selfsame line as a punctuation mark to his
hair-line studies of anlnal life.

"....He is unfortunately, too little known for
his fine wcrk as instructor*! the art of brush-
drawing at the University of California. Lit-
tle influenced by Western methods of painting,
his work is essentially Japanese in tone, yet,

in his landscape work, with a high degree of

express iveres:'> not often found in the Japanese
realism. Scml-mystical studies in soft colors
and hazy wr'Shes of line arc also exhibited and
reveal a true poetical bent in Obata' s nature;
gracefulness, and intelligent use of smooth
line make his work unique among Western art-
ists."
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With a quantity of printer", evaluations of Obata'

s

art still unquoted, one feels that the few here presented

sufficiently reveal the high esteem in v;hich Obata is held

by Western critics.

CONCLUSION

At fifty- two yejT.rs of age, Obata exemplifies in his

numerous art activities the spirit of youth. His unfailing

activity and ceaseless effort endear him to his students. A

recent exaiTiple of his indefatigable work is the manner in

which he spent his 1937 vacation. Alone in California's mag-

nificent Yosenlte Valley, in three v;eeks he added sone forty

landscape "raossagCG" of tlie adopted land he loves so dearly.

A visit to his Berkeley home nr.'j serve as an illustration of

his Qffection for California. There, in the rear enclosure,

may be seen a collection of Cfilif'^rnla' s vari-colored rocks

and flowers. These souvenirs, composed as in a Japanese gar-

den, were brought fi'cm High Sierra fastnesses. Obata has

sketched in isolated spots whore It took courage to venture.

As a result of his traditional Japanese discipline

of mind and body, and his years spent patiently studying Cali-

fornia' 3 v/ealth of natural beauty, Obata looks eagerly to the

future. His assortim, "I an not a finished artist, I am still

studying until I die, " is typical of the man and indioatlve

of his serious intent.
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CHIURA OEATA

R2PRE3ENTATIVE

WORKS

LANDSCAPES— OIL, WATSRCOLOR:

After the Earthquako
After Spring Rain
April Shov/ors
Baker 3 Bench
Call of Autiunn
Campus Trees, Berkeley
Crashing Yi'aves

Creation
Eagle Peak
El Capltan
Evening G-low

Fig Branches
Flooding Rain
Full Moon
Incoming Tide, Bollnaa
Klamath River
Lake Be sin in High Sierra
Lifted Snow
Mono Hill, High Sierra
Morning Calm
Moonlight, Point Lobos
Ivtoonlight, High Sierra
Mother Earth
Mountain Lake
Mt. Shasta Dawn
New Moon
Old Cypross, Point Loboa
Pacific G-rove

Porcupine Flat
Santa Barbara National Forest
Setting Sun, Sacramento Valley
Shooting Stars
Silence of Music
Spring Mist, Saratoga (illustration Picture)
Storm Weather, Point Richmond
Suisun
Thunder Storm on Mt. Lycll
White Wolf Meadow
Yosemitc Cliffs
Yosemlto Vaterfcll
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PORTRAITS—OIL, V/ATSRCOLOR:

Prlncesa Sotorrl
Talla Savanievn Japanese Prima Donna
Matsus Japanese Actor
Sojin Kpjnlyana Japanese Actor
Shlndo Genna Japanese Actor
Gyo Artist's Son
Stephen Pepr)er
Self Portrait
Maiden of Northern Japan

MURALS:

S. & G. Gump, Temple Room
Angels and Lotus (Japanese VYatercolor) , 1909

S. & G. Gump, Red Lacquer Room
Black Crows-Snow Pino (Japanese Watorcolor), 1909

G. T, Marsh Co.
Birds (Chinese Style, Watercclor) , 1920

Emporium Corporation, Oriental Department
Four Seasons (Japanese Watercolor), 1923

Toyo Klscn Kalsha Steamship Co.
Nlkko; Mlyajlraa; Arashlgama, 1924

(Japanese Watercolors)

Iwata Co.
Santa Barbara ("Hoo" Oil), 19-25

G. T. Marsh Co.
Bats (Oil), 1925

SCENERY AND COSTUIJISS:

San Francisco Opera Association
Madame Butterfly (copyrighted), 1924

AIvIl/iAL STUDIES:

Horses
Deor
Fawn
Rabbit
Squirrel
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STILL-LIFS:

Striped Bass
Peony

NUMEROUS "SCR2ENS";

Scrolls
Kakononos
Wood Block Prints
Minlatui'G Gr-.rdcus
Varied Studies

EXIilBITIONS:

San Francisco, California
East Vi'sst Gallery, Western Women's Club, March 1928
California School of Fine Arts, October 1950
Gyosei Hall, Kovcmbor 1930
Courvoisitr Art Gallery, J.'.nuary 1931
California Palaco of the Legion of

Honor, February 1931
California School of Fine Arts, February 1931
California Palace nf the Lct^lon of

Honor, June 1931
Duncan Vail Co., Aut^ust 1931
Gourvoisier Art Gallery, Soptenbor 1931
A. F. Martin & Co., April 1932
De Young Museum, April 1932
San Francisco Att Association, April 1932
Courvoisior Art Gallery, May 1932
East West Gallery, V/nstern Woaen's Club,

September 1932
De Young Museum, December 1932
Western '.Vatorcolor Annual, California

" Palace of the Lesion of Honor, December 1932
Gourvoisier Art Gallery, March 1933

•Gump's Competitive Watercolor Exhibit, March 1933
Galifornla Palace of the Legion of

Honor, February 1954
San Francisco Art Association, September 1935

1st Graphic Arts
Artists Co-operative Gallery, April 1936

Oakland, California:
Mills College Art Gallery, March 1931
Oakland Art An^iual, October 1933





Berkeley, Cnllfornla
University of Cp.llfornla, Art Gallery, December 1930
La Cr.aa do Uanana, Liarch 1932
University of California, Havlland Hall, May 1933

Palo Alto, California
Stanford University Art Gallery, June 1932

Yosemlte Valley, California
Best Art Studio, July-December 1937

Los Angeles, California
Stendahl Art Galleries, 1931

Portland, Oregon
Portland Kluseun, 1936

Phoenix, Arizona
City I/iUseum, 1937

Chicago, Illinois
Chicago Art Institute, 1936

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 1934-35-36

Tokyo, Japan
Spring Annual Exhibition, 1902
Uyeno Park, 1950

Sendai, Japan
Public Library, 1329-30 . •

PERI/.ANSNT COLLECTIONS:

Albright Gallery, Buffalo Fine Arts Academy
Early Spring (Oil)

S. & G. Gump, San Francisco
Japanese Murals (Watcrcolcr on silk)

Toyo Klsen Keisha Steamship Co., San Francisco
Five murals depicting Japanese scenes

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:

Emperor of Japan (Private Household—Japan)
Lake Basin in High Sierra (Oil)





AWARDS

:

CLUBS:
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Honor Medal, Tokyo Annual Spring Exhibition
Efirly Spring (Oil), 1902

First Prize, Uyono Park, Tokyo
LaJcG Baaln in High Sierra (Oil), 1930

Member

t

Kenseikai, Tokyo, Japan, 1901
San Fra!icic5c:n Art Association, 1957
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Dr. Walter Hell of the De Young Muaeum; Dr. Grace L. McCann

Morley, director of the San Francisco iSuseun of Art, who con-

sistently offered constructive and helpful criticisms; Albert

M. Bonder; the directors of the California Historical So-

ciety, the Bohemian Club and the Art Association; and the

many individual artista, or their relatives and friends, who

gave so ganorously of their tir.e and eff-^rt.

F.S. McFrrland- Supervisor
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A.K. Smiley Public Library
Alameda County Free Library
Alhambra Public Library
Berkeley Free Public Library
Burbank Public Library
Burllngame Public Library
California Palace of the Legion

of Honor
California State Library
California State Library

(Sutro Branch)
Chico State College Library
Colusa County Public Library
Eureka Free Library
Fresnc State College
Fresno County Free Library
Fresno City Free Library
Fullorton Public Library
G-lendale Free Library
Humboldt County Library
Humboldt State College
Kern County Free Library
Los Angeles Public Library
Los Angeles County Pub. Lib.
Los Angeles County (Inglowood)
Long Beach Public Library
Merced County Library
Monrovia Public Library
Monterey County Pub. Library
Ontario Public Library
Orange County Public Library
Oakland Free Library
Palo Alto Public Library
Pasadena Public Library
Pomona Public Library

Richmond Public Library
Riversld:.? Public Library
Sacramento City Public Library
Sacramento County Pub. Library
San BernarflJno Public Library
San Bernardino Coonty Pub. Lib.
San Diego County Public Library
San Diego City Public Library
San Diego State College
San Fx'ancisco Art Anscciation
San Francisco Museum ^f Art
San Francisco Public Library
San Francisco State College
San Jose Free Public Library
San Jose State College
San Leandro Public Library
San Mateo Public Library
Santa Ana Public Library
Santa Barbara Public Library
Santa Barbara State College
Santa Clara County Pub»Library
Santa Cruz Public Library
Santa Monica Public Library
South Pasadena Public Library
Southwest Museum Library
Stanislaus County Public Lib.
San Joaquin County Free Lib.
Stockton Public Library
University of California Lib.

(Berkeley, California)
University of California Lib.

(Bancroft division)
University of California Lib.

(at Los Angeles)
Ventura Gi^unty Public Library
Whittier Public Library
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